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1. Introduction 
 
 
Nowadays dialysis has become an irreplaceable part in the therapy of end stage 
renal disease (ESRD). Compared to the first human experimental dialysis treatment 
that has been performed in 1924 by Haas in Gießen [Ha1] which was hardly 
attributed with life preserving capability, further regarding the conditions under which 
Kolff [Ko1] did his first life saving dialysis in 1945 with a large rotating drum dialyser, 
hence the early era of coil dialysers within Ringer solution drums in the ‘50s, looking 
back to the early ‘60s when dialysis slightly became available to a minority of ESRD 
patients sometimes selected by commissions of physicians to decide who is to be 
dialysed [Mur1] [Lin1] we now after the turn of the millennium can appreciate the 
enormous effort of clinical investigations that have developed dialysis to be a great 
art of preserving the lives of millions of patients in more or less industrialised 
countries. Today the artificial kidney has abolished the fright of terminal kidney 
insufficiency completely. In combination with kidney grafts the clinical ESRD outcome 
is encouraging. But it is still not satisfactory yet. There is no reason to rest with 
endeavour. Why is it not satisfactory ? 
 
The first point is that it is still an ‘artificial’ kidney, far below the performance of our 
natural kidneys. The clearance, which in simple words is the mass flux of a particular 
solvent from the body to a pure drain divided by its concentration in the body, is still 
applied insufficiently and periodically by hemodialysis and not high effective and 
continuously as demonstrated by nature. The composition of the dialysed diuretic 
toxins at the drain of the artificial kidney and the way of extraction differs completely 
as it mainly comprises passive diffusive and convective effects. Its original within the 
glomerula and Henle’s loop works with an extremely intelligent cascade of membrane 
types and different concentration gradients which are actively controlled and 
supported by metabolic and hormonal processes, not yet completely understood. 
Hence the electrolyte and fluid homoeostasis regulatory effects are not matched by 
the artificial kidney. Endocrinological aspects completely are excluded from being 
modelled by the artificial kidney. Aspects related to gene technology and 
xenotransplants will not be considered here but do not attenuate the statement that 
more than 75 years after the first dialysis mankind still is far from having created an 
adequate substitute for the human kidney. We still have to learn a lot from nature. 
 
The second point is the money. Nature supplies us free of charge with high quality 
“dialysis”. Artificial life preserving dialysis – with all its present disadvantages – is still 
a privilege of the rich. This can easily be understood if we face the tremendous costs 
dialysis is accompanied with. There are costs of hospitalisation with all its staff and 
care facilities, of the dialysis machines, the filters and also the follow up costs for 
treatment of ESRD comorbids which are manifold.  
 
Both aspects can be expected to remain for a unforeseeable period. Even if 
xenotransplants recently more and more seemed to rise hope for sustaining 
improvement of the therapy “conventional” hemodialysis will continue to play a major 
role in ESRD treatment throughout at least the next decade. It can be expected that 
in spite of the long and narrow course of the past hemodialysis development has 
potential to become more physiological. To supply a maximum number of patients in 
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the world with hemodialysis today the primary goal of the investigations in this field 
today can not be to perfectly copy the kidney in all its integral functions but to 
determine and to model those fractional functions and mechanisms that are either 
essential to preserve a high long term life quality for the patients as also a 
reasonable compromise on costs. In a mass business as hemodialysis is today costs 
predominate the discussions. Scientists and engineers working in the field will 
strongly be judged by cost effectiveness and any new feature or treatment alteration 
will only succeed widespread if it fulfils this criterion. This work is committed to this 
maxim without loosing the focus on the major goal: the benefit of the patient.  
 
Its the intention of this work to elucidate the potential and the limitations of 
conductivity based dialysate measurements during hemodialysis as a mean to get 
more online information on the status of the patient and the treatment effectiveness 
without involving any additional efforts or costs for either the patient, the physician or 
the hospital like blood loss for samples, handling of syringes, laboratory chemistry or 
just time. It will be demonstrated that a simple conductivity cell has potential to supply 
a lot of information about clearance, about aqueous distribution volume of the patient 
and  about plasma sodium. It will be emphasised the conductivity cells capability to 
control the correct ‘dosage’ of dialysis and therefore ensure sufficiently low long term 
mortality rates. The proportional costs of the conductivity cell per treatment is 
approaching zero. 
 
The use of conductivity cells moreover is a comfortable mean to assure quality of the 
treatment. Quality assurance is not only mandatory to keep the high dialysis standard 
and to decrease the patients mortality rates but soon will become a mandatory 
component of the surgery accountancy. 
 
Considering the disadvantages patients in some countries have to stand as there is 
short term dialysis with its high blood flow rates and subsequent risk of high 
recirculation, arterial cannula suction or fistula problems, hence reuse of dialysers, 
economised attendance of the physician and insufficiently maintained dialysis 
machines we can state that conductivity based dialysate measurements are a 
powerful tool to online detect any irregularities that correlate to dialysis 
ineffectiveness. Moreover it is to deplore that in a time when dialysis is an economic 
matter and has become subject of commerce there might also arise a certain need to 
protect the patient from improper dialysis. 
 

1.1. Motivation of the investigation 
 
Towards the end of the sixties of the last century dialysis became available to 
numerous patients and was no longer a privilege of only a few. The lack of 
mandatory standards that describe how to perform not only lifesaving but high quality 
dialysis became obvious. In addition to the fundamental question on the nature of the 
mortal mechanisms associated with uraemia - which are not yet understood today - 
in particular the dialysis quantification problem became apparent. No physician was 
able to predict the amount of dialysis that is required to keep an ESRD patient not 
only alive but preserve a high long term quality of his life. To address this problem in 
1975 a conference was held in Monterey, CF, USA [Go2] on which it has been 
realised that there is an urgent need to conduct a prospective, randomised 
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multicenter study to determine the adequate dose of dialysis. The National 
Cooperative Dialysis Study (NCDS) was funded to fulfil this need. First results of this 
study have been published in [Lo1].  
 
The NCDS – now more than 20 years of age - had strong impact on the scientific 
efforts to understand the mass kinetics that stand behind the detoxification dialysis 
performs. One of the initiators of the first kinetic modelling were Sargent and Gotch 
[Sar3]. They first introduced an equation system for calculating the concentration of 
toxic substances on basis of mass transfer from and into the solvent volume of the 
human body via the artificial kidney, the residual function of the native kidneys and 
the generation of new toxic solutes by the liver. One of the basic premises of this 
model was that urea would be a convenient marker substance to describe the 
behaviour of small molecules in dialysis even if a single toxic target solute to be 
responsible for uraemia has not been identified up to now. It was the first time a 
model purely based on mass balance had potential to quantify dialysis. Initially this 
model was only focused on the prediction of the normalised treatment ratio Kt/V of a 
dialysis treatment as the quantity that matters, where K is the clearance for urea, t 
the treatment time and V the distribution volume for urea within the patient. Implicitly 
it was assumed that urea clearance based Kt/V would be a valid marker able to 
express the success and failure of dialysis. This is to understand on the background 
that the human kidney in some aspect has only been modelled to be a simple filter 
for solutes that does little more than to remove them diffusively. In this terms success 
of a treatment would mean to remove an adequate amount of urea  and other solutes 
and it would only have to be considered what amount is ‘adequate’ in this sense. It 
can be argued if this is a technocratic reduction of the broad functional spectrum of 
the human kidney or if it is a permissible simplification of the complicated but finally 
limited functionality of the kidney [Lo2, Go3]. However the nephrologic community felt 
the captivating simplicity of the concept that could express dialysis success in only 
one value and even if not commonly accepted and surely not finally or sufficiently 
discussed Kt/V today is more and more accepted –predominantly in the US-  as a 
measure for long term dialysis mortality and outcome, regardless of the partially 
lacking scientific basement and the turn of dose calculations to mortality predictions. 
Concomitant to uraemia there are manifold alterations of the physical condition of an 
ESRD patient: deviations in concentrations of numerous other solutes like creatinine, 
�2 microglobuline, electrolytes, not only a minority of the patients suffers from 
diabetes, blood pressure problems, severe vascular degeneration and malnutrition as 
only to mention a few. It is not easy to imagine that dialysis outcome and its 
interaction with all these different clinical characteristics can simply be expressed by 
a simple number. Nevertheless statistics draws another image: It seems to be 
possible, although there are some discrepancies that are not clearly understood [Lo2, 
Go3]. 
 
It is beyond this scope to discuss the Kt/V – mortality relation extendedly. How ever  
this discussion may end, the premise of this work is just to give a tool to the hand of 
the nephrologist to reliably measure Kt/V without value judgement. The interpretation 
of the measurement will ever be left to the clinician’s responsibility. Some of the 
relevant facts considering clearance and Kt/V are explained in the following section.  
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1.1.1. The Clearance and the Kt/V concept 
 

 
 
To understand the use of Kt/V as a dialysis 
quantifier it is necessary to first define some 
technical expressions like V, the distribution 
volume, K, the clearance and some further 
definitions. 
 
 
V describes the volume of the aqueous solvent 
that is available in the human body for 
distribution of a particular substance.  
 
 
In this context the substance is urea or sodium. 
All aqueous compartments in the human body 

are available to solve urea, as there is the intravascular, the interstitial and the 
intracellular fluid (ICF). The intravascular and interstitial fluid can be summarised as 
extracellular fluid (ECF). Sodium essentially has only ECF available for distribution, 
because the sodium pump maintains a physiological sodium concentration gradient 
across the cell membrane. The implications for the externally visible distribution 
space for sodium will be discussed later.  

PatientDialysate

 
 
Figure 1.1.1.a: In dialysis the artificial kidney is the
link between patient and dialysis machine that
permits diffusive and convective substance transfer
from the patients blood to the rinse fluid, the
dialysate. 

 
The clearance in general is a quantity that describes how efficient a biological or 
artificial system like the kidney or a dialysis process is able to clear its target fluid, 
which will always be the patients blood in this context (see figure 1.1.1.a). During 
dialysis the blood has very close contact to the rinsing fluid, the dialysate. The link is 
embodied by the artificial kidney, which consists of thousands of hollow fibres, at 
their outside being flushed by the dialysate and having a sum surface of usually more 

than 1m2. Each fibre has 
an outer diameter of 
typically 200µm, the inner 
diameter, which allows the 
passage of blood is 
140µm. The fibre wall 
consists of a porous 
material (e.g. polysulfone) 
manufactured by a special 
spin procedure that 
generates a pore size 
gradient starting with the 
smallest pore diameter of 
approximately 3-5nm at 
the lumen wall (figure 
1.1.1.b). These pores are 

completely passable for water and small molecules. As soon as molecule size rises, 
the diffusive transfer is more and more impeded and the molecules can only pass the 
membrane by pressure gradients in a convective flow. Diffusiveness is decreasing for 

 
 
Figure 1.1.1.b: Cross section of a single capillary of a dialyser.  
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heavy molecules and on a logarithmic scale a cut-off around molecular weight of 
65000 is realised to avoid albumin loss to the dialysate (figure 1.1.1.c). Substances 
with higher molecular weight than the cut-off limit can hardly pass the membrane 
neither by diffusion nor by convection. It is clear that the passage of small molecules 
like electrolytes, urea or water is predominated by diffusive effects, the transfer of 
more complex molecules like �2 microglobuline (�2m) or inulin is forced purely by 

convection, that means water 
molecules will drag them across the 
membrane by hydrostatic or osmotic 
pressure. Further it is to emphasise 
that there is not only a superficial 
contact but an intensive mixing of 
plasma water and dialysate water 
along the fibre. Dialysis clearance 
can be defined as follows: 

Figure1.1.1.c: The dependence of the sieving coefficient from the
molecular weight. Typical curve for a modern high flux polysulfone
membrane (by courtesy of FMC, Bad Homburg). 

 
The clearance is that flow rate 
fraction of the blood water flow rate 
that is completely cleared from a 
particular substance. As long as the 
sieving coefficient of this substance 
is 1 the convective flow rate of 
filtered blood water across the 
membrane can be added directly to 
the clearance because the patient 
could replace it by pure water. 

 
A sieving coefficient of 1 means the molecule can pass the membrane as easy as 
water in a convective fluid stream. The clearance definition is only valid for 
substances like urea, whose concentration in the inlet dialysate is zero. For sodium 
the inlet concentration in the dialysate is not zero but typically 140 mmol/l. Another 
expression is used for this case, the dialysance: 
 
The dialysance is that flow rate fraction of the blood water flow rate that is completely 
brought to the dialysate inlet concentration of a particular substance. As long as the 
sieving coefficient of this substance is 1 the convective flow rate of filtered blood 
water across the membrane can be added directly to the clearance because the 
patient could replace it by water of the dialysate inlet concentration. 
 
In the definition the blood water flow rate is mentioned, to be distinguished from the 
whole blood flow rate. The difference is that only the aqueous solute fraction of the 
blood is available as solving space. Also the blood cells contain solving space. The 
rest like proteins and complex structures like cell walls is passive space in this 
context. The difference is about 10% of volume. From this definitions it is to 
emphasise that the clearance can never exceed the blood water flow rate. 
 
The time t expresses the duration of the dialysis treatment. If any interruptions of the 
treatment like alarms or dwelling of the pumps leads to a clearance interruption, t is 
not interrupted.  
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According to the clearance definition Kt or more precisely  is the absolute 
amount of fluid that is completely cleared from a substance. This volume should be at 
least the volume of fluid that has to be cleared, which is the patients distribution 
volume for this substance. This implies a simple dosage definition: The quantification 
of dialysis should assure that the aqueous volume of the patient is cleared at least 
once. This expressed in mathematical terms means: 1 � Kt/V. In particular if the 
substance is urea the catabolic generation during dialysis should also be taken into 
account. A patient who catabolizes protein to 10mg of urea per minute will produce 
2.4 g of urea during a 4h dialysis session that was not present at dialysis start and 
will have to be cleared additionally. A typical hemodialysis regimen will schedule him 
every 2 days for 4h of dialysis. That means his dialysis time ratio would be 4h divided 
by 44h, approximately 9% of his time he is under dialysis and therefore he produces 
9% of the urea during the treatment. One might estimate that the dose therefore 
should be increased for at least this 9%. Further there is evidence to expect urea 
generation rate being increased during and towards the end of treatment [Bo1, Sha1, 
Fa1] for some amount (50-100%), so that from a purely mass transfer based aspect 
one should recommend the Kt/V for urea to be at least approximately 1.15 in a linear 
consideration for patients with no residual kidney function. This is not a precise 
calculation but a stringent argument how Kt/V should be prescribed.  

� dtK teff )(

 

1.1.2. Kt/V and Mortality 
 
The ongoing discussion about mortality and Kt/V can be condensed to three different 
question complexes that can not clearly be separated or even be solved: 
 
1.) Why must urea and other small molecules like creatinine and pseudouridin be 

removed and can not be left in the body? What is their toxic concentration and 
mechanism? What is “the” uremic toxin? Is there any?   
 

2.) What minimum value of Kt/V(urea) is sufficient to remove urea and other small 
solutes with similar removal pattern sufficiently? 

 
3.) Is Kt/V as a dose parameter for small solutes a valid marker to predict the 

patients outcome? Is only Kt/V, or is Kt or t alone of mortality predictive 
character? 

 
 
In table 1.1.2.a is depicted a summary of the major solutes the human kidney clears 
from the blood and their toxicity properties. 
 
The discussion about these questions is reported here to only that extend it needs to 
understand the context and the background of this work. A comprehensive review of 
the present state of discussion is found in [SemDial]. 
 
The first question – as it seems to the author – has not really found an answer yet. It 
is not the question if urea has to be removed. The healthy kidney as the shining 
example removes small solutes including urea, and it does it very effectively and 
continuously. There is no evidence to believe that natural urea removal is just a side 
product of the evolution because it is well known that urea is the final protein 
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catabolite. So it is likely 
urea must be removed due 
to osmotic reasons. Protein 
intake is essential to life 
and a non-removal of urea 
would result in a strong 
overload of urea and high 
plasma urea 
concentrations. An 
essential enzymatic 
process like protein 
catabolism can be expected 
to be independent to some 
extent from the 
concentration of its 
products but it can not be 
imagined it would work 
properly in the presence of 
extremely high, non-

physiological 
concentrations of urea. In a 
consequence non removal 
of urea would lead at least 

to a high osmotic impairment. This would prevent the cells from keeping their natural 
osmotic equilibrium and water homeostasis. Water as the solute for every reaction in 
the body will be shifted into the cells with high urea concentration. This will affect 
enzymatic processes. A good example are the mitochondrial multi-enzyme systems  
located on the mitochondrial membrane [Gil, See]. Their activity is dependent on the 
spatial distance of the active reaction centre on the membrane. Water influx will 
influence membrane distance and deteriorate the reaction rate of multiple enzymes 
and therefore lead to multifunctional perturbation. This and other mechanisms may 
lead to a severe uremic syndrome. The consequences are well known from the time 
dialysis was not available. 

Solute Toxicity Removal 
parallel to 
urea 

Small water soluble compounds  
Urea � 
Creatinine - +
Pseudouridine - +
Uric acid � +
Potassium  + +
Xanthine + -
Hypoxanthine + -
Phosphorus + -
Middle molecules:  
�2 Microglobuline + -
AGE + -
Parathyroid hormone + -
Leptin + -
Small protein bound compounds  
P-cresol + -
Indoxyl sulfate + -
CMPF + -
Hippuric acid + +
Homocysteine + -
 
Table 1.1.2.a Uremic solutes and their biological impact and removal pattern [Van] 
AGE: Advanced glycation end products CMPF:Carboxy- methyl-furan propionic 
acid. [Van, modified] 

 
This may lead us to the second and third question about the dosage of dialysis. The 
stringent physical consideration that Kt/V must be 1.1 or 1.15 is only one aspect.  
The background is that today Kt/V no more is just a quantification but is increasingly 
interpreted as a measure for clinical outcome and morbidity. Since the NCDS study 
[Low2] at the end of the seventies there are many publications that discuss if Kt/V is 
a valid and independent parameter to predict the long term survival and the treatment 
success in terms of quality of life for the patients. It can only be listed here a few of 
them representing the major topics of the discussion. The interested reader may find 
numerous further quotations within these publications [DOQI, Go1, Go2, Go3, Go5, 
Ley, Low, Ow, Par, Sar4, USRDS, Wo]. In particular in  [SemDial] several experts of 
the field give a broad overview on the state of discussion.  
 
The discussion in this field currently has reached a more differentiated view. There 
are  those authors who completely disagree that Kt/V is a measure for mortality at all, 
although they seem to be in the minority. But they have strong arguments because 
the body size itself seems to be correlated to morbidity. Small and tiny patients with a 
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small V usually experience a high Kt/V. If Kt/V is a mortality predictor they should 
show lowest mortality under dialysis. The opposite is the case. Their long term 
survival is worse than that of the patients with high V and therefore lower Kt/V. 
Malnutrition since years is known as an dialysis associated problem. Obese patients 
to some extent seem to be more tolerant of underdialysis. The treatment time seems 
also to be correlated to mortality [SemDial]. A common sense however seems to 
exist among most of the authors that in a 3x4 hours per week dialysis schedule the 
urea based Kt/V should not fall below 1.2, which is in good accordance with the initial 
consideration. The widely accepted DOQI guidelines recommend this value to be the 
minimum. Also the older NCDS study [Go1, Lo1,Lo2] supports this opinion. 
 
Conclusively it must be stated that the discussion has not yet decided if Kt/V is an 
independent predictor for mortality. But is has been decided that Kt/V may not fall 
below a particular minimum. To assure this is the central matter of this work. 
 
 

1.1.3. Urea and Sodium Chloride  
 
 

 
Both urea and sodium are implicitly used as a 
substitute for each other in this work. This is on 
the background of similar diffusion coefficients 
that can be utilised for technical purposes (table 
1.1.3.a):  
Urea is not very accessible to a quantifying 
measurement unless a precise enzymatic 
sensor is available. The enzyme splits urea to 
ammonium-ions that can be detected as an 
electrical potential across ion-specific 

membranes, needing further sophisticated electronics to amplify the current. 
Therefore the use of enzymatic sensors is accompanied with some disadvantages: 
The enzyme must be kept cold until its contact with the urea solution. Further the 
sensor must be calibrated frequently to keep its accuracy. This requires a standard 
solution of known urea concentration. This calibration solution also needs sterile and 
cool conditions to not decay in concentration.  

 Diffusion coefficient in 
free solution 
[10-5 cm2/s] 
 

Urea 1.808 
Sodium   2.156 

 
Table 1.1.3. a:- The diffusion coefficients of urea and 
sodium chloride [Klein] 

 
The situation is different for sodium. Sodium can easily be measured using 
conductivity cells. If the diffusion coefficients for sodium and urea are similar, they will 
behave similar at a membrane and in particular show similar clearance. The idea is 
to measure sodium as a substitute for urea. Conductivity cells are technical standard 
and present in any dialysis machine. The question is if in presence of the other 
accompanying solutes in the dialysate the analogy is maintained so that the 
behaviour of sodium and urea at the dialysis membrane is sufficiently comparable. If 
this analogy is acceptable a valid substitute for urea clearance measurement is 
found.  
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2. Theoretical Considerations 

2.1. The effective dialysance and the effective clearance 
 
 
A more formalistic but equivalent definition of the 
dialysance refers to the mass transfer of a given solute 
via the filter per unit of time, divided by the blood and 
dialysate inlet concentration gradient of this particular 
substance (figure 2.1.a): 
 

cdicbi
cdiQcdoQQ

K dfd
eff

�

��

��

)(
gradiention concentrat

flow mass extracted  

 
               E 2.1.a 
 
If the cd values do not stand only for conductivity but for 
a concentration in general, this is the fundamental formal 
definition of a effective dialysance, valid for any 
substance that is imaginable to be observed. Also the 
ultrafiltration Qf is included which makes the flow rate out 

of the filter higher than the incoming flow rate.  Clearance and dialysance have 
already been defined in words. Dialysance is the more general expression E 2.1.a. 
Formally clearance describes the subgroup if cdi is zero: 

 
 
Figure 2.1.a: The description of the
concentration and flow variables at
the filter. 

 

cbi
QQcdo

K df
eff

)( �

�          E 2.1.b 

 
 
This is the case for urea clearance, because the dialysis machine does not supply 
the dialysate inlet with urea but with sodium and other ionic substances. Therefore 
the expression ‘dialysance’ is correct for the electrolytic dialysance. 
 
 
 

2.2. Relation of ionic Dialysance and Urea Clearance 
 
 
One of the fundamental questions of these studies is the equivalence investigation of 
urea clearance and ionic dialysance. For a comparison the mathematical expressions 
for both must be defined. This needs some further considerations on the mass 
transfers that are measured. If we use sodium as a substitute for urea, of course the 
absolute mass transfers are different. So the comparison does not apply to sodium 
masses or urea masses directly but only to clearance and dialysance. This difference 
must be emphasised clearly: According to the dialysance definition we can only 
compare the ability of the patient-filter-dialysis machine-  system to clear a certain 
fraction of available mass of urea or sodium. The need of suited formulas to insert 
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those values that are available is evident and the following sections will provide the 
necessary information.  
 
The index ‘eff’  in E 2.1.a,b indicates the reference to the ‘effective’ clearance 
including the cardiopulmonary and fistula recirculation. This is an important 
distinction because the possible clearance of the filter is reduced by the direct reflux 
of a fraction R of the freshly dialysed blood to the filter without having passed the 
tissue areas where it could be loaded with uremic toxins again. The effective 
clearance can be measured from both sides of the filter, blood-side and dialysate 
side. We will consider the blood side first. 
 
 
 

2.2.1. The Role of Recirculation 
 
 
When the patient is connected to the dialysis machine with its blood pump running 
there is no access to systemic blood at the arterial and venous blood lines, which 
connect filter and patient. Only systemic blood is of the representative urea 
concentration that is needed to calculate the effective clearance. The recirculation 
causes the arterial blood at the entrance of the dialysis filter to be consisting of a –
usually large – fraction of systemic blood that has passed the capillary system of the 
patient and a minor fraction of recirculated blood that did not. After leaving the 
dialysis filter through the venous bloodline and entering the arterio-venous fistula the 
minor fraction has passed the lung circuit or has directly found its way back to the 
arterial needle. Both pathways did not load the blood with uremic toxins, so this blood 
would not need to be dialysed again immediately.  Typically this fraction R is in the 
amount of 0.05-0.07 of Qb. If it would rise to 0.9 still a high urea filter clearance could 
be measured using the urea concentrations and flows at the arterial and venous 
connectors of the filter. Without external notice in fact nearly all blood has  
recirculated and the effective clearance would be dramatically decreased, because 
only 10% systemic blood participate. An online clearance measurement system 
therefore would need to be able to measure the effective clearance, not the filter 
clearance. A blood-side reference as it is needed for the study must also reflect the 
effective clearance, based on concentration measurements at the arterial and venous 
connectors, because only those are available.  
 
If systemic blood would be accessible the blood-side clearance could be written 
directly as the effective blood side urea clearance: 
 

Systemic

fSystemicvenSystemicSystemic

Systemic

fSystemicvenSystemicSystemic
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           E 2.2.1.a 
 
Again this is the extracted mass flow divided by the gradient. With no urea in the 
dialysate inlet cdi is zero and the right term is equivalent. Assuming the fraction of 
recirculation, R, is known, the concentration of the arterial blood at the filter inlet 
would mix with the venous outlet blood according to 
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The systemic blood flow is decreased by the recirculated fraction: 
 

eSystemic QRQ )1( ��          E 2.2.1.c 
 
Qe is the effective blood flow. This refers to the blood water flow that is available to 
urea. It is not the total volume that is available to solve urea. The volume is 
decreased by solid and protein fractions. The relation of Qe and Qb, the whole blood 
flow as measured by the blood pump, is: 
 

� � TPFPPWFFPhctFPQQ be  0107.01 and  )(100/ �����  
 
(FP= fraction of protein, TP = total protein, PWF = Plasma water fraction = 0.8 in this study, hct = Hematocrit) 
 
Roughly estimated Q .  Both expressions E 2.2.1. b,c can be inserted into 
E 2.2.1.a : 

be Q9.0�
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           E 2.2.1.d 
 
Analogously the effective clearance with dialysate side concentration values can be 
written: 
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The recirculation can be measured utilising E 2.2.1.b. Typically Qb is more than 
200ml/min. A reduction to 50 ml/min would decrease the effective clearance and also 
the recirculation and consequently would not allow to measure the clearance, but 
gives access to systemic blood. The systemic concentration does not change by 
blood flow variations. The shunt flow rate which is the flow rate of the blood the heart 
maintains in the arterio-venous fistula is typically 800-1000ml/min.  A transient blood 
flow reduction to 50ml/min for 2 min decreases R to negligible values, because 
50ml/min is small compared to 1000ml/min. This means cSystemic will be available in 
the fistula and therefore in the arterial connection. Technically 3 samples have to be 
drawn: cart and cven  at full dialysis blood flow rate to calculate the clearance 
according to E 2.2.1 d, e  and cart at a 50ml/min blood flow rate which is regarded to 
be cSystemic. Now E 2.2.1.b can be resolved for R:  
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         E 2.2.1.b’ 
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Every dialysis treatment at least one time the recirculation fraction has been 
measured according to E 2.2.1.b’. Due to the blood loss no additional systemic 
samples have been drawn. Instead at least one further measurement was performed 
by using the BTM (blood temperature monitor, Fresenius Medical Care AG), which 
uses a thermodilutive method to measure R directly.  
 
 
 

2.3. Mass Balance 
 
 
Equations E 2.2.1 d,e can be utilised to control if the mass balance across the filter is 
correct. This helps to identify erroneous laboratory measurements. The mass 
balance error relates the difference in mass flux that has been found by a 
corresponding blood side and dialysate side measurement to the mean mass flux of 
both measurements: 
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Some of the evaluations have been made in two different data subsets: In the first 
only measurements with MBE < 5% have been taken into consideration, in the 
second an unrestricted MBE was accepted. This helps to distinguish if a result only 
seems erroneous due to erroneous references or if it is truly erroneous. 
 
 
 

2.4. Automatic access to ionic effective dialysance 
 
 

Since a correlation of the dose of dialysis in terms of urea based Kt/V and morbidity 
has become apparent [Go1, Hak, Low2, Par, USRDS 97 Chpt.III and 99 Chpt.V], 
there is a rising demand for precise, online dialysis dose quantification to ensure that 
no hemodialysis session fails in dose delivery, which would result in accumulation of 
uremic toxins. The principle has been investigated by various other groups and today 
there is only few doubt that conductivity (CD) based dialysance measurements 
precisely match dialysis dose analysis with less than 5% absolute difference [DF3, 
Ku, Ku2, Loc, Manz, Pe1, Pe3, RG2].  
 
The technical equipment necessary to perform the measurement is simple. A 
standard dialysis machine will always include a single conductivity cell for supervision 
of the incoming dialysate that will penetrate the filter. The machine must assure that 
no dialysate of inconvenient or hazardous sodium concentration may enter the filter 
to prevent the patient from being violated. This conductivity cell can also be adopted 
for sodium balancing purposes if only a second, identical cell is inserted downstream 
the dialysis filter. Assuming that conductivity is predominated by sodium chloride  - in 
fact more than 97% of the dialysate conductivity is due to sodium chloride – the inlet-
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outlet conductivity cell configuration is able to measure the sodium mass balance 
across the filter.  The configuration principle  is sketched in figure 2.4.a. 
 
 

Internally within the controlling software the machine must be modified additionally to 
be able to apply conductivity variations. It will soon become clear why this is 
necessary to measure ionic dialysance. Practical problems may arise from the 
protection system of the dialysis machine which usually is implemented to 
independently supervise the control system and stop the dialysate flow if the control 
system computer works erroneously.  In standard dialysis machines the software of 
both systems must be changed in that way that the control system can generate 
acceptable and not too high sodium concentration variations and the protective 
system will accept them for a certain amount of time before it alerts. This is a severe 
intervention to the security system and takes high effort of testing before the 
modification can be accepted to be safe for the patient, because a bolus of sodium 
will always be also a bolus of potassium. In case of malfunction in severe cases 
hemolysis or cardiac episodes could be the consequence. Therefore it is necessary 
to have the protection system be alert during the conductivity variations. 
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dialysate return
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DialysateDialysate
returnreturn
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Ionic dialysance measurement configurationIonic dialysance measurement configuration

 
Figure 2.4.a: To measure the ionic dialysance it is necessary to implement a downstream conductivity cell. No further alterations of the
standard dialysis circuitry is necessary. The measurement is regarded to be non-invasive, although sodium is directly transferred into the
patients vascular system. 

 
To conduct the studies it was necessary to provide 4 machines for the MI study and 2 
machines for the MII study that fulfil this demands and further have been certified to 
comply with all relevant regulations that apply on medical devices in Europe. The 
machines were no trial versions but had fully been approved according to the CE 
certification procedure before they were operated with the patients. This means no 
additional attention of the physician to supervise the machine was necessary during 
the studies. 
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The conductivity variations to measure ionic dialysance have been performed in two 
different manners. The first principle made use of steady state profiles. This means 
the conductivity was varied like a step function from one constant value to another. A 
third constant conductivity level was adjusted afterwards, initially by the intention of 
equilibrating the sodium transfer that occurs during an increase of conductivity.  
There have been found some disadvantages of this principle, as it will be described. 
Therefore a second principle was involved that made use of dynamic profiles and 
never reached a steady state. In total it transferred much less sodium. Both principles 
will be explained in detail here because the major question of the study was if one of 
the principles works better than the other. The result should be relevant for deciding 
which principle is going to be implemented into the series machines afterwards. 
 
 

 

2.4.1. The step-profile 
 
 
To perform the measurement using 
steady states usually a step-profile 
similar to that shown in figure 
2.4.1.a is applied, which increases 
dialysate inlet CD at time t0 , lasting 
7min until t1. Usually it was 
followed by a decrease until t2 and 
a final return to baseline. 
Meanwhile the CD of the dialysate 
at filter inlet (cdi) and outlet (cdo) 
using the newly introduced CD cell, 
the dialysate flow (Qd) and the UF-
rate (Qf) was recorded. The 
transition to the next step is 
performed as soon as the outlet 
conductivity has achieved sufficient 
stability or its stability value can be 
anticipated. It should be 

emphasised that all quantities are measurable non-invasively on the dialysis machine 
side and do not need any additional patient access. The electrolytic dialysance 
KeCnI,J according to [Pe1] can now be calculated by  

 
 
Figure 2.4.1.a: The comparative dialysance measurements have been
conducted in a consecutive order beginning with the step-profile
measurement of effective ionic dialysance, followed by the reference
urea clearance measurement, the recirculation measurement to
calculate from dialyser clearance to effective clearance and finally the
bolus dialysance measurement. The times t0,t1,t2 referred to in the text
are indicated. Frequently the  last bolus of the third cycle was omitted
because dialysis time was over. The time is given in balance chamber
cycles to normalise for dialysate flow. At typical dialysate flow the
balance chamber cycle lasts 3s. 
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For variables see chapter 8  “Equations and abbreviations”. 
 
where I,J indicate the time couple from times (t0,t1,t2) when the CD stability values 
have been measured. This expression will be derived in the following chapter. It is 
well accepted in the literature and many authors rely on it [DF1, DF3, Ku, Ku2, 
Ku3,Pe1,Pe2, Ste]. Nevertheless by analysing the data of this study we found some 
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inconsistency with using step-functions and E 2.4.1.a. This in particular was the 
reason why the second dynamic principle has been invented during the study.  
 
We now will focus on the problem that occurs using E 2.4.1.a. It has been found that 
the three permutations in (I,J) are not equivalent but establish a ranking within the 
results: KeCn01 < KeCn12 < KeCn02  [DF1,DF2, Lind, RG2]. Each difference is about 
2-5% and, furthermore, a difference versus the urea reference remains. Both results 
are not explained satisfactorily and seem to indicate an additional process that is 
taking effect. In addition, there are contributions that a membrane type specific effect 
could be responsible [Pe2]. Another theoretical reason could be an inadequate 
correction for ultrafiltration because ultrafiltration is partially neglected in the 
derivation of E 2.4.1.a (see also expressions 11-14 in Sar1). Finally there is evidence 
that a violation of plasma sodium stability – which is essential to apply E 2.4.1.a – by 
the measurement itself predominates the questionable inaccuracy rather than the 
membrane type or the neglected ultrafiltration rate. Some authors assign this to 
cardiopulmonary recirculation (CPR) [DF2]. Our study should elucidate this context. 
 
 
 

2.4.2. The dynamic bolus measurement 
 
 
Viewed from a biophysical aspect the system consisting of patient, extracorporeal 
circuit and dialysis machine is very inert to sodium variations due to large 
participating volumes. This in particular is the reason why the conductivity-based 
dialysance measurement operates in this manner at all. Reflecting that sodium 
dialysance works in both directions across the membrane, a simplified linear example 
may roughly demonstrate that sodium transfer is not negligible: Applying a +10% 
conductivity step at an effective dialysance of 200 ml/min also means that an 
equivalent of 200 ml blood water per minute is increased by +10% if the dialysate 
sodium matched the plasma sodium prior to the measurement. This amount of 
sodium will be mostly loaded to extracellular fluid (ECF) and not enter the cells. For 
simplification we consider a 60kg patient with 33l distribution volume, 10l of them 
extracellular fluid. Due to the duration of flows and rebound onset no intracellular fluid 
interference should return to the dialyser within the observation time of the first two 
minutes after the change. A replacement of 2min*200ml/min=400ml of plasma water 
with the new concentration will result in a new ECF concentration of 
(9,6l*c0+0,4l*1.1c0)/10l = 1.004*c0, thus ECF would be increased by 0.4% of its 
initial concentration. Actually the concentration will follow an exponential curve, but 
the linearity error should be negligible within the first 2 min. At 140 mmol/l the 
increase is 0.56 mmol/l. To understand the consequences it is necessary to go into 
the derivation of E 2.4.1.a now inserting the difference in cbi . E 2.4.1.a is based on a 
simple pure mass balance formulation over the filters blood and dialysate side 
assuming nothing more than that any particles could vanish or appear:  
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If we neglect that the filter is a comparable small buffer, mass balance must exist 
whatever the concentrations are at t=I or t=J: 
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Therefore for the ionic dialysance we obtain: 
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    E 2.4.2.a 

 
If cbi persists during the application of the step, it could be cancelled and E 2.4.2.a 
turns to E 2.4.1.a, with the Donnan factor  being of no influence. � represents 
concentration shifts in the presence of proteins on one side of the membrane. If cbi is 
actually varied by the step, the Donnan factor is of moderate influence because it 
applies only to the cbi difference. Considering typical values yielding 
KeCn=200ml/min using E 2.4.1.a (e.g. cdi

D� D

0= 140mmol/l, cdo0=140mmol/l, 
cdi1=154mmol/l, cdo1=148.4mmol/l, Qd=500ml/min, Qf=0), an insertion to E 2.4.2.a 
with �D(cbi1- cbi0)= 0.56mmol/l results in an actual KeCn01 of 208.33 ml/min. The 
measured dialysance of 200ml/min would be –4% erroneous. This could explain the 
magnitude of the error. 
If this consideration is correct it has two implications: The first is that the error should 
be related to the interfering volume and might indicate a way to measure the sodium 
distribution volume and even V(urea). The second is that it is recommended for 
precise dialysance results to keep the sodium transfer as low as possible. The 
minimum step-function duration is restricted by the minimum time to achieve stability 
at the dialysate outlet, therefore the transfer can not fall below a particular minimum. 
An important improvement therefore would be to avoid stability and measure 
dynamically, e.g. using boli. The transition to dynamic profiles permits us to minimise 
the inlet variation to a value depending only on the technical resolution of the system 
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and therefore the plasma sodium stability condition is much less violated compared 
to step profiles. Boli should be understood here as a physical representation of a 
theoretically infinite short test spike, just as telecommunication engineers use voltage 
spikes to characterise the properties of electronic systems by analysing the response 
to the spike, which is called the transmission function g(t). Knowledge of g in this 
context permits us to calculate the response cdo(t) of the patient-machine system to 
any arbitrary inlet conductivity signals according to the convolution integral:  
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��� ')'()'()( dtttgttcditcdo f        E 2.4.2.b 

 
Figure 2.4.2.a demonstrates what the operator does: It delays and widens the inlet 
signal and varies the area beneath the response curve. � )(tg is in the same way 
related to the dialysance as the term (cdoI-cdoJ)/(cdiI-cdiJ) in E 2.4.1.a and we 
 

 

Figure.2.4.2.a: This figure illustrates E 2.4.2.b,c: Many
arbitrary inlet dialysate sodium variations, e.g. boli, can be
regarded as superimposition of an infinite number of infinite
short, scaled “Dirac” pulses, which are only a theoretical
consideration. Any measured corresponding response is
the addition of the associated responses to the single Dirac
pulses. The mathematical operation that converts inlet to
outlet is called a convolution. 
 

can write instead: 
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The equivalence of E 2.4.1.a and E 2.4.2.c can be demonstrated if we apply E 
2.4.2.c to a cdi conductivity step starting at t=0 of infinite duration to demonstrate the 
equivalence of.   
 

   
)0(;)0( 10 constcditcdiconstcditcdi ������  

The step should be of only moderate height so that the superposition principle is still 
valid and E 2.4.2.b can be applied also to differences of conductivities. E 2.4.2.b 
therefore describes the change of cdo(t) if we consider aqueous solutions: 
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For simplicity we will regard g as being symmetrical: g(x) = g(-x). This is only a formal 
simplification that allows us to keep the integral boundaries symmetric. Of course a 
non-symmetric g would yield the same result but does not help to understand why E 
2.4.2.c and E 2.4.1.a  are equivalent. Further we must take for granted that causality 
is valid which guarantees us that no fraction of the step response can appear in cdo 
prior to the step. Mathematically this means we can limit the boundaries of the 
integral to the minimum flow time: 
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For an ideal step at t0  we have for all  t > t0 �cdi(t) = constant and therefore can be 
shifted out of the integral:  
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This in fact is the same expression  we have used in E 2.4.1.a before: 
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and we can conclude for stable – and only for stable-  cbi : 
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2.4.3. True continuous electrolytical dialysance measurement 
 
 
As we have described above a possible technical realisation to measure g(t) could 
apply boli that are sufficiently short to have the character of transient spikes 
compared to the involved  time constants of the system under observation, regarding 
the response to these boli as the transmission function g itself. Of course this is a 
concession to practicability while true indefinitely short boli (‘Dirac pulses’) are not 
possible per se, they are of only theoretical character and only defined by their 
integral.  The data presented in this work are based on the use of this discrete boli 
that have been used within our studies.  
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For the patients it is more advantageous to use the fully dynamic principle: g(t)  can 
continuously be calculated from arbitrary conductivity profiles bearing sufficient 
frequency spectra (e.g. sinuous composition, ramp, sawtooth, boli...) by applying the 
convolution theorem of Laplace transform [Coh,Abram,Church]. Knowledge of g is 
knowledge of the dialysance according to E 2.4.2.c. Thus, calculating the time 
behaviour of g(t) permits true continuous online dialysance analysis, not only 
restricted to discrete measurements as performed today. 
 
Every dynamic signal of filter inlet and outlet conductivity that bears these frequency 
characteristics can be transformed to its corresponding  Laplace transforms. Laplace 
transforms have an advantageous property which is called the convolution theorem 
that reduces the calculation of g(s) to a simple division in the Laplace space. Like in 
other integral transforms s is a complex variable that corresponds to t in time space 
or to the complex frequency i� in Fourier transforms. It seems straightforward to use 
mathematical procedures for reducing calculations to basic arithmetical operations, 
but this is possible only at the cost of a non-simple inverse transformation of g(s) to 
g(t).  Starting  with E 2.4.2.b  at a time t>0 with 
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we apply the Laplace transformation to both sides of the equation: 
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According to the convolution theorem this equals: 
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which is a simple product in Laplace space and therefore we yield: 
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There are different ways to transform �cdo and �cdi. Again it is straightforward but 
not very practical to numerically apply the transform and the corresponding inverse 
transform to the measured signals. The transform rules are [Coh, p.190]: 
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for the inverse Laplace transform, which is an integration across the positive complex 
half-plane  with the argument being analytical in  .   cs �)Re(
 
The transformation of cdi and cdo is not difficult to automate due to its evaluation of 
the integral E 2.4.3.a. To determine g(t) vice versa we can use Cauchy’s theorem 
that converts the integration over the complex plane to the integration along a path 
around this plane, once the function is proved to be analytical in this plane. This 
means a closed contour must be constructed that contains the path along the integral 
boundaries of the inverse transform on the positive complex half-plane. All this in 
general can only be done automatically by a sophisticated software algorithm that will 
hardly fit to the computer of a dialysis machine.  
 
In presence of limited calculation power and if numerical input values are subject of 
the transformation it is more convenient to adapt a better software design that makes 
use of the predefined transformations of analytical functions and fractions. It is helpful 
to break down an arbitrary input signal to a sum of  scaleable sinuous or preferably 
exponential functions, which will always be possible.  Both have very simple 
analytical transforms that are scheduled in the literature [Bron, Abram, Spi]. The 
analytical inverse transform sometimes is laboriously but will always work by applying 
partial fraction analysis. The single fractions can be re-transformed separately 
because the Laplace transform is a linear transformation that can be superimposed. 
The amplitude, kurtosis and steepness of the underlying analytical functions are to be 
scaled by the software using a least square fit that fixes the set of parameters fitting 
the input signal best. These parameters must be part of the analytical inverse 
transform as a variable, so that the transformation itself is not done by the software at 
runtime. The  remaining task for the software would only be to fit the parameters and 
to insert the values  – and even this is a strain for a small computer. Nevertheless it 
can be imagined that today’s dialysis machine processing units could bear this 
burden. 
 
The result would be a permanent calculation of g(t) by a sliding substitution of older 
conductivity measurements by the latest incoming data. A clearance decay therefore 
should be detectable within the response time of the patient-machine system, which 
should be only a few minutes. 
 
 
 

2.4.4. Virtual continuous electrolytical dialysance estimation 
 
 
A more practical solution that does not involve prolonged numerical calculations but 
can be implemented on machines with restricted calculation resources is to measure 
the clearance using boli without a continuous signal analysis as described in the last 
paragraph. This method releases boli after fixed periods of time. These boli are 
analysed by Laplace transform or equivalent algorithms like described. The 
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calculation interpolates the clearance for the intermediate time with respect to the 
operational parameters of the dialysis machine like bloodflow, dialysate flow and 
alarm status, without actually measuring it continuously. This is possible by making 
use of the assumption that the filter does not change its diffusive properties 
substantially during the time between two boli measurements. Of course this is a 
criterion to define the length of the period that should be appropriate without a true 
change of the filter. The experience meanwhile shows that a period of 30 – 60 min is 
convenient to assure that the properties of the filter during a standard hemodialysis 
do not change unacceptably. The clearance of the intermediate phases can be 
calculated according to the following considerations [RG1]: 
 
Basically it is further assumed that any dialysis filter normally is operated under 
conditions that not the filter itself will be the absolutely limiting device for urea mass 
transfer rate but the operational parameters, thus an increase of Qd or Qb will always 
lead to a further increase of clearance.  This assumption does not mean that the filter 
does not restrict the transfer but it means the transfer is not at its absolute upper limit 
as it would be at infinite bloodflow and infinite dialysate flow when no further increase 
could increase urea mass transfer. If this assumption is not valid the dialysis process 
is malfunctioning and the filter 
 
�� is not appropriately selected for the individual dialysis situation  or 
�� the filter is extremely occluded by any cause. 
 
Both will be detected by the next bolus measurement and therefore can not exist for 
longer than the intermediate period between two boli measurements.  
 
The clearance corresponding with this absolute upper limit is called Dmax. The 
expression E 2.4.4.a for Dmax can be found in the literature [Dep2], sometimes it is 
called KA, the mass transfer area coefficient in (ml/min), because theoretically it is 
constituted by a mass transfer resistance (=1/K) multiplied with the membrane area 
where it takes effect. More general theoretical considerations on exchange properties 
of counter current membrane devices are found in the fundamental work of Sigdell 
[Sig] or in [Klein2]. Using Dmax  in mathematical terms the upper condition 
corresponds to the actual clearance of the filter K < Dmax being valid. 
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The relation of clearance and bloodflow or dialysate flow across a dialyser in a good 
approximation is of exponential character [Diet], assuming each with the other flow  
at infinity, see figure 2.4.4.a:  
 

� ))(exp(1)( max tkQDtD d��� �       E 2.4.4.b 
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Fig. 2.4.4.a:Theoretical curve of the diffusive
urea clearance versus dialysate flow Qd at a
standard dialysis filter operated in counter-
current flow. The clearance curve would be
of the same shape if it was drawn versus the
blood flow Qb with the dialysate flow rate at
infinity because the ideal filter can be
mirrored in his properties. Practical filters
show differences in Dmax if they are
connected vice versa. This is due to their
membrane structure and internal flow
mechanics. This means the figure is rather
an idealistic demonstration than a true
reflection of the filter properties. 
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In a real dialysis situation of course nor the bloodflow neither the dialysate flow are 
infinite. Even by increasing the dialysate flow rate to infinity the clearance of the 
system can not overcome the blood flow rate. Vice versa an infinite blood flow rate 
could not let the clearance of the system overcome the finite dialysis flow rate. Thus 
with fixed blood flow Qb at a time tmeas E 2.4.4.b,c turn to  
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for the function D(Qd). With fixed dialysate flow Qd at a time tmeas E 2.4.4.b,c turn to 
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for the function D(Qb). E 2.4.4 d, e are dependent and do not allow to determine D 
alone if they are combined, but once D is measured they allow to conclude from 
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D(Qb(tmeas)) to any D(Qb(t)) if Qd (and, exactly Dmax) has not changed meanwhile 
(E2.4.4.d). And also they allow to conclude from D(Qd(tmeas)) to any D(Qd(t)) if Qb has 
not changed meanwhile (E2.4.4.e). It is just to go along the exponential curve if we 
use E 2.4.4.e , because k2 has not changed: 
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This is the clearance if we keep Qd constant and vary Qb(tmeas) to Qb(t2). E 2.4.4.f 
alone therefore would allow to calculate a value for D at any bloodflow within the 
accuracy tolerance of the exponential curve if once a bolus clearance measurement 
was performed at a known bloodflow. Up to now we have just involved the 
inaccuracy of the assumption that the clearance changes on an exponential curve 
defined by the k2 coefficient. This is not exactly the case for sodium because the 
outlet concentration of the dialyser is not zero [Diet] but it is a tolerable deviation 
within small Qb variations of a few percent as it is usual in dialysis sessions. 
 
A change of Qb is not the only change that could occur during dialysis. How can 
superimposed changes of Qd that might occur simultaneously between two bolus 
measurements be reflected ? The operational conditions (Qb) have already changed 
now and a new k1 must be calculated because the system has left the initial 
exponential curve that was established using k1. The new clearance D(Qb(t2)) can be 
used for this purpose: 
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This is a useful expression that allows to calculate the diffusive clearance for any 
operating condition within the tolerance of the exponential curves that could occur 
between two subsequent bolus clearance measurements. By the experience of the 
author the flow rate changes should not exceed 15% to keep the error of D(t2) 
compared to a true bolus measurement within 3%. 
 
The effective clearance including the ultrafiltration is calculated according to E 
2.4.2.a: 
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During the data analysis with no regard whether it is single pool or two pool 
comparison or reference and machine side measurements all clearances that are 
measured at discrete times during dialysis have been interpolated in the described 
manner to get also clearance values for other times. This was of substantial 
importance in particular when calculating K for the Kt/V comparison from only few 
instant urea blood sample measurements. Always the previous successful bolus 
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measurement or blood sample was used to generate a factor f for every second of 
the dialysis treatment: 
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The mean clearance for the Kt/V comparison was then calculated according to the 
average integral 
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whereas Ktmeas was always the previous valid measurement or sample relative to the 
integration variable t. 
 
 
 

2.4.5. The dialysance measurement is profile type sensitive 
 
 
The expression to derive the three electrolytic dialysances from a conductivity step 
profile should be presented again here. There are three permutations: 
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In the study MI it was apparent that the choice of I,J was of relevance. It can be 
anticipated here that at nearly all measurements KeCn01 < KeCn12 < KeCn02 was 
found.  
 
A series of measurements had to be started first in the laboratory to determine the 
quality of the effect and also its quantification. It was necessary to understand if it is a 
systematic error, if it is inherent to the measurement, patient dependent or if it is only 
an artefact. Further it had to be decided during the ongoing study if the protocol 
should be changed to correct it.  
Emphasis is put here to the aspect of the difference of the four possibilities to 
measure the ionic clearance and not to its absolute mean error. The four methods 
are: 
 
 KeCn01   KeCn02 
 KeCn12   KeCnBolus 
 
For definition KeCnBolus see E 2.4.2.c. The bolus is also included  because from its 
nature it seems not to be prone to extended sodium shift from or to the patient. 
According to the study protocol also in the MI study a pulse clearance measurement 
has been performed but it was found to be of high standard deviation compared to 
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the step profile.  In the MII study the boli were designed differently with the 
experience of the MI study. These data directly led to the development of the theory 
of distribution volume measurement that will be described in the following chapter. 
 
 
 

2.5. Measurement of the urea distribution volume 
 
 
All efforts planning both online clearance studies MI and MII never had the intention 
to find a solution for measuring the missing link in the chain leading to conductivity 
based complete Kt/V assessment, this is to measure V. Nevertheless the study 
design is suited to have access to the reference VUrea by direct quantification (DQ) 
and other methods without an idea of an electrolytical approach to measure VNa or 
VUrea. The considerations made during the data analysis led to this approach, a 
conductivity based principle to measure the sodium distribution volume.  
 
In-vivo urea distribution volume comparisons comprise a fundamental problem. It is 
the complete lack of an absolute volume reference. There is no container precisely 
filled with a known amount of water that could be employed as a reference. In-vivo 
the patients distribution volume can only be derived from more or less accurate urea 
kinetic modelling, single- or double pool or at least from anthropometric variables 
using the body weight, the Hume or Watson formula. All these are not satisfactory 
and may lead to wrong references and high standard deviations in reference Vurea. In-
vitro the alternative could be to dialyse a container of exactly known volume. But how 
to handle the influence of the two or even more pools and their internal mass 
exchange, how to model the shunt- and cardiopulmonary recirculation correctly ? To 
the knowledge of the author no method that is reliable, precise and  handy in clinical 
practice has been found yet. Some authors label the urea isotope dilution method as 
the golden standard [Klop] in spite of this method being not very practical. Many 
authors regard the direct quantification of urea by sampling spent dialysate as the 
method of choice for individual assessment of urea distribution volume [Kop, Ba, 
Dep1].  
 
 
 

2.5.1. V from direct quantification 
 
 
Direct quantification describes a method that samples the total amount of urea that is 
removed by dialysis. In its simplest form it would sample the whole quantity of spent 
dialysate from the drain of the dialysis machine. This is a practical problem because 
the total amount of spent dialysate – approximately 120l-150l per treatment -  usually 
can not be handled. The alternative is to sample only a representative fraction of the 
total amount. The consequence is to involve valves with precise nozzles that permit 
to split the flow into a minor fraction that is to be sampled and the major fraction 
bound for the drain. This valve can easily be obstructed by detritus and thin bacterial 
layers if it is not continuously rinsed. The correct function must be controlled during 
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the treatment by measurement of the split volume and control of the correct fraction. 
If the fraction varies during the treatment in comparison to the total flow it must be 
assumed that the valve has failed, the sampled amount is not representative and the 
measurement must be aborted. 
 
To circumvent these problems within the investigations it was made use of having 
access to the software of the dialysis machine. Because the dialysis devices that 
were to participate in the study had a dedicated software for data acquisition and 
time control of the sampling unit it was easy to integrate an algorithm that performed 
a time control of a splitter valve at the drain of the machine. This valve was switched 
by a connected computer in fixed mark space ratio: 1.5s on, 58.5s off. During alarms 
or bypass periods of the machine the valve was not released to avoid dividing of fluid 
that has not passed the dialyser and therefore was not loaded with urea. 
Approximately 2% of the total amount were sampled in a small container as a 
representation for the mean urea concentration of the total amount of dialysate. It 
was of no importance to match exactly 2% rather than to be representative for the 
total amount. Thus the only condition to fulfil was to have the valve not changing its 
properties during the treatment significantly. The inner diameter was selected such 
that obstructions were extremely improbable and a sliding occlusion would not take 
affect within a single treatment.  The uncertainty of a small diameter splitter nozzle 
with its occasional obstructions during the treatment was therefore converted to a 
time splitting that could precisely be performed by the computer involved. 
 
The urea distribution volume according to direct quantification is calculated using the 
expression 2.5.1.a. To calculate the urea distribution volume at the start of the 
treatment this equation compares the extracted urea mass, corrected for that amount 
of urea contained in the fluid that has been extracted during the treatment, to the 
concentration change in the body the extraction of the mass has generated. The final 
urea mass in the body differs from the initial urea mass by the amount of  the urea 
mass generation – urea  removal by dialysis - residual renal clearance: 
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      E 2.5.1.a 
 
The urea concentrations of the plasma water at times t0 (start of dialysis) and t30 (end 
of rebound) are inserted. MUrea is the total urea mass found in the spent dialysate. 
Using the single pool model by lack of availability the residual urea removal and the 
urea generation are neglected in this analysis and �MUrea is  calculated by 

sample

Total
UreasampleUrea V

VcVM �               E 2.5.1.b 

 
This neglect may be responsible for a –10 to -12% error because the liver of the 
patient produces 10-12% of the total urea generation during dialysis. This means 
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either the UPW,t30 is higher than it would be without generation or in the sample there 
is additional urea that would not be seen if the generation would have been 
subtracted. Both would lead to an erroneous, too high VDQ. This must always be 
remembered if a comparison to VDQ is made. The basic problem is that the 
generation rate is not available when observing only a single treatment. At least the 
previous or subsequent interdialytic phase must be available for a better calculation. 
 
In the two pool urea kinetic model both quantities are not neglected because they 
result only from two pool analysis which has been exceeded to contiguous dialysis 
treatments. It is clearly seen by E 2.5.1.b that the error in the measurement of Vsample, 
which is the volume that has been sampled by the split valve, is of no interest 
because it cancels. In contrast Vtotal must be known exactly. By software access to 
the balance chamber counts of the machine it is possible to reduce its error to 0.1%, 
therefore the predominating error is in cUrea. A certified laboratory as it has been 
involved is expected to have �3% SD in urea concentration measurements. This 
means the error of the volume – being 1/30 relative to the concentration error -  can 
be neglected within this context. 
 
This formula should be understood as a tribute to practical demands.  There is a 
more elaborated formula for the urea distribution volume to be found in the literature 
[Steg], but with the disadvantage that data of subsequent or preceding dialysis 
sessions are needed. The observation of subsequent dialysis treatments was not 
included in the single pool model, which is confined to a unique dialysis session. The 
background is that patients did not continuously participate in the study in every 
treatment. Many treatment sequences that have been acquired are interrupted by off-
study dialysis treatments. This reduces the data pool for two pool analysis 
significantly and is one of the reasons the single pool analysis has been performed at 
all. 
 
 
 

2.5.2. Anthropometrical methods to 
   estimate urea distribution volume 

 
 
In clinical practice the handling of enormous amounts of fluid or the installation of 
splitting valves at the rear of dialysis machines that are not to be manipulated without 
loss of operating certification and safety warranty claims is hardly possible. The 
clinical experience has found some general rules to calculate the urea distribution 
volume of a particular patient from his anthropometrical characteristics. These rules 
are handy and widespread known and can be applied by the clinician in place if 
accuracy and scientific interest are not in the foreground but a rough estimate of the 
patients urea distribution volume. The emphasis is on ‘estimate’ because they are not 
true analytic measurements. These formulas are known as the Watson- formula, the 
Hume-formula and the %bodyweight formula for urea distribution volume in litre: 
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Watson formula [Wat]:  
 

"*0.3362dry weight0.1074+"*[cm]height Body +0.09516*Age[years] -2.447   :    Males
0.2466)*[kg]"dry weight0.1069+"*[cm]height Body +2.097- :Females

 

 
           E 2.5.2.a 
 
Hume formula [Hum]: 
 

14.012934-"[kg]dry weight0.296785*"+height[cm]Body *0.194786:    Males
35.270121-"[kg]dry weight0.183809*"+height[cm]Body *0.344547 :Females

 

 
           E 2.5.2.b 
 
%BW formula [Kop]: 
 

 "[kg]dry weight0.58*":    Males           "[kg]dry weight*0.55 :Females  
 
           E 2.5.2.c 
 
The comparison of these formulas to VDQ and V from two pool urea kinetic model is 
made in chapter 4.2.3.2. to give an impression of the relation of results from 
anthropometric and analytical methods of urea distribution volume determination. 
 
 
 

2.5.3. Conductivity based sodium  
   distribution volume measurement 

 
  
It will be discussed in this chapter if there is also an electrolytical approach to 
measure V, the missing quantity in Kt/V, by utilising the conductivity cells. Initial to 
the following considerations there was the observation that it is not equivalent which 
of the permutations I,J with I�J in E 2.4.1.a are used. The explanation of this 
neglected effect was unclear in the beginning but during analysis of the data it 
became clear that there must be a dilutive effect to the plasma of the patient during 
the clearance measurement using step profiles (see chapters 4.1.1.1 and 4.1.1.2.2). 
The theoretical aspects of this effect will be analysed here. 
 
In theory we found the difference of KeCnIJ from E 2.4.1.a and E 2.4.2.a to be 
dependent on the difference of cbiI-cbiJ. A given amount of sodium transfer during the 
step-profile will modify cbi more in small than in weighty patients. If there is no net 
sodium transfer the volume should not affect cbi. Thus we could compare a 
symmetric step profile measurement with substantially lower cbi variation like KeCn12 
to a measurement with unbalanced sodium transfer like KeCn01, where we only 
evaluate the positive half-wave of the complete profile. If the sodium transfer 
imbalance is causative for the difference we can further suppose that KeCn12 with its 
symmetric profile is more accurate, and the difference of KeCn12-KeCn01 should 
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reflect the interacting volume behind the dialysis filter. We will regard KeCn12 and its 
diffusive fraction D12 as correct in this consideration, even if this actually is a 
simplification again, because symmetric profiles will increase cbi in its time 
averaging, too. To avoid this the low phase should last longer than the high phase  
so as not to alter cbi at an average during the profile duration. This simplification may 
bring an offset to both KeCn01 and KeCn12 that we can accept since we evaluate their 
difference. To test our hypothesis on the basis of the existing data we will have to 
find the expression for the distribution volume, V(KeCn12-KeCn01). 
 
As demonstrated the electrolytic clearance KeCn is calculated by 
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where i, j are the time indices for t0, t1 and t2. Anticipating the experimental results it 
will be demonstrated that the three possible permutations in I,J to calculate KeCn are 
not equivalent but establish a ranking in the results: KeCn01 < KeCn12 < KeCn02. Each 
difference is at least 3% and further a difference versus urea clearance still remains. 
This result is not explained satisfactory in the literature and seems to indicate the 
existence of an additional process that is taking effect [DF1]. In [Pe1] Petitclerc 
discusses a membrane type specific effect could be responsible. It is also to consider 
the cancelling of ultrafiltration because ultrafiltration therefore is partially neglected in 
the derivation of E 2.4.1.a [expressions 11-14 in Sar1], but the rates of ultrafiltration 
adjusted in the course of the studies do not explain the difference. Only a third and 
stronger condition is capable of producing the inaccuracy. In this study it has been 
investigated if the sodium transfer itself could be responsible for the difference of 
KeCn we observe using the different permutations in I,J.  
 
An important condition in the derivation of E 2.4.1.a is the stability of plasma sodium 

during the course of the step profile 
measurement. There is reason to doubt that this 
condition is respected by the step profile 
measurement and the predominating quantity 
that produces the questionable inaccuracy 
neither is the membrane type nor ultrafiltration 
rate neglect in the formula derivation but the 
sodium transfer that is induced by the 
measurement itself due to the necessary 
variations of the dialysate inlet sodium 
concentration. On the assumption that the 
plasma sodium stability condition is violated a 
set of equations will be derived now which in the 
end give an expression for KeCn and also for 
the virtual sodium distribution volume that 
serves as a solute sink behind the dialyser. In a 
first attempt the simplified basic mass equation 
for the variation of cbi will be used assuming 
there is only a single compartment behind the 
filter, no rebound and a short term complete 

   V

cdo, Qd +Qf

cdi, Qd cbo

cbi

 
Fig 2.5.3.a:  
A simplified model to demonstrate mass flux into
and from the patient who is reduced to a single
pool volume without internal structure or
recirculation.  
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distribution of the solutes in the body will occur (see figure 2.5.3.a):  
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This can also be expressed as a differential equation after lim�t  has approached 
zero: 
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With V’(t) = -Qf: 
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cbi’ can also be derived from the effective clearance definition: 
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           E 2.5.3.d 
 
 
Equating E 2.5.3.c and E 2.5.3.d yields for V(t): 
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E 2.5.3.e is an equation that in principle allows to measure V because also cbi can 
be derived from a pure machine-side dialysance measurement, but by practical 
aspects it might be inconvenient to measure the differentials cdi’ and cdo’. In a 
technical system like the concentrate preparation hydraulics of a dialysis machine 
always short term variations and slight instabilities of conductivity might be generated 
that could affect the result of E 2.5.3.e by making the numerical evaluation of the 
differentials inaccurate. Therefore a better solution would completely avoid the use of 
differentials and directly refer to the observed difference in KeCn01, KeCn12. To derive 
the equations that express V in terms of the difference KeCn12  - KeCn01 from a step 
profile dialysance measurement again some essential conditions have to be fulfilled 
to avoid the differential equation. These conditions confine the validity of the 
derivation to the very first minutes after the conductivity change, but normally a step 
profile measurement of ionic dialysance does not last longer than a few minutes and 
it can be expected that these restrictions are acceptable. The restrictions are: 
 
�� The measurement is performed by applying a conductivity variation with the 

shape of a step-function (up and down step) at the dialysate inlet to the filter. The 
shape of the whole step profile is designed to keep the integral balance of sodium 
transfer at zero. No net sodium should remain in the patient after complete 
termination of the profile. 

�� All states, the baseline, at high level and at low level, have achieved stability. 
Stability is accepted if cdo change per minute is less than 5% of the total cdi 
change. 

�� The change in cdi is approximately 20 times higher than the change of cbi that will 
result from the variation of cdi. This in equivalence means the time-dialysance-
product is less than 1/20 of the distribution volume. All calculations are linear to 
the initial condition. 

�� Only a single pool model is considered. The internal structure of the distribution 
volume is neglected. This recommends the intra-extra-cellular clearance of the 
participating fluid compartments of the patient to be significantly higher than the 
clearance applied by the dialysis. 

�� Recirculation is neglected and should be limited to only a few percent (<6%). 
 
Due to the linearisation also an extension to prolonged periods of conductivity 
variation would recommend to use the complete differential equation that also 
includes the feedback on cbi which is not included here. The longer the change 
sustains the less the following equations are valid.  
 
Starting with the basic assumption that the sodium transfer is responsible for the 
difference in KeCnI,J, there are two different expressions for KeCn01,  (E 2.4.1.a and 
E 2.4.2.a),  the first with neglect of cbi change but it can be applied directly because 
all variables are known, and the second with respect to the cbi change but the 
disadvantage of non-applicability because cbi is not known: 
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The index C refers to the “correct” value with respect to the variation of cbi. Further 
the diffusive fraction of the effective dialysance will be of interest: 
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Applying a transition from inlet conductivity cdi0 to cdi1 for time t the ‘correct’ diffusive 
dialysance D12 replaces a fraction of plasma water of concentration cbi0 with the new 
concentration cdi1 while the convective term Qft only extracts plasma water with cbi0. 
Neglecting recirculation we get for the new systemic concentration cbi1: 
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This equation only holds for the very first minutes, as long as the product D1,2*t is 
small compared to V0 . With Vt=V0-Qf t we now have an expression for the change of 
blood concentration: 
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To find the difference Y= KeCnC;01 – KeCn01, we subtract (E 2.5.3.h – 2.4.1.a) :  
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E 2.5.3.i can be solved for V0 , the pre-dialysis sodium distribution volume of the 
patient: 
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This linear expression can be applied to in-vitro and in-vivo situations, because the 
value for cbi0 can be derived from the dialysance measurement itself, therefore all 
variables are known.  E 2.5.3.j has been applied to the different data sets available in 
the studies also including some laboratory measurements where the absolute V was 
known exactly. To understand the character of E 2.5.3.j it is helpful to consider the 
particular case when the initial baseline cdi0 of the step profile exactly matches cbi0, 
further Qf = 0 and therefore KeCn=D. In that case we yield: 
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0 V
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V ���        E 2.5.3.k 

 
because of V0 >> D1,2 t according to the initial conditions. That means in general the 
difference KeCn1,2 – KeCn0,1 that we observe is in inverse proportion to the 
distribution volume of the patient and depends by power of two of the measured ionic 
dialysance. That means the higher the absolute clearance is the more important it is 
to be aware of sodium shift that could falsify the measurement.  It can be understood 
now that the utilisation of a simple low-high step profile will not automatically result in 
a correct dialysance measurement, especially  with patients of low urea distribution 
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volume. On one hand E 2.5.3.j and E 2.5.3.k are easily applicable formulas to 
measure V with a symmetric step profile of inlet conductivity if the restrictions made 
for their derivation can be accepted, but on the other hand it should be noticed that 
the result is critical to errors in measurement of KeCn0,1 because they interfere with 
power of two. 
 
 
 

2.5.4. Single pool urea distribution volume 
 
 
The urea distribution volume can also be derived from single pool urea kinetic model. 
To understand the derivations it is necessary to first consider the single pool urea 
kinetic model in total which will be explained in chapter 2.6. The calculation of the 
single pool urea distribution volume is possible according to equation E 2.6.1.e’ of the 
next chapter, which results from this model. 
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2.6. Urea kinetics – Evaluation of Kt/V 
 
 
The considerations on the distribution volume suggest that the human body could be 
regarded as a coupled combination of different compartments – ‘pools’ - where 
uremic toxins, in this context urea, are stored. Urea kinetics makes the attempt to 
describe  and simulate theoretically the mass transfer processes and transfer rates 
between the pools which are regarded as different compartments that interact with 
each other and the external compartment. In ESRD patients the external interaction 
is mediated by the dialysis machine.  
 
Urea is a highly soluble, free diffusing solute that can cross nearly any membrane 
that is passable by water.  In the healthy patient without kidney malfunction urea is 
distributed throughout the whole body water in nearly total equilibrium. Rarely there 
are found urea gradients within intra- and extra-cellular space. The only exception in 
the healthy patient is the urea concentration gradient from cortex to medulla of the 
kidney which helps along Henle’s loops to conserve water from primary urine that is 
filtered from plasma water in the glomeruli [Si]. This concentration ratio of urea in the 
kidneys papilla to plasma urea can be greater than 100:1 [Dep2] and therefore it can 
substantially contribute to the urea distribution volume. This is not the case in the 
ESRD patient, whose kidney has nearly completely lost the ability to clear the plasma 
from uremic toxins. The osmotic gradient from cortex to medulla is gradually or totally 
lost and no longer a separate urea pool in the kidney exists.  
 
The extracellular fluid (ECF) and the intracellular fluid (ICF) are commonly regarded 
to be the two important pools for urea. The question is if it is necessary to distinguish 
between these in clinical urea quantification. Urea kinetic modelling usually is 
performed only on ESRD patients, in particular during dialysis. Healthy patients do 
not show significant urea gradients and if their urea kinetics should be analysed it will 
be completely sufficient to model them as a single volume if not the kidney with its 
high urea concentration is of particular interest. ESRD patients however will 
experience a high urea gradient during dialysis. Within intermittent hemodialysis 
which does not work as continuous as the kidney but in confined periods the 
clearance is 7-10 times the clearance of the natural kidney. Urea exclusively is 
extracted from the ECF. Initially to dialysis a gradient between ECF and ICF is 
established that never exists in healthy patients. Urea kinetic modelling must predict 
the behaviour of the mass fluxes correctly even with the gradient present. This is the 
major reason why ESRD patients – in particular in combination with a scientific 
interest – are often modelled using two compartments.  
 
The post-dialytic urea concentration curve – the rebound curve -  is characterised by 
a mass flux from ICF to ECF to equilibrate the gradient. Duration and total mass that 
is transferred during rebound is determined by the inter-compartment clearance, the 
participating volumes and the urea generation rate. Concentrations of ECF that have 
been measured immediately after termination of dialysis can not directly be used to 
derive any whole body mean concentrations or total treatment clearance values. 
Further there might exist additional, poorly vascularised or weakly circulated body 
regions that show prolonged rebound phases until they reach post dialysis 
concentration equilibrium. A model that neglects these rebound effects can not show 
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accurate results. Aside from the impractical blood samples and the costs, the 
measurement of the rebound is time-consuming and patients are not willing to wait 
30-45 min to have the rebound elapsed just to assure that they have been dialysed 
adequately. 
 
To circumvent this problem many improvements have been made that involve clinical 
experience and statistical knowledge. The most accepted empirical formula is the 
‘second generation’ formula of Daugirdas [Daugd], but there are many other less 
empirical variations of the single pool model that regard also intra-dialytic fluid shifts, 
several blood urea nitrogen (BUN) measurements, variable volume and equilibration 
processes [Dep3, Sar5, Fro, Go6]. A valuable summary is also found in [Dep2].  
 
Due to its closed analytic solution and mathematical simplicity within this study the 
‘equilibrated single pool variable volume urea kinetic model’ (eSPVV) has been used 
in the primary data analysis. To give a clear information on what was calculated 
within the data analysis the eSPVV  will be explained to some extent in the next 
chapter. 
 
 
 

2.6.1. Single pool urea kinetic model 
 
 
In its straightforward adaptation the single pool urea kinetic model (SPUKM) models 
the patients urea distribution volume as fixed compartment  with constant volume V. 
This compartment is containing a fixed amount of urea at dialysis start t0 which is 
cleared from urea by Keff and not filled by any urea generation. The time dependent 
urea concentration under clearance taking effect in this model is identical to that of 
an isotope decay and can be described with the same simple rate equation: 
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Analogously the half life can be introduced with ct=c0/2: 
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When assuming dialysis will reduce the urea concentration to 10% of its initial value, 
we can compare tHalflife to t10% and will find the ratio 
 

32.3
2ln

10ln%10
��

Halflifet
t  

This means in a rough calculation that after approximately 30% of dialysis time 50% 
of urea is removed. 
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The outstanding attractiveness of this model is 
its simplicity: There are only two urea plasma 
measurements necessary to calculate the dose 
parameter Kt/V.  

V(t), c(t)

Keff (t) ce(t);
Qf(t) t ce(t)

Liver

KR(t?) ce(t);
QR(t?) ce(t)

G(t)t

 
Figure 2.6.1a:The single pool model describes the
interference of the patient, dialysis and urea
concentration in systemic plasma water using a model
that is based on the assumption that the patients urea
kinetic can sufficiently be described with a single
internal urea distribution volume. 

 
With only a few additional considerations the 
model and its accuracy can be enhanced. The 
single pool urea kinetic model with variable 
volume assumes the patients body to be 
consisting of a single internal urea distribution 
compartment of the non-constant volume V(t) 
and urea concentration c(t). The initial dialysis 
conditions are assigned to V0, c0. Dialysis 
continuously extracts urea with the effective urea 
clearance Keff(t) and plasma water with the 
ultrafiltration rate Qf(t) from the urea distribution 
volume. Additionally in some patients a residual 
clearance KR and an residual filtration of QR 
exists. The liver generates urea with the urea 
generation rate G(t) (see figure 2.6.1.a.). 

 
For simplification it is possible to summarise the residual clearance and the 
generation rate to a resulting G’(t), the virtual generation rate, further the residual 
ultrafiltration can be included in the ultrafiltration rate, which is regarded to be 
constant throughout dialysis to keep the resulting mathematical expressions 
compact. The mass flux balance again can be described by a  differential equation 
similar to the previous but now enhanced with a variable volume and G’: 
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In words this means that the momentary change of urea mass content (V(t)*c(t)) of 
the single pool is determined by the gain of urea from (virtual) generation and the 
loss of urea by dialysis activity. The analytic integration is straightforward and results 
in 
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This can be resolved to yield V(t) = V0-Qft and the dialysis start volume V0, both 
formulated in dependence of two different concentrations: 
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E 2.6.1.e can directly be adopted to 
calculate the initial urea distribution 
volume by inserting the c0 and ct30 
concentrations. The ct30 value is 
beneficial to be inserted for higher 
accuracy due to the inclusion of the 
rebound phase. Within the single 
pool analysis of this study G’ has 
been set to 0 and the expression 
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has been evaluated.  Again the 
neglect of G’ will be responsible for 

an error around 10%, like explained for the urea distribution volume in chapter 2.5. A 
theoretical plot of E 2.6.1.b,c is shown in figure 2.6.1.b. The exponential curves are 
typical for the model.  

 
Figure 2.6.1b:  Typical shape of a single pool modelled urea
concentration and urea mass transfer rate curves during hemodialysis.
The rebound is not included in the model. The values used for the
calculation are depicted in the figure. 

For analysis of the study data it is necessary to have an independent reference for 
Kt/V. Thus we will have to derive not only V0 but also K. Formally this can be done by 
using the fully equilibrated Kt/V according to E 2.6.1.a inserting the rebound value ct30 
and dividing it by tDial/VMean: 
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This is only  a formal consideration: There is a need of further input because V0 is not 
independent but a function of Keff. This problem can be solved by using KeUB from E 
2.2.1.d to calculate V0, thus taking the reference samples that have been sampled 
during the treatment. Therefore the equilibrated single pool Kt/V is calculated 
according to: 
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This equation has been used for the eSPVV urea kinetic model evaluations. 
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2.6.2. Kt/V from Direct quantification 
 
 
The principle of direct quantification is described in chapter 2.5.1 leading to E 2.5.1.a 
for the urea distribution volume, VDQ. Similar to the derivation of E 2.6.1.f  we multiply 
VDQ/tDial by ln(c0/ct30): 
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The dialysis time here is corrected for the amount of time that has elapsed with the 
machine being in bypass, tBypass, due to alarms or pressure holding tests the 
machines use to perform every 12min. During this periods the sampling unit was 
programmed not to sample dialysate, because dialysate was not in contact with the 
patients blood. Consequently the bypass time must be reflected in the calculation. 
Comparing E 2.6.1.g and E 2.6.2.a we find that from a theoretical aspect both must 
yield the same result, except for internal differences in K, t and V. Further differences 
may occur due to different data sets, because not for every reference principle the 
same subsets of data were available. Sometimes the DQ reference failed for 
technical reasons. This diminishes the data pairs to compare. Nevertheless DQ has 
been selected because in general it is accepted as the gold standard. If Kt/V is 
derived from DQ like described it may not really differ from the equilibrated variable 
volume single pool urea kinetic model results. 
 
 
 

2.6.3. Daugirdas second generation Kt/V formula 
 
 
Daugirdas has introduced an empirical formula of clinical relevance that is very easy 
to use and widely accepted, even though it is partially based on statistical analysis 
and not purely on individual measurements. To show the relation of the results of this 
studies to other results the ‘second generation’ Daugirdas formula, which is the most 
elaborated of the Daugirdas formulas, has been used for analysis  [Daugd]: 
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2.6.4. Double pool urea kinetic model 
 
 
A single pool model can only describe the urea kinetics correctly if the patient is in 
complete equilibrium. This is fairly correct within the intermediate phases of two 
dialyses. During dialysis this is completely incorrect because the patient from this 
aspect can be regarded as composed of two fractional urea distribution volumes: The 
intracellular fluid (ICF) and the interstitial and intravasal fluid, both forming the 
extracellular fluid (ECF). The urea concentration within both of these aqueous 
distribution spaces of the body of the ESRD patient is inhomogeneous during 
dialysis. This is due to strong concentration gradients generated by dialysis.  Dialysis 
has only access to the ECF, because the patient is connected via the cannula 
positioned within his arterio-venous fistula or graft. Urea once removed by dialysis 
from extracellular space will be refilled by an osmotic gradient across the cell 
membrane. This is a non-instantaneous process. Typically it takes 30min to 
equilibrate 95% of an initial urea gradient over the cell membrane if the gradient is 

not perpetuated by further dialysis. This 
effect, usually referred as rebound, is 
the measurable trace of the delayed 
urea mass transfer across the cell 
membrane. Any single pool model 
applied to a data set of a dialysis 
session will fail to predict intra- and 
extracellular urea concentrations 
correctly because the rebound is not 
taken into account. Further a gradient  
from  ICF to ECF is maintained during 
active dialysis by continuous urea mass 
drain from extracellular pool to the 
dialysate, which is not included with 
single pool models. The lack of a second 
pool makes ECF urea concentration 
measurements not representative for the 
whole distribution volume and therefore 
total body urea can not be quantified by  
analysis of ECF urea concentrations 
during dialysis.  In contrast to the single 
pool analysis the mathematical 
evaluation with both intra- and 
extracellular pool is not very handy and 
usually will not be performed by the 
clinical staff.  

 
 
Figure 2.6.4 a: Typical concentration decay of urea
concentration in  ICF and ECF compartments of an ESRD
patient under dialysis on base of recorded data. Clearance
deterioration takes primary effect only on the ECF urea
concentration.  

 
A typical concentration vs. time profile during dialysis is shown in figure 2.6.4 a .  
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2.6.5. Two pool urea kinetic  model : Mathematical description 
 
 

To make it accessible to 
mathematical considerations 
the urea mass kinetics must be 
simplified to an interaction of 
the urea generating 
component, which is the liver, 
both the intra- and extracellular 
pool each with a given buffer 
volume and the urea 
eliminating processes like a  
residual clearance of the 
native kidneys and the urea 
removal performed by the 
dialysis machine. Figure  2.6.5 
a illustrates the interaction. 

The liver excretes urea with a time dependent generation rate G(t) to the ECF space 
of volume  Ve(t) and concentration ce(t). The extracellular volume interferes with the 
intracellular volume by the inter-compartment clearance Ki,D (diffusive fraction) and 
Ki,c (convective fraction), driven by osmotic pressure and expressed as a fluid shift 
rate per concentration gradient  [ml/(mmol/ml)/s)]. Both  can be subject to time 
dependent alterations that are induced by the vessel constriction, electrolyte balance, 
membrane properties and other physiologic or pathologic processes. Further it is not 
straightforward to measure a realistic value for both of these quantities. Ki,D is 
reported to be in the order of 760-1000 ml/min [Sar1, Bell, Go4, Hei] and has been 
selected to be 800ml/min. Some ESRD patients may have retained a fraction of 
residual clearance and filtration, expressed by KR and QR that is only effecting ECF. 
Dialysis as the life-preserving treatment of the ESRD patient is the only path a 
substantial amount of urea can leave the body via the extracellular space. Dialysis is 
not applied continuously and frequently interrupted by alarms, therefore KD(t), the 
diffusive clearance applied by dialysis is time dependent, as Qf(t)ce(t), the amount of 
urea extracted by convection is. Qf sometimes is superimposed by time dependent 
ultrafiltration profiles. All these interactions of the different processes, overlaid by a 
time dependence of the variables linked to each other like clearance, volume and 
concentration, make the mathematical description sophisticated and the analytical 
mathematical solution extremely complicated if not impossible. The numerical 
approach with assistance of a computer is much more practical and has been chosen 
to integrate the equations. 

V e(t), ce(t) V i(t), c i(t)

K eff (t) ce(t);
Q f(t) t ce(t)

L iver

K R(t?) ce(t);
Q R(t?) ce(t)

G (t)t
K i,D(t?) �c(t)

K i,c(t?)c(t)

 
 
Figure 2.6.5.a:  A simplified representation of the participating  constituents of the
two pool urea kinetic model of an ESRD patient. 
 

 
The problem can be described by the mass balance formulation assuming no particle 
can vanish or appear in a compartment without entering or leaving another. The 
consideration is restricted to urea and can not in general be transferred to other 
solutes with different kinetics and excretory mechanisms. Even for urea a trans-
cutaneous excretory process can not totally be excluded but is neglected here. There 
is no selective trans-membrane transport process for urea that shifts exclusively urea 
against its concentration gradient to ECF or ICF, therefore for the outer pool (= ECF) 
can be concluded: 
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The same expression is made for the ICF, except that there is only transfer out of the 
body via the ECF: 
 
 

ECF from gain/loss convective ECF fromgain  diffusiveat t0 #    molecules Urea# ���
 

 
In mathematical terms using the variables of figure 2.6.5.a we find the equations be 
linked to each other, thus an independent solution for one of them does not exist:  
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           E2.6.5 a,b 
 
 
with � being the Heaviside function, which is 0 for x<0, 1 for all other x. Ki,c is the 
specific convective inter-compartment flow rate that describes fluid transfer from ECF 
to ICF or vice versa driven by the osmotic pressure. The unit of Ki,c is [ml/(mmol*s)]. 
Though some authors [Go4] do expect variations for the generation rate G - in 
particular during dialysis – for simplicity G is regarded to be constant over time and 
can fairly be calculated from blood urea concentration at the end of the previous and 
at the beginning of the present dialysis treatment and further from the urea 
distribution volume, which itself is not known prior to the integration of equation 
system E 2.6.5a,b. This means G  will also be a result of the integration, not a 
variable that is known initially. Another variable that is not known precisely is the 
residual clearance. For most ESRD patients it is zero. However many of the patients 
who had participated in this studies still revealed residual clearance because their 
dialysis treatment has begun only a few month prior to the study. A calculation of G 
from the final blood urea concentration of the previous treatment, the initial 
concentration of the present treatment and the distribution volume will  include the 
residual clearance. This will be indicated by using the apostrophized  G’, the 
equivalent generation rate which is never larger than G. The relation of G and G’ is  
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A numerical calculation needs an initial guess for G’ that can be obtained from the 
following consideration: During the interdialytic period a patient gains weight due to 
his fluid intake. The gain of urea from treatment n to treatment n+1 should therefore 
be 
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It is an acceptable inaccuracy to assume that the rebound has equilibrated 
completely and Ve and Vi are of the same concentration if 30min have elapsed since 
the end of  treatment n. This means we neglect the slight interdialytic concentration 
difference of ICF and ECF due to urea generation that is loading only to ECF. 
Another simplification to obtain an initial guess of the equivalent generation rate G’ is 
to assume that the intradialytic fluid loss  by ultrafiltration is performed such 
that the patient will always keep the same weight at the end of each dialysis n, n+1. 
This permits to write 
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           E2.6.5 e 
 
 
whereas the value of  is not an unknown variable, because Q�

tend

t f dtQ
0

f(t) is recorded 
by the dialysis machine continuously and therefore the amount of ultrafiltrate is 
known permanently throughout dialysis. The aim of this consideration is to find a 
solution of ce(t) and ci(t), the time dependent concentration of urea in the ECF and 
ICF. For clarity we have to rearrange and simplify E2.6.5 a,b . We will abbreviate  
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Sum 1: Amount of fluid that has been shifted
from ICF to ECF (>0) or vice versa (<0). 
 
Sum 2: Amount of urea that has been shifted
by diffusion from ICF to ECF (>0) or vice
versa (<0).  
 
Sum 3: urea loss from ECF by convection to
ICF (<0)  
 
Sum 4: urea loss from ICF by convection to
ECF (>0) 
 
Sum 5: urea loss from ECF by dialysis 
 
Mean value of Qf during dialysis 

 
 
and find for ECF at any particular time t+=t+dt during dialysis n: 
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and for ICF: 
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           E2.6.5 f,g 
 
These expressions conduct us from the situation at t to the situation at t+dt of the 
integration if the situation at t is known from a former integration – which is the 
sequence of all previous steps -  by adding the contribution of an infinitesimal step, 
which of course in the numerical simulation is a discrete and not infinitesimal one. 
Usually the integration can be started at an initial situation as the beginning of the 
intermediate non-dialysis phase or the beginning of dialysis and will provide 
numerical information about time dependence of ce and ci during the period of 
integration. To achieve an expression for ce(t+dt) and ci(t+dt)  once ce(t), ci(t) is 
known we  will have to solve the quadratic equations in ce, ci, that are enclosed in 
E2.6.5 f,g.  If we separate the terms to quadratic, linear and constant parts in ce, ci, it 
is not more than to apply the well known root of the homogeneous quadratic equation 
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to E2.6.5 f,g. The separation yields 
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           E2.6.5 i,j 
 
As a result we have to insert these expressions prior to every integration step within 
the loop of the calculation algorithm to E 2.6.5.h : 
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           E2.6.5 k-p 
 
 
There are some formal aspects to be discussed about the discriminator of E2.6.5 h 
concerning negative roots that could occur. We have to identify the physical 
conditions that relate to a negative root.  The root will only be negative if b2<4ac. We 
will consider here only the case during dialysis, usually when ci>ce. In a similar 
consideration this can be shown also for the intermediate phase.  
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           E2.6.5 q 
 
It can be seen that as soon as the algorithm has left the very first steps the new 
fraction that is added by the time interval dt is of only minor relevance compared to 
the sum that has yet been accumulated during the previous steps. Neglecting their 
magnitude E 2.6.5 q converts to the simple expression 
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           E2.6.5 r 
 
This is a mathematical condition every physician strictly avoids without knowledge to 
prevent the patient from cardiac insult: The physical condition we have identified to 
avoid negative roots in the 2PUKM is that we should never shift more fluid from the 
patients ICF during dialysis than it contains at the beginning of dialysis. It is clear that 
even a distant approach to this point would not be compatible with the patients life 
and the root will always be positive by reasons of biology. 
 
The step width dt should be selected appropriate to the resolution desired: During the 
intermediate periods between the dialysis sessions it should be convenient to choose 
a dt of 15min because there is no additional information expected if the time 
resolution is increased to higher values. This period lasts for 2-3 days, thus 
approximately  less than 0.5% of the total amount  of urea is expected to be 
generated within dt. From this aspect the model is overcautious here because there 
are no data recorded from the patients during this phase. Any time related deviations 
of urea production the patients experienced by their nutritional habits have not been 
recorded and can therefore not be interpreted by the analysis. In our model the 
intermediate urea production is based on linearity. Further analysis would take more 
effort by drawing additional blood samples and registration of the meal composition 
and timing. It is questionable if this can be practically performed on a patient 
collective that is not hospitalised.   
 
The situation is completely different during dialysis when we have data from the 
dialysis machine for every second that all are reflected in this evaluation. The blood 
samples that are currently drawn during dialysis as well as the permanent data 
recording stream gain the amount of available data. Even transient dialysis 
interruptions of a few minutes are recorded and could have their correlation in blood 
urea concentration. Thus the recalculation interval dt has been reduced to 60s during 
dialysis.  
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2.6.6. Data analysis of subsequent dialysis sessions 
 
 
The accuracy of the model can be improved if the duration of numerical analysis is 
extended to not only a single dialysis session. The analysis software is programmed 
to scan the whole data set if there are any two sessions of the same patient recorded 
and less than 4 days have elapsed meanwhile. This is assumed to be a criterion that 
the patient did not experience dialysis from another dialysis centre. These two 
dialysis sessions have been linked together and are regarded to represent a single 
set of continuous data that is accessible to two pool modelling.  
 
The benefit of integrating the intermediate phase into consideration is a more precise 
calculation of the generation rate. A balance of the total amount of urea that has left 
the patient by residual clearance and dialysis on the one hand and the amount of 
urea that has been generated during the same interval on the other hand must result 
in an identical blood urea concentration at the same time relative to dialysis 
treatments unless the patient has changed weight. If the post-rebound ct30 value and 
the patients weight is exactly the same after previous and present dialysis we can 
assume that urea removal = urea generation. Therefore it is acceptable to determine 
G’ according to E2.6.5 e. 
 
 
 

2.6.7. Source code of the numerical algorithm kernel 
 
 
The source code for analysing the data of the studies is written in object oriented 
C++ language and encloses about 850 pages of program code, including all attempts 
to find a valid algorithm for the bolus clearance calculation. Additionally there are 
included another 150 pages of external code that was involved for visualisation and 
presentation of the data. The reader may understand that it is not possible to give a 
full documentation of this code within this context. Nevertheless some particular parts 
that represent the kernel of the numerical two pool analysis are given in the 
appendix. The variables names should be telling their meaning. The code is 
encapsulated in a function that is called  
 
void CFileDoc::TwoPoolCalcer(double t, double *SetOfParams, double *Y_at_t, double *dY_dParams, int 
NrOfParams)  . 
 
This function does not more than a single run of the integration described above. The 
integration starts at the end of the previous dialysis with a first loop that is indicated 
by the code   
 
for (int runner = 0; runner <= InbetwStepnumber ; runner++) 
 
This loop covers the intermediate time until the following dialysis begins. ‘runner’ is 
the variable that counts the integration intervals of lenght dt. Arrays (CI[], CE[], VE[], 
VI[], S1..5[]) for all corresponding ce and ci values in time steps of dt=15min are filled 
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and prepared for return of the routine. The names directly correspond to the variables 
names in the theory section. Once the algorithm has reached the start time of the 
second dialysis it switches to dt=60s and starts a second loop during the dialysis 
session recorded.  This is indicated by the code 
 
for (runner; runner < SumOfSteps ; runner++). 
 
Again the arrays are filled with the results of the integration. After having reached the 
time of termination of dialysis the function passes control to its mother-process until it 
is called again. The mother-process is responsible to select all parameters for 
minimal deviation of laboratory and model values before it calls the integration again. 
The relevant properties of the mother-process will be explained here. 
 
 
 

2.6.8. The target variable 
 
 
The target variable of the numerical calculation is the time behaviour of ce during the 
observation interval. This interval is fixed to start 30 min after the end of the previous 
dialysis and is enduring until 30 min after termination of the present dialysis to 
include the rebound. ci has not been chosen as the target variable because there is 
no direct access to ci and therefore no reference available. The goal of the analysis is 
to minimise the difference of ce from the model and as measured at the various times 
reference samples are available. References are available after rebound of previous 
dialysis, at the start, during dialysis when the blood samples for clearance calculation 
have been drawn, at the end and after the rebound of the present dialysis. Therefore 
within the embedding mother-process the parameters like generation rate, inter-
compartment clearance Ki,D (diffusive fraction), Ki,c (convective fraction), Vi , Ve and 
the clearance as applied by dialysis can be continuously varied to find the minimum 
of a least square fit in ce. The parameters that are varied and even the method of 
minimum search can be modified by the programmer, because in this context it is not 
useful to vary all of them, as will be discussed in the next paragraph. In principal the 
mother-process searches the particular set of the above variables that fits best the 
actually measured values of ce from all times references are available. The selection 
is done in discrete steps, in conclusion the results will be discrete and not 
continuous. The resolution however is selected appropriately and is increased when 
approximating a minimum. All ce have been equally weighted to calculate �. The fit 
terminates if an additional variation does not reduce the remaining �. � was calculated 
according to 
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whereas the � indicates the difference of the ce the algorithm has found and the ce 
that has been measured in the blood sample of the referring time, n refers to the 
number of blood samples related to bolus clearance measurements and ti are the 
times the samples have been drawn during dialysis. The value of the previous ce,t30  
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is not included because it is set as the starting point of the integration and therefore it 
is always exactly matched.  
 
The ce  in E 2.6.8.a that are related to bolus clearance measurements during dialysis 
can not be applied directly due to cardiopulmonary and fistula recirculation that 
decreases the urea concentration of ECF artificially. These samples were drawn with 
the blood pump running so that systemic concentration is diluted to some extend with 
the reflux from the filter that has not passed the capillaries. To have access to the 
systemic ECF urea concentration ce was corrected according to: 
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with cin, cout being the urea concentrations at filter inlet and outlet as reported from 
the laboratory. R is the recirculation in %/100. Using this method a set of 6 reference 
values for the ce  versus time curve are available. This means not more than 5 
independent parameters can be evaluated by the model theoretically. 
 
Termination of the calculation:  
The lack of an analytical solution of the two pool model made it impossible to find an 
expression for the absolute minimum of � . It is a general problem of non-analytical 
calculations that they can not always assure that a minimum once found by 
numerical least square fit is the absolute minimum on the domain of the input 
variables. Thus the calculation could not be continued until � has reached an 
absolute minimum, enclosing the risk of finding an only relative minimum. This in 
particular means that there is a theoretical chance that a completely different set of 
input parameters gives better results. To minimise this risk a two stage calculation 
was implemented: a coarse pre-scan on the full range of plausible data was prefixed 
to the analysis. The absolute minimum of the pre-scan was taken as the initial guess 
of the fine scan.  This procedure assures that solutions totally out of the typical 
clinical range of any variable are discarded.  
 
 
 

2.6.9. The set of input parameters for two pool modelling 
 
 
The mathematical model applied has potential to vary numerous input variables 
during the calculation. The list of variables and their major and minor relation to other 
variables is shown in table 2.6.9.a. Nevertheless, it is of poor benefit to vary all of 
them just because the model allows to do so. This would not only vastly expand the 
necessary calculation effort so that even modern PC system is overloaded (a 
variation of 4 parameters takes 4h of calculation per dialysis session on a 350 MHz 
system). Essentially it would not give additional information due to an over-
determination of the system.  Another criterion is that the variation of some of these 
parameters may of course affect the ce versus time curve with except of those 
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periods we have references about. The additional information – even if correctly 
imaged -  therefore could not be verified on the data. Other variables may have 
controversially effect on ce and therefore the variation of one of them would 
automatically shift its antagonist, because they are not independent. We will discuss 
this to some extend here to have a justification for the method of model application to 
the data that was chosen in this work.  
 
Variable 
 
 

Major influence on calculation result of Minor influence on  

G (Generation rate) �� Difference of previous ct30 and present ct0 
�� total urea removal 
�� initial ce and ci at start of dialysis 

�� clearance 
�� residual clearance 
�� Vi and Ve 

Ve  (ECF volume) �� change rate of ce and ci during dialysis 
�� change rate of ce and ci in the intermediate 

phase 
�� Vi 
�� Rebound 

�� generation rate 
�� residual clearance 
�� clearance 

Vi  (ICF volume) �� change rate of ce and ci during dialysis 
�� change rate of ce and ci in the intermediate 

phase 
�� Ve 
�� Rebound 

�� generation rate 
�� residual clearance 
�� clearance 

Ki,D 
(Inter-compartment 
diffusive clearance) 

�� Rebound 
�� Coupling of ce and ci 

�� clearance 
�� residual clearance 
�� Ki,c 

Ki,c 
(Inter-compartment 
convective clearance 

�� Rebound 
�� Coupling of ce and ci 
�� Coupling of Vi and Ve 

�� generation rate 
�� residual clearance 
�� clearance 

ci (Urea concentration 
of ICF) 

�� Ki,c 
�� Ki,D 
�� Rebound 

�� clearance 
�� residual clearance 
�� sum of Vi and Ve 

Keff  
(Effective urea 
clearance during 
dialysis) 

�� ce 
�� ci 
�� Rebound 

�� residual clearance 
�� 2 treatment mean generation 

rate 
�� sum of Vi and Ve 

Qf  
(ultrafiltration rate 
during dialysis) 

�� Ve �� residual clearance 
�� generation rate 
 

KR  
(residual clearance) 

�� Vi+Ve 
�� G’ according to E 2.6.5.c 
�� ce 
�� ci 

�� Ki,c 
�� Ki,D 
 

 
Table 2.6.9.a: List of variables and their major and minor influence on the calculation result of other variables.  
 
The benefit of a variable variation is determined by 
�� the grade of independence from other variables. The ideal set would be 

composed of those variables that establish a complete coordinate system to 
describe the situation, each independent from one another. 

�� The quality of the fixed parameters. A parameter that is not varied should be 
accurately known.  

�� Even the aim that is prosecuted by the calculation has influence on the selection 
of the varied parameters. It appears as we are leaving the scientific pathway if the 
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data analysis is influenced by the interest of the investigator. This is certainly not 
the case: If we are interested in a comparison of the clearance that the patient 
has experienced according to the model versus the clearance the dialysis 
machine has displayed, we are obliged to vary the clearance and can not fix it. 
Vice versa fixing a variable could make some sense if it is relative precisely 
known like the generation rate to confine the model to the intrinsic scatter caused 
by the variable of interest.  Further in the case when the model result for urea 
distribution volume is to be compared to the result of direct quantification the 
volume has to be varied. 

 
We will discuss the variables in detail in this paragraph. 
 
 
Ki,C and Ki,D 
 
Table 2.6.9.a allows to identify those quantities whose variation will affect mainly the 
variables we have no or insufficient data about. These variables are Ki,C and Ki,D. 
Their effect can hardly be measured because only ce is visible from outside the 
patient, but they act at the interface of ECF and ICF, the inner cell membranes. To 
achieve information on their magnitude it would be necessary to have access to ci 
directly. This is very impractical -maybe even impossible- because the distribution of 
urea may show gradients and inhomogeneity in particular tissue regions. Even if a 
tissue sample from the patient could be taken each session the sample can not be 
regarded as representative and therefore the mean whole body tissue urea 
concentration could not be calculated. 
 
A rough estimate of the common effect of both, Ki,C and Ki,D, could be achieved by 
precise measurement of the rebound versus time curve. To record this curve 5-7 
additional blood samples would be necessary. This is not practical: The 10 session 
overall duration of the studies, each with 9 blood samples let it appear to be an 
unacceptable burden to the patient and the hematocrit. Therefore the rebound curve 
was not time resolved. The samples have only been drawn at onset and termination 
of rebound. The only reference information on  Ki,C and Ki,D therefore is lost. If these 
data were available, the model would have to put emphasis to the rebound period. 
Only during the rebound the ce differences of model and measurement can be 
minimised with essential effect on Ki,C and Ki,D.   
 
The first three quarters of the rebound curve are predominated by Ki,C and Ki,D. Near 
the end of the rebound the gradient of ce to ci is stronger influenced by the generation 
rate that more and more takes effect and impedes resolving the inter-compartment 
clearance. Therefore a precise measurement of Ki,C and Ki,D by rebound analysis 
would only be possible if the generation rate is exactly known. A questionable 
feedback of dialysis to the protein catabolic rate and the generation rate [Gior1, Sar2] 
must further be included into the consideration. These arguments led to the 
conclusion that there is no corresponding data base to assess a variation of Ki,C and 
Ki,D and their effect on the result.  It is also clear that their inner relation could not be 
resolved by our study not only due to the lack of data. The principal problem is to 
distinguish how many urea molecules have passed the cell membrane by convection 
or by diffusion. What criteria could apply to distinguish the effects?  Within the 
literature no value for Ki,C alone has come to the authors attention. Thus it has been 
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decided to regard Ki,C and Ki,D as a single quantity. For technical reasons Ki,C  has 
been set to zero and Ki,D in general has been set to 800 ml/min, independent of the 
patient. Other authors have found this value to be 760-1000ml/min [Bell, Go4, Hei]. 
The coupling of the concentrations of ECF and ICF therefore will not correctly be 
reflected by our calculations.  
 
 
G’, Vi, Ve 
 
The only true uncertainty in calculation of the equivalent generation rate G’ according 
to E2.6.5.e is the urea distribution volume of the patient. Further both V and G’ 
depend on each other because a greater volume normally corresponds to a weighty 
patient with higher absolute urea metabolic rates. At given concentrations ce at the 
end of previous and at the start of the present dialysis a fixed volume fixes G’ and 
vice versa. This is the reason letting float both of them during the calculation and let 
the model find the best corresponding values. 
 
Another question is if the inner relation of Vi and Ve . The ECF fraction of total urea 
distribution volume may vary to some extent. Obese patients may have a different 
relation than tiny ones. Is it justified to keep a constant ratio ECF/ICF throughout the 
calculations and which is the best value for this ratio ? To decide this we have  
carefully to observe the phase when the effect of the ratio can be tracked: again it is 
the rebound phase and therefore again we have a lack of data by the same reasons 
as mentioned in the discussion of the inter-compartment clearances. Because the 
inter-compartment clearance and the volumes involved on both sides of the cellular 
membranes are linked by the calculation an inverse effect is the result: Large ICF 
volume and small ECF volume at a given inter-compartment clearance will result in 
short rebound phases with high amplitude and vice versa small ICF volume and large 
ECF volume at the same clearance will result in a weak, prolonged rebound phase 
that is continuously proceeding to the inter-dialysis curve of urea concentration. The 
duration and the amplitude of rebound is the criterion which would allow to make a 
better fit to the internal ratio of ECF/ICF. The rebound duration has not been 
recorded, because this again would be accompanied by additional blood samples 
which is not acceptable. The time the rebound blood sample was drawn has been 
fixed to 30 min, independent of any patient individual scattering. In conclusion the 
data available do not allow to model the ECF/ICF ratio. Any chosen ratio is purely 
arbitrary and not supported by the model. On the other hand a fixed ratio could not 
easily be selected due to the lack of a valid criterion. Because the ratio the model 
would select is predominated by the fixed inter-compartment clearance that has been 
set to 800ml/min it was decided to have the ECF/ICF ratio not fixed so that the model 
would select a convenient value corresponding to the fixed inter-compartment 
clearance. Fixing both would mean to cut the degrees of freedom because the model 
could not shape the rebound curve through both known urea concentrations at tend 
and t30. This is not acceptable. 
 
 
Keff 
 
Keff is one of the most important quantities of this investigation. The fundamental goal 
of the studies is to determine if the method Keff has been measured is technically and 
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theoretically correct, in particular on the data of the MII study, where the bolus 
clearance has been adopted. Therefore its the natural consequence of the 
considerations that Keff  must be varied by the model to determine its accuracy. In all 
calculations Keff has been left floating to be selected by the model. The model fits Keff  

by multiplying the Keff the machine has recorded with a constant factor in the range of 
0.70 to 1.30 in discrete steps to find the factor that fits best the data in combination 
with the other parameters. This means the K and Kt/V results will also be only in 
discrete steps. The resolution has been selected to be sufficient. The variation of Keff 
during the dialysis session due to dialysate and blood flow variations is also reflected 
because the data set with the operation parameters of the dialysis machine was 
included in steps of  1min. 
 
 
KR 
 
The residual urea clearance has not been observed in the studies because initially it 
was not intended to evaluate a period longer than a single dialysis session. The 
occasion of having sufficient data addressed the interest to the two pool model 
analysis. The lack of data has been compensated by using the residual creatinine 
clearance which was recorded every treatment. Creatinine has similar or slightly 
lower clearance than urea. No fixed typical ratio of urea and creatinine clearance was 
found in the literature to be implemented here. It was decided to set them equal, 
even if this is accompanied by some concern.  In consequence KR was not varied but 
kept constant at the creatinine clearance. 
 
 
Summary: 
 
For practical reasons the two pool urea kinetic model (2PUKM) analysis has been 
made in two subsequent steps: 
 
Step A: The parameter ECF, ICF and KeCN (KeCNBolus in MRII study) have been 
varied. 
Step B: The parameter ECF, ICF, KeCN (KeCNBolus in MRII study) and G’ have 
been varied. 
 
The variation of both Vi and Ve has been implemented because a fixed ratio is not 
selectable a priori. The variation of Ki,C and Ki,D has not been performed because 
there are no data that would reflect the consequences and therefore the result would 
not give any information. Both in sum have been set to 800ml/min. On the one hand 
the variation of G’ has been omitted in the first run because a full variation of 4 
parameter takes an enormous amount of calculation resources. This was not 
practical in the first analysis. The variation of only 3 parameters takes just a few 
minutes on a modern PC and could be done in clinical practice to get results in short 
terms. On the other hand  in this case G’ can only be calculated using expression 
E2.6.5.e, but with the uncertainty of the distribution volume from direct quantification 
influencing the calculation. The uncertainty in the correct G’ led to step 2., where all 
parameters have been varied. It is of some interest for in-time calculations directly 
during a dialysis session if the extended analysis can be omitted without loss of 
essential information about the concentration behaviour. 
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2.7. Determination of Plasma Sodium 
 
It is helpful to know the plasma sodium concentration of the patient when dialysis 
starts. Most but not all of the patients can be dialysed conveniently if their intrinsic 
plasma sodium is not altered during dialysis. Others may have to follow a distinct 
sodium variation profile. In both cases a sodium balancing is necessary. 
Disturbances initiated by dialysis may lead to severe cardiovascular problems, 
nausea, vomiting, violent headache or at least to more or less severe general 
discomfort of the patient. Even a slight sodium overload, although it tends to stabilise 
the cardiovascular functions, may increase post dialysis thirst perception and 
therefore influence fluid intake and weight of the patient. Usually the thirst control 
mechanism of the ESRD patients still works correct and the imperative character of 
thirst forces the patients to drink more than the clinician has recommended to do. 
Further the clinician can not be aware of a sodium over- or under- load if he does not 
measure plasma sodium of his patients regularly prior to every dialysis. A permanent 
sodium control is corresponding with high costs for laboratory analysis and therefore 
will normally not be practised in most standard hemodialysis treatments.  Also those 
patients that have been prescribed deviating dialysate sodium concentration need 
strict control of sodium transfer. This means sodium balancing is necessary and 
would be a support to the clinician in his efforts to increase the patients quality of life. 
The clearance measurements, once they are performed in a technically correct way, 
also permit to conclude from simple conductivity measurements to the plasma 
sodium value and sodium balance. 
 
The basic assumption is that the dialysate conductivity is predominated by sodium-
chloride ions. This in fact is the case, only 2-3% of the conductivity is contributed by 
other constituents. A typical composition of bicarbonate- and acetate dialysis fluid  is 
depicted in table 2.7.a. The studies have been conducted using bicarbonate 
dialysate. 
 
 
Constituent Bicarbonate 

dialysate 
(mmol/l) 
 

Acetate dialysate 
(mmol/l) 

Normal plasma level
(mmol/l) 

Sodium 137-144 132-145 136-145 
Potassium 0-4 0-4 3.5-5.0 
Calcium 1.25-2.0 1.5-2.0 2.2-2.6 
Magnesium 0.25-1.0 0.5-1.0 0.8-1.2 
Chloride 98-112 99-110 98-106 
Acetate 2.5-10 31-45 <0.1 
Bicarbonate 27-38 - 21-28 
Glucose 0-11 0-11 4.2-6.4 
 
Table 2.7.a: Levels of electrolytes and buffers in typical dialysis fluids and in normal plasma [Gra] 
 
To apply sodium balancing in a simplification a proportionality is assumed to be true: 
 

lmmolcmmS NaClNaClcd // ][5.010*)( ��       E. 2.7.a 
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This means the concentration of sodium chloride in mmol/l is calculated from the 
conductivity of the dialysate. This is only an empirical formula on the base of 
laboratory measurements and it has been established in clinical practice over the 
years without any regard to the influence of internal shifts of the minor constituents 
like potassium, calcium and magnesium that contribute to conductivity and even 
without regard to the Donnan factor �D . The Donnan factor reflects equilibrium 
concentration shifts in the presence of proteins at only one side of the filter 
membrane. Therefore on the one hand a measurement in its literal sense of course is 
not performed, but the indirect way to measure concentrations via a conductivity 
measurement is much more than a estimation on the other hand. In practice the 
relative dialysate constituents do not vary in a wide range at the majority of the 
patients, in particular not within single dialysis centres with central concentrate 
supply. This enables the clinician to become a feeling for the relation of conductivity 
and concentration. Many clinicians simply multiply by 10 in practice. The underlying 
considerations to measure blood sodium chloride concentrations are depicted here. 
According to E 2.4.2.a a mass balance again is the start of the derivation: 
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This is an equation without unknown variables and therefore can be resolved purely 
on the machine side without access to the blood of the patient. This in fact is the 
advantage of this approach: Without laboratory analysis or any effort of the clinic staff 
it is possible to measure the patient’s plasma sodium concentration and to adjust the 
machine to the correct prescribed dialysate sodium for highest benefit of the patient. 
 
An uncertainty still remains not only in �D but also in Qe , the blood water flow: 
 

� � TPFPPWFFPhctFPQbQe  0107.01 and  )(100/ �����  
 
The variables hct (hematocrit), FP (fraction of protein), PWF (plasma water fraction) 
and TP (total protein) are not known. In patients with normal blood composition 
numerical insertion of the laboratory measured concentrations shows that the blood 
flow Qb  - the “geometrical” or whole blood flow as measured by the blood pump- 
must be multiplied with a factor in the range of 0.87 – 0.91, mainly dependent on the 
hematocrit. Due to ultrafiltration which extracts water during dialysis the hematocrit is 
slowly increasing during dialysis. These uncertainties must all be covered by an 
empirical factor of Qe= 0.9*Qb if the sodium concentration analysis is done in practice 
on a dialysis machine. The data of the MII study are analysed to test the hypothesis 
that E 2.7.b can be used to calculate plasma sodium. 
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3. Concept and experimental protocol of the Studies 
 

3.1. Study Design 
 
 
The MI study was designed as an anonymous dicentric approval study. It was 
performed at two different centers: 
 
1.) Centre of Internal Medicine, Clinic of Nephrology – University of Marburg -, 

Baldinger Straße, Marburg, Germany. Principal Investigator : Prof. Dr. H. Lange; 
Practical measurements from May 7th, 1997 to June 24th, 1998; 22 patients,  206 
dialysis sessions. Early data analysis beginning in 1997, detailed analysis was 
terminated in September 2001.   
 

2.) Divisione Nefrologia e Dialisi, Ospedale di Lecco, via Ghislanzoni, 22053 Lecco – 
Italy. Principal Investigator : Prof. Dr. Francesco Locatelli. Practical 
measurements from July 14th, 1997 to Mai 15th, 1998; 20 patients, 200 dialysis 
sessions. The report on this study is not included in this work. Some aspects of 
this study are reported in [DF2]. 

 
Parts of the monitoring, the technical engineering and full data analysis has been 
done by the author using a dedicated software that has been written for this purpose 
in particular. The study was initiated and supported by the R&D department of 
Fresenius Medical Care (FMC), Bad Homburg, Germany. The author was member of 
the department during the study period and responsible for the study as the project 
manager for the implementation of dialysis quantification tools to Fresenius 4008 
series dialysis machines. 
 
The studies have been planned with the benefit of the patient in mind and with 
agreement of the responsible ethical committees. Not only the scientific intention to 
validate a device that is able to quantify the dialysis by simple means is expected to 
be of high benefit for the patient. Also in the practical handling of the devices should 
be developed. To minimise the burden for the patients all blood samples have been 
reduced to the absolute minimum and all relevant physiological parameters  have 
been observed with maximum care to avoid any critical situation. Regularly the 
sequence of participation of a patient was interrupted by organisational reasons. If 
the responsible physician who performed the clinical part of the study was not on the 
shift the patient was scheduled for the sequence was interrupted. To not influence 
the confidentiality of patient and physician it was avoided to confront the patients 
permanently with different physicians just for not interrupting the sequence. Also it 
was avoided to alter the dialysis schedule of the patient in duration and frequency 
due to study requirements. No patient ever has shifted a dialysis once scheduled due 
to requirements of the studies.  
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3.1.1. Ethical and legal regulations: 
 
 
This study was performed according to the principals of the revised declaration of 
Helsinki (Hongkong 1989) (see appendix). 
 
A risk-benefit-comparison was performed prior to the study. The therapeutically 
benefits were rated higher than the potential risks of the patients being part of the 
study. The patient will be informed by the physician of the meaning, the extent and 
the specifications of the study with an information sheet. The patient was also 
informed of his right to withdraw his agreement at any time during the study without 
drawback. If the patient agreed to participate in the study he had to sign-off his 
written consent in two forms provided. One of the two forms remained with the 
patient, the second form with the Hospital for the period of fifteen years. 
 
 
 

3.1.2. General participation criteria 
 
 
Willingly cooperative patients who have given their written informed consent and are:  
 
�� Age > 18 years  
�� On regular hemodialysis for > 1 months 
�� Hemodialysis schedule: 1-3 times a week 
�� Length of dialysis sessions > 180 minutes 
�� With discrete to good dialysis tolerance (frequency of symptomatic session lower 

than 25%). 
 
 
 

3.1.3. Exclusion criteria: 
 
 
�� Currently in an acute care or chronic care hospital 
�� Previous leg amputation 
�� Scheduled for a renal transplantation from a living donor within the period of study 
�� Severe congestive heart failure after maximal therapy (NIHAU class IV) 
�� Unstable angina pectoris 
�� Active systemic infections (i.e. TBC or systemic fungal infection or AIDS) 
�� Uncontrolled glycemic levels (> 200 mg/dl) in diabetic patients 
�� Involvement in other studies 
�� Unable to follow the main requirements of the protocol  
�� Unwillingness to accept the procedures of the protocol 
�� Participation of patients showing an Hb lower than 8.5 has been suspended for a 
period necessary to reconstitute a convenient Hb 
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3.1.4. Written and informed consent: 
 
 
Those patients that were selectable for inclusion have been informed of the purpose 
of the study, the protocol and if desired on any detail of their interest to be able to 
form a free decision if to participate or not. They were informed in particular that their 
participation is absolutely voluntary and withdrawal from the study would be possible 
at any time without any disadvantage or interference to their regular treatment. 
 
 
 

3.1.5. Insurance of the patients:  
 
 
Any hazard for patient caused by malfunction of the dialysis machine or one of its 
modules is insured by the FMC liability insurance as far as installation, configuration, 
calibration, reparation and the Online Clearance Measurements (OCM) are executed 
by authorised personnel that underwent the manufacturers training. FMC has 
effected an additional insurance.  
 
 
 

3.1.6. Function of the monitor:  
 
 
During the study the data recording and collection was supervised and technically 
directed by a staff member of FMC, to whom the following tasks are incumbent :  
 
�� Control of the completeness of all written documents. 
�� Guaranty of reliable function of all technical data recording devices. 
�� Collection and conservation of all data recorded except those to allow the 

identification of the patient. 
�� Coincidence control of study proceeding and study protocol. 
�� Instruction for use of the OCM option delivered to the personnel involved. 
�� Participation in the measurements as far as necessary by technical reasons if 

there is no irritation for the patient or disadvantage for dialysis treatment 
expected. 

 
The hospital was liable to mark all documents and files in a consistent manner to 
allow internal re-identification for further investigations in the patients hospital report, 
even after an extended period. 
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3.1.7. Ethical and administrative supervision: 
 
At any time authorised personnel of the administration had access to all information 
necessary to supervise the monitoring and study proceedings. Prior to the study the 
protocol was approved by the responsible ethical committee. 
 
 
 

3.1.8. Technical engineering: 
 
 
The studies were under close technical supervision of the responsible development 
group of FMC. All functions of the technical equipment have been continuously 
monitored, checked and maintained. 
 
Both studies that are reported here were conducted using 4 (MI) and 2 (M2) dialysis 
machines that were taken from the standard serial production but have been 
modified within their software to control the timing of the measurements, the 
conductivity variations and to transfer all relevant data to the computer. The second 
conductivity cells downstream the dialyser that have not been part of the serial 
machines but which are essential for conductivity based dialysance measurements 
have been mounted. In particular the machines had been carefully observed if they 
would not fail to apply the conductivity variations correctly. Severe failure to do so 
could be hazardous to the patients health due to sodium imbalance and, even more 
serious, due to uncontrolled potassium transfer because all electrolytes were 
increased  in the same proportion. Only dialysis machines who successfully 
underwent the full CE certification procedure have been in operation.  
 
 
 

3.1.9. Major goal of the MRI Study:  
 
 
The study was intended to prove the step function clearance measurement principle  
as described on a series dialysis machine. Both aspects the principle itself and its 
clinical practicability on such a device as an instance of technical realisation were of 
fundamental interest. The goal was to make experiences for achievement of good 
clinical practicability and the technical approval of a valid conductivity based 
clearance measurement principle. The bolus principle was not yet in the focus but 
has already been implemented. 
 
The goal of the study recommends a statistical selection of patients representative of 
a typical population of dialysed patients willing to participate in the study with regard 
to the exclusion criteria. The selection of the patients is done by the Principal 
Investigator of the study with respect to a statistical principle, the individual aetiology 
and the inclusion criteria. 
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The MRII Study: 
 
The study is designed to be a randomised anonymous mono-centric approval and 
investigative study. 
 
 

3.1.10. Major goals of the MRII study: 
 
 
�� The major goal of the MRII study was the investigation and definitive decision if 

non-steady, dynamic conductivity signals such as boli allow to measure the urea 
clearance with accuracy comparable to that known from step-profiles and if the 
boli can be regarded as an improved substitute for them.  

�� A further approval if accurate results for urea based Kt are achievable using 
conductivity-based techniques. 

�� Determination if the urea distribution volume is of considerable influence on the 
ionic clearance measurement results and if it can even be measured. 

�� The data obtained during the study were intended to be the base of the technical 
approval process of the online clearance measurement option of the dialysis 
machines. 

 
 

3.2. Subjects and Methods 

3.2.1. The MI Study 

3.2.1.1. Patient collective and hemodialysis parameters 
A total of 20 informed patients (14 male and 6 female, age 58.7 �16.1 years, body 
weight 73.9 �11.0 kg, height 1.74  �0.08 m) with ESRD treated by standard 
hemodialysis (dialysate: Na 140 mmol/l, K 3.0 mmol/l, Ca 1.5 mmol/l, Mg 0.5 mmol/l, 
bicarbonate 28.0 mmol/l, glucose 2 g/l, mean ultrafiltration rate 8.6ml/min) at a mean 
of 9.13 months were enrolled in the study. Underlying diseases were chronic 
glomerulonephritis (11 pat.), diabetic nephropathy (5 pat.), obstructive nephropathy 
(1 pat.), APCKD (2 pat.) and plasmocytoma (1 pat.). The remaining kidney function 
corresponded to interdialytical residual Kt/V fraction of 0.45. All patients were 
dialysed thrice weekly by 214 �17 min plus 30min ultrafiltration at the end of 
hemodialysis with the dialysis machine 4008 (Fresenius Medical Care) and the 
hollow fibre polysulfone membrane (F8 HPS, 1.8 m2,,Fresenius Medical Care). Blood 
flow was adjusted at 201�9.7 ml/min. Dialysate flow was maintained at 553�16.5 
ml/min. The ultrafiltration was 1.99 ±0.6 l per dialysis. Drug therapy was not varied 
during the study period. Each patient was subjected to OCM during 10 hemodialysis 
treatments. They did not participate every subsequent session, occasionally the next 
study session was delayed by organisational reasons. A total of 206 dialysis sessions 
has been recorded. A detailed summary of the patient and treatment parameters is 
given in table 10.2.a,b.  
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3.2.1.2. On line clearance measurements ( OCM ): 
 
The details of electrolytic clearance measurements based on two conductivity probes 
have been described in detail by Polaschegg [Pol], Steil [St] and Petitclerc[Pe1, Pe2]. 
A brief summary of the basics is found in chapter 2.4; 2.4.1. The dialysis machine 
has been modified by providing a second standard conductivity cell downstream of 
the dialyser in addition to the conventional upstream cell, according to the description 
of chapter 2.4.. No other hardware modification was made. A typical impulse of a 
delta +10/-7% dialysate CD variation of about 7 minutes above and 7 minutes below 
standard conductivity was applied 2-3 times per session of dialysis. In cases when 
the prescribed baseline was too close to the lower machine limit, the low-part of the 
step profile was weaker, similar to that shown in figure 2.4.1.a. The data of CD 
pre/post dialyser and blood/dialysate/ultrafiltration flow were collected online by an 
additional personal computer. Eight minutes after termination of the automatic 
clearance measurement, blood and dialysate samples were drawn from the arterial 
and venous blood lines as well as from the inlet and outlet dialysate lines. The 
samples were submitted to the laboratory for urea tests (Hitachi 747 Automatic 
Analyser) [Neu] immediately after dialysis. The blood and dialysate flow meters of the 
dialysis machine were under frequent volumetric control by a sound velocity meter 
(Transsonic HD01) to compensate the sliding drift of the peristaltic pump, the 
pressure sensors and bloodlines. All bloodlines originated from a single production 
batch. Additionally, a 2% computer-controlled dialysate sample was taken from the 
dialysate drain with a dedicated valve. To exclude phases of inactive dialysis from 
sampling, all bypass and alarm times were automatically recorded and taken into 
account by interruption of valve release. The dialyser clearance was corrected for 
recirculation three times per session by the thermodilution device [St] of the blood 
temperature monitor (BTM, Fresenius Medical Care) in order to obtain the effective 
clearance for determination of Kt/V by the OCM.  The complete setup and procedure 
to record the data is demonstrated in figure 3.2.1.2.a. 
Using the conductivity-based clearance the correlation of total momentary (diffusive 
and convective) clearance with the reference of momentary blood side urea 
clearance and dialysate side urea clearance was determined. In order to consider the 
mass balance error (MBE), in a first calculation only those blood and dialysate side 
urea samples were used as reference, which varied by less than 5% in MBE. In a 
further step all results have been included.  Kt/V based on  
 
1. the single pool model  according to E 2.6.1.a 
2. the equilibrated single pool variable volume kinetic model ( E.2.6.1.g) 
3. Daugirdas equation (E 2.6.3.a) 
4. direct quantification (E 2.6.2.a) 
5. two pool urea kinetic model (chapter 2.6.4 – 2.6.9) 
 
has been calculated as reference. All results from these five references were 
compared to electrolyte based Kt/V of the OCM monitor. Urea generation during 
dialysis treatment and the patients' residual urea clearance were neglected except in 
evaluation 5. All mathematical derivations are described in the related chapters.  
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A list of all data that have been recorded 
automatically or by the physician is shown 
in table 3.2.1.2.a. 
 

3.2.1.3. Monitoring of                      
clinical outcome 

 
To assess subjective feelings every 
patient was interviewed by a skilled 
physician concerning thirst, muscle 
cramps, headache, nausea and vomiting 
after every study session. Serum sodium 
at start of each hemodialysis and serum 
sodium prior to and 8 minutes after the 
impulse were measured to detect sodium 
imbalance. Electrolytic balance – 
calculated by the product of the area 
under the curve and the dialysate flow - 
was calculated as a parameter of sodium 
balance. Fluid homeostasis was monitored 
by body weight, breathing and heart rate 
at rest and arterial pO2 and pCO2 at the 
start as well as by the blood pressure at 
the start and the end of hemodialysis.  

SETUP FOR DATA SURVEYSETUP FOR DATA SURVEY

Specific study software 
(CE-marked) on FMC
 4008 dialysis machine

Raw DataRaw Data Aquisition Aquisition
during sessionduring session

Anamnesis, Reference Data 
Blood-& Dialysate, 2% Dialysate-Sample

Complete Data set
of one session

Other patients
other sessions

OCM Data Analysis SoftwareOCM Data Analysis Software
Statistics, Validation of Statistics, Validation of 

the Algorithmthe Algorithm

 
 
Figure 3.2.1.2.a: Prior and post to dialysis the patient has been interviewed by a skilled physician concerning irregularities. All technically
relevant data have been recorded by the computer that was connected to the dialysis machine. The machine was provided with a drain
valve that was controlled by the computer on base of the operational data transmitted. The anamnesis and reference data were written to
the computer by hand afterwards to complete the data set of one patient to a single data object. All data from all patients were collected in
a dedicated software unit that was able to analyse the whole data of all patients by the different aspects running under batch control.
Modifications during software development period allowed to easily integrate algorithms based on further knowledge to evaluate all topics
of this work. 

Data collected in Case Report Form 
ANAMNESIS   
 

AETIOLOGY AGE   GENDER  

UREABLOOD  UREADIALYSATE NA, K 
 

UREA2%SAMPLE  

WEIGHT 
 

HEIGHT HCT  TOTAL PROTEIN 

Blood pressure TEMPERATURE DIALYSATE  UREA 

CONCENTRATION 
RECIRCULATIO

N 
 
Permanent computer assisted data 
collection during dialysis 
MEASUREMENTS 

/CURVE SHAPES  
CONDUCTIVITY  ALARM STATUS MACHINE 

STATUS 
  

DIALYSATE TEMP 
 

DIALYSATE 

FLOW 
BLOODFLOW UF  RATE 

BLOODLINE 

PRESSURE 
 

2% DIALYSATE 

SAMPLING 
TIMING SODIUM 

BALANCE 

Table 3.2.1.2.a: Parameters that have been 
acquired during a dialysis session. Those that were 
accessible to automated data recording have been 
directly written to the data base of the evaluation 
software during dialysis, others – in particular any 
laboratory results - had to be typed in afterwards. 
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3.2.2. The MII Study 
 
The MII study was designed as an anonymous monocentric approval study. It was 
performed at  the 
 
Centre of Internal Medicine, Clinic of Nephrology – University of Marburg -, Baldinger 
Straße, Marburg, Germany. Principal Investigator : Prof. Dr. H. Lange;  
 
Practical measurements were done from Sept. 30th, 1998 to November 28th, 1998; 
Early data analysis has been performed in 1998, enhanced analysis was terminated 
in December 2001.   
 
 
Patient collective and hemodialysis parameters 
The MII study was an in-vivo hemodialysis study with 10 patients who gave their 
informed and written consent. The study included 93 dialysis sessions and 264 
evaluated automatic step-function- and 173 bolus-measurements of ionic dialysance. 
The mean number of step function measurements for each session was 2.8. Those 
measurements that were interrupted have not been evaluated. This regularly 
occurred by timeout with the third bolus measurement being interrupted by the end of 
dialysis. Only in some rare sessions time was sufficient to perform three bolus 
measurements. Session duration could not be changed due to study demands.  Only 
ESRD patients without severe concomitant diseases participated (see inclusion- and 
exclusion-criteria). Underlying diseases were chronic glomerulonephritis (4), diabetic 
nephropathy (3),  cystic kidney (2), analgetic nephropathy (1).  
The flows were adjusted to Qb= 213�1.8ml/min, Qd= 531�23.8 ml/min, Qf= 534.0�96 
ml/h. The dialysers in use were Fresenius F8 (FMC Bad Homburg, Germany), both 
polysulfone membrane types. The dialysate has been the same as in the MI study. 
 
 
Technical setup 
 
The procedure, timings and the technical setup for the data acquisition are identical 
to the MI study except the reshaping of the bolus. The bolus shape is depicted in 
figure 3.3.a. Computer-linked dialysis machines (4008 series, FMC) with pre- and 
post- conductivity sensors and a dedicated software were used. All relevant patient 
data (anamnesis, aetiology, weight, height, medication), blood and dialysate 
parameters (urea, Na, K, hct, total protein, blood pressure, temperature, 
recirculation) at the beginning, at the measurements, at the end and 30 minutes later 
for rebound inclusion were sampled (see table 3.2.1.2.a), and all machine data 
related to the patient (dialysate flow and temperature, conductivity pre and post, 
dialysis status, blood flow, UF-rate) were recorded continuously throughout the 
complete dialysis session. Furthermore, approximately 2% of the spent dialysate was 
collected using a valve switched by the machine in fixed mark space ratio (1.5s on, 
58.5s  and during alarms off), see figure 3.2.1.2.a. Thus the urea concentration of 
this sample represents the mean urea concentration of the total amount of spent 
dialysate as calculated by balance chamber counts. The volumetric error is confined 
to 0.1% because the sample volume error itself cancels. The mass quantification 
error is predominated by 6%(SD) laboratory error for urea in dialysate. The sample 
was transferred to analysis immediately after termination of dialysis. Time 
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dependence of urease activity was monitored but was found not to be relevant within 
the period for laboratory analysis. The analysis system was frequently calibrated by 
urea-dialysate blind samples to avoid bias of the enzymatic urea sensors in aqueous 
solvents. The bloodlines originate from a single production batch to ensure best 
coincidence of the hydrodynamic properties. The blood and dialysate flow meters of 
the dialysis machine were under frequent volumetric control by a sound velocity 
meter (Transsonic HD01) to compensate the sliding drift of the peristaltic pump, the 
pressure sensors and bloodlines, but no relevant drift of the flow measurements was 
found during the study period. The dialysis machine was modified to generate the 
conductivity variations automatically. Every sequence consists of a step-profile with 
7.5 min increase of inlet conductivity to +10%, a subsequent 7.5 min decrease to –
4%, followed by the reference blood sampling procedure and finally the bolus, each 
with a delay of 10 min (figure 2.4.1.a). Due to the hydraulic properties of the 4008 
module for highest possible accuracy and stability the profile duration of 7.5 min has 
been regarded as being necessary prior to certification of the machine software but 
was found to be reducible retrospectively. All timings were rigidly controlled by the 
dialysis machine to avoid inaccurate sample timing. The duration of the boli was 70-
90 s (width at half maximum), the height of the boli peaks was �10% of baseline CD 
alternatively. Urea blood concentration was measured both at full bloodflow and at 
the end of a 2 min period of reduced blood flow (Qb= 50ml/min) for calculation of the 
recirculation ratio and correction to effective blood water urea clearance. All data 
were combined in a suitable evaluation software which performed the analysis. The 
dialysances derived from electrolytical measurements of the machine were compared 
in the same way as in the MI study, see chapter 3.2.1.2.  
 
Further an analysis for  
 
�� Plasma sodium (see chapter 2.7) 
�� Anthropometric volume measurement (see chapter 2.5.2) 
�� electrolytically measured sodium distribution volume (see chapter 2.5.3.) 
 
was included. The last point is divided in an in-vivo and an in-vitro part: 
 
In-vitro: E 2.5.3.j was tested by performing a standard dialysis with a Fresenius 4008 
machine and a Fresenius HF80 polysulfone filter, but replacing the patient with a 
container of known volume. The container was filled with dialysate (37o) of 
14.1mS/cm in a sequence of 5l, 7.5l, 10l, 12.5l, 15l, 20l to 70l in steps of 10l, 
permanently stirred. At each volume 4 measurements were performed using the 
same automatically generated step-profiles as used in-vivo  (figure 2.4.1.a). Dialysate 
flow has been adjusted at 800ml/min, the ‘bloodflow’ at 350 ml/min. Data recording 
and analysis were done in the same way as in the in-vivo studies. 
 
 
In-vivo: A dialysance derived distribution volume according to E 2.5.3.j has been 
calculated and was compared to the volume VDQ derived from the direct 
quantification method. It was the goal to investigate the applicability of E 2.5.3.j with 
respect to its limitations. The dialysance error versus the urea distribution volume 
from DQ was analysed. 
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3.3. Refinement of MRII Study 
 
Both studies in general were 
designed identical except the 
shape of the bolus and the 
number of patients and 
recorded dialysis sessions. 
In the MRI study the focus 
was on the step profile 
principle and the  bolus was 
only of side interest. 
Although the principal idea to 
investigate the transmission 
function has influenced also 
the first study, it was not that 
clear that the transmission 
function could be the key to 
a dynamic principle of 
measurement  in time of 
designing the study protocol. 
The bolus was more of 
scientific than of clinical 
interest. On the other hand 
in study MI preparation the 

additional burden for the patients by applying boli was regarded to be  negligible so 
that also with not being in the focus of interest the ethical committee accepted to 
apply them for only scientific interest and unclear benefit for the patient.  The 
expected gain of information and understanding of the mass kinetic dynamics of the 
patient – machine system was reason enough to accept it. 

Figure 3.3.a: The conductivity bolus that was applied in MII study. In comparison to
the bolus of MI study (see figure 4.1.1.1.c) the bolus is longer, slightly higher and has
a much less noisy baseline. These were necessary conditions to improve the results of
the bolus measurements

 
Without anticipating the results that are discussed in chapter 4.1.1.2.2. it became 
apparent  that the understanding of some details of the step profile clearance 
measurement was not complete. The sodium transfer process has not sufficiently 
been reflected. This in particular led to the derivation of the sodium distribution 
volume electrolytic measurement theory and the insight that the bolus is preferable in 
comparison to the step function. The technical realisation of the bolus in the MI study 
was found to be not correct. It was too small and to noisy and did not rise enough 
above or below baseline. On the other hand the bolus results of the MI study were 
sufficiently encouraging to model a better bolus for the MII study  (figure 3.3.a). 
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4. The experimental results and first discussion 

4.1. The MI Study 

4.1.1. Comparison of ionic Dialysance to Reference 

4.1.1.1. Momentary Dialysance Measurements 
 
 
In the tables 4.1.1.1.a,b the relations of KeCnI,J to its references KeUB and KeUD are 
depicted. The reference is regarded to be 100%. The mean error, SD, minimum 
deviation and maximum deviation is given for each class. Below the identifier of the 
variable also the absolute range that was covered by the variable is given. The mass 
balance error was not restricted in table 4.1.1.1.a  and restricted to 5% in table 
4.1.1.1.b. The mass balance error is defined by E 2.3.a. 
 
It has been found that KeCn12 matches best the blood side urea clearance KeUB, 
independent of a MBE restriction. With unrestricted MBE a result of (error�SD) (-
1.46�4.7)% was found, with 5% MBE limitation it was (–0.46�4.65)%.  The other 
permutations differed slightly more: -3.40� 5.81% (KeCn01) and 3.51�7.1% (KeCn02) 
versus KeUB with MBE = 5%. It should be denoted that the SD for KeCn02 is higher 
than that of the other permutations. 
 
 
unrestricted 
MBE 

KeCn01 
Range: 
105.0 – 192.6 
ml /min 

KeCn12 
 
107.1 – 179.7
ml /min 

KeCn02 
 
55.3 – 226.7 
ml /min 

KeUB Reference
118.9 – 182.4
ml /min 

KeUB Reference 

Range: 
118.9 – 182.4 
ml /min 

- 4.35 % err 
  5.56 % SD 

-24.1   % Min 
 15.0   % Max 
n=493 
Sign.diff.(p<0.0001) 
4 Outlier 

- 1.46 % err 
  4.75 % SD 

-22.5   % Min 
 15.6   % Max 
n=494 
Sign.diff.(p<0.0001) 
5 Outlier  

 

   2.53 % err 
   7.17 % SD 

- 29.4   % Min 
  19.7   % Max 
n=485 
Sign.diff.(p<0.0001) 
2 Outlier 

 

- 

KeUD Reference 

75.4 – 264.1 
ml /min 

- 2.00 % err 
11.17 % SD 

-42.5   % Min 
 45.9   % Max 
n=464 
Sign.diff.(p<0.0001) 
4 Outlier 

   0.92 % err 
 11.33 % SD 

- 42.3   % Min 
  50.4   % Max 
n=466 
n.s. (p=0.954) 
4 Outlier 

 

   5.27 % err 
 13.23 % SD 

- 41.1   % Min 
  60.6   % Max 
n=458 
Sign.diff.(p<0.0001) 
3 Outlier 

 

  2.57 % err 
11.05 % SD 

-40.8   % Min 
 49.3   % Max 
n=482 
Sign.diff.(p<0.002) 
6 Outlier 

 
Table 4.1.1.1.a: M1 data: The different methods to determine the electrolytical dialysance KeCn are compared to the referring reference 
blood- and dialysate samples, including all technically available reference data independent of their accuracy. The reference (100%) is in 
the left column. The mean error (%) compared to each reference, the standard deviation (%), the minimum and maximum error (%), the 
number n of measurements, the significance of the difference (p=0.95) and the number of outliers (>4.5SD) that have been erased from 
the dataset are depicted in the remaining columns..  
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Overall 545 step profiles have been performed in the MI study, but not all of them 
could be related to their respective reference counterpart due to the lack of 
information: Occasionally laboratory values were missing or non plausible, a 
technical inconsistency was found or no sufficient stability of the outlet conductivity 
was achieved. Only those were included which did not obviously seem to lack in 
some of these issues. The decision was made by the software.  

The error distribution of the 3 different 
types of step profiles is depicted in 
figure 4.1.1.1.a. It is clearly to be seen 
there that the result classes are shifted 
in dependence of the selected 
evaluation permutation of the step 
profile (high-low, baseline high, 
baseline-low). At 529 of 545 
measurements all three permutations 
KeCn01, KeCn12, KeCn02 were available. 
The rest has been disturbed by alarms, 
instabilities of conductivity or other 
interruptions and timeouts. 453 of the 
529 measurements (85,6%) showed 
KeCn01 < KeCn12 < KeCn02, the other 76 
measurements (14.4%) either showed 
only KeCn01 < KeCn12  or only KeCn12 < 
KeCn02  or none of it. 
Figure 4.1.1.1.b is a plot of the KeUB vs. 
KeCn12 analysis to visualise the 
distribution. Because more than 90% of 
the measured values are within a �2*SD 
interval the calculation of a correlation is 
not very expressive. It has been made 
as an example in this plot. Typically it is 
at 0.8 for all results.  
 
 

Figure 4.1.1.1.b: Analysis of KeCn12 vs KeUB using the low high
step profile 

Figure 4.1.1.1.a: The histograms show the error distribution of M1
study measurements of KeCn12 (top), KeCn12 (middle) and
KeCn02 (bottom) in 2% classes. The 100% reference was KeUB
from the corresponding blood sample. As an overlay a gaussian fit
has been made to each data set. Exactly the data of table
[4.1.1.1.a] have been included. The maximum and SD for the
gaussian fit – not for the data itself – is shown. At the maximum of
the KeCn02 gaussian fit the KeCn01 fit has already decayed to
37% of its own maximum. The distribution clearly shows a
difference of the 3 permutations.  
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Mass balance 
error < 5% 

KeCn01 
Range: 
105.0 – 192.6 
ml /min 

KeCn12 
 
107.1 – 179.7
ml /min 

KeCn02 
 
55.3 – 226.7 
ml /min 

KeUB Reference
118.9 – 182.4
ml /min 

KeUB Reference 

Range: 
118.9 – 182.4 
ml /min 

- 3.40 % err 
  5.81 % SD 

-24.1   % Min 
 15.0   % Max 
n=238 
Sign.diff.(p<0.0001) 
0 Outlier  

 

- 0.46 % err 
  4.65 % SD 

-21.1   % Min 
 15.6   % Max 
n=237 
n.s.  (p=0.127) 
1 Outlier  

 

    3.52 % err 
    7.08 % SD 

-  24.7   % Min 
   19.7   % Max 
n=236 
Sign.diff.(p<0.0001) 
1 Outlier 

 

 

KeUD Reference 

75.4 – 264.1 
ml /min 

- 3.14 % err 
  6.30 % SD 

-26.8   % Min 
 15.5   % Max 
n=238 
Sign.diff.(p<0.0001) 
0 Outlier  

 

- 0.17 % err 
  5.50 % SD 

-20.5   % Min 
  19.6  % Max 
n=237 
n.s. (p=0.502) 
1 Outlier  

 

    3.82 % err 
    7.74 % SD 

-  27.4   % Min 
   24.1   % Max 
n=236 
Sign.diff.(p<0.0001) 
1 Outlier 

 

 0.30 % err 
 2.75 % SD 

- 4.8   % Min 
  4.9   % Max 
n=249 
r=0.91 
n.s. (p=0.160) 
2 Outlier 

 
Table 4.1.1.1.b: The different methods to determine the electrolytical dialysance KeCn are compared to the referring reference blood- and 
dialysate samples. Only the most accurate reference data with mass balance error of blood-side to dialysate-side less than 5% were 
included. The reference (100%) is in the left column. The mean error (%) compared to each reference, the standard deviation (%), the 
minimum and maximum error (%), the number n of measurements, the significance of the difference from students t-test for paired data 
and the number of outliers (>4.5SD) that have been erased from the data set are listed in the remaining columns. A correlation has not 
been plotted because the variation of the clearance is in the same order as the SD and therefore the data set is a dot cloud (96% of all 
clearances are within  the interval from 140ml/min to 170ml/min. 

 

 
Figure 4.1.1.1.c: The conductivity as measured at the inlet and outlet of the
dialysis filter during application of the conductivity bolus in the MI study. The
noisy background of the inlet bolus is explained by a lack of sufficient internal
distribution volume within the mixing system of the dialysate preparation
system. The 4008 B dialysis machine has not been modified compared to a
serial device except the insertion of the downstream conductivity cell. The
mixing system in particular has a discontinuous concentrate injection during
the flow phase of the balance chamber which in combination with the low
internal mixing volume has been identified to be the reason for the noisy
background of the inlet. At the outlet the dialysate has passed 2m of plastic
tube and the filter and therefore is much more smooth.  

The Bolus principle 
 
 
The bolus was shaped as 
depicted in figure 4.1.1.1.c. A 
signal like the inlet conductivity 
cdi shown in this figure is not 
easy to analyse automatically by 
software. In particular if there is 
an integration involved to 
calculate the clearance from this 
noisy signal it is a problem to find 
the beginning and the end of the 
integration range. In the first 
analysis which was performed on 
the data of the MI study it was 
assumed that the integration 
would have to be started at the 
point where the signals of inlet 
and outlet essentially decline or 
increase from the baseline. To 
find this point in a shape like 
figure 4.1.1.1.c is not absolute 
deterministic and has a jitter. This 
is reflected in the results that 
have been derived from the bolus 
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application in the MI study (table 4.1.1.1.c). The mean error of approximately 10% 
and the high SD of  11%-16% indicates that the evaluation has been technically 
difficult. 
 

Mass balance 
error < 5% 

KeCnBolus 
Range: 
105.0 – 225.0ml /min

 Mass balance 
error 
unrestricted 

KeCnBolus 
Range: 
90.0 – 225.0ml /min 
 

KeUB Reference 
Range: 
118.9 – 182.4 
ml /min 

+ 10.0% err 
   11.4% SD 
 - 27.1% Min 
   35.0%Max 
   n=156 
   p<0.001 
   5 outlier 

  +  8.42 % err 
11.5 % SD 

-38.49 % Min 
  35.17 % Max 
  n = 338 
  p< 0.001 
  3 outlier 
 

KeUD Reference 
125.0 – 177.1 
ml /min 

+ 10.1 % err 
  11.7 %  SD 

  -  24.4% Min 
     39.8 % Max 
  n = 156 
  p< 0.001 
  2 outlier 
 

    +11.17 % err 
  16.9   %  SD 

  -  42.1 % Min 
     69.4 % Max 
  n = 314 
  p< 0.001 
  7 outlier 
 

   
Table 4.1.1.1.c:The result from KeCnBolus analysis are compared to the referring reference blood- and dialysate samples. In column 2 
only those were included with the mass balance error less  than 5%, in column 4 all boli that could be evaluated by the software are 
included. In many cases the treatment time was not sufficient to perform all three boli that were scheduled. More than 150 measurements 
could not be performed due to the timeout condition (end of dialysis prior to end of measurement). Another 50 measurements could not be 
evaluated by the software due to the noisy background that did not permit  to find both the integration start and end point. The reference is 
regarded as 100% in the left column. The mean error (%) compared to each reference, the standard deviation (%), the minimum and 
maximum error (%), the number n of measurements, the significance of the difference from students t-test for paired data and the number 
of outliers (>4.5SD) that have been erased from the dataset are depicted in the remaining columns. 
 

 

Figure 4.1.1.1.d:The error of KeCnij compared to KeUB as reference is plotted
versus the patients distribution volume as calculated from direct quantification
method, corrected for the amount of ultrafiltration that has elapsed at time of the
related ionic clearance measurement. Although the data seem diffusive the trend
is emphasised by a linear fit. Only points with MBE <5% are included (further
points skipped 

Astonishingly a weak correlation 
of urea distribution volume and 
the error of the results from the 
KeCnIJ clearance values has 
been found (figure 4.1.1.1.d). 
This has not been expected. 
The weak trend is emphasised 
by plotting the linear regression 
curve of each subgroup. The 
difference of the results using 
the permutations in I,J and the 
weak KeCn error dependence 
from the urea distribution 
volume was the first advice that 
sodium transfer could play a 
role in the measurement of the 
clearance. This was the  start 
point to develop the theory on 
electrolytical distribution volume 
measurement described in 
chapter 2.5.3. 
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To be able to discuss the relation of the sodium imbalance generated by the step 
profiles for the clearance measurement in comparison to the total sodium transfer 
(diffusive and convective) throughout the whole treatment the mean sodium transfer 
of all treatments has been calculated, see table 4.1.1.1.d.  
 
 
 
Mean Sodium 
transfer quantities 
(n=545) 

Diffusive sodium 
shift per step profile 

Sum of diffusive and 
convective sodium 
shift per step profile 

Total (diffusive and convective) 
sodium shift throughout the 
treatment 
 

 
Absolute amount: 
SD: 
 

 
   0.64 mmol 
   7.3   mmol 
 

 
    -36.4 mmol 
     11.1 mmol 
 

 
    -244.6 mmol 
     129.3 mmol 
 

 
Table 4.1.1.1.d :It is shown the absolute amount of sodium that has been shifted from (negative) or to (positive) the patient. For the step-
profile measurement it is separately shown the fraction of sodium shift from only diffusive transfer and the total transfer including also the 
convective fraction from ultrafiltration. To have an impression what amounts are shifted throughout a complete dialysis session the total 
transfer is depicted at the right column. The values are based on conductivity measurements. 
 
The diffusive sodium shift per step profile was not zero but positive. This means at 
the studies average the step profile has not been symmetric to the baseline that was 
prescribed by the physician. At an average the phase of high conductivity was more 
elevated relative to the baseline than the phase of low conductivity was decreased. A 
small diffusive sodium transfer has occurred during the step profiles that has weak 
potential to increase plasma sodium. Because the step profiles were always 
superimposed by ultrafiltration it never has been observed a net sodium flux to the 
patient during the step profile. 
 

4.1.1.1.1. Clinical outcome 
 
 
 baseline* OCM HD** sign. last OCM HD*** sign.  

163±17 160±15 n.s. 161±21 n.s. mmHg BPsys        start 
BPdia 85±10 84±8 n.s. 85±11 n.s. mmHg 

159±14 156±12 n.s. 155±10 n.s. mmHg BPsys           end 
BPdia 82±10 83±6 n.s. 82±9 n.s. mmHg 
Body weight 76.9±9.4 76.7±8.8 n.s. 76.9 ±8.8 n.s. kg 
Heart ratet 75.0±1.92 76.2±1.24 n.s. 76.0 ±5.66 n.s. 1/min 
Breathing rate 16.9±0.8 16.4±0.6 n.s. 17.5 ±1.9 n.s. 1/min 
pO2 Start 80±10 81±11 n.s. 77±11 n.s. mmHg 
pCO2 Start 37±1.9 37.25±1.3 n.s. 38.0±1.4xx n.s. mmHg 
S-Na Start 139±1.7 138±1.7 n.s. 138±3 n.s. mmol/l 
S-Na before impulse: 
138.4±1.4 

S-Na after impulse: 
138.6±1.4 

  
<0.002 

 
mmol/l 

BP: blood pressure  S-Na: Serum sodium  *Mean of 10 haemodialysis before the study ** Mean of 10 haemodialysis during the 
study *** Mean of last OCM - haemodialysis 
 
Table 4.1.1.1.1.a: Physiological parameters related to sodium and water balance that describe the clinical outcome of the patients during 
the MI study. 
 
No patient reported of a change in thirst, muscle cramps, headache, nausea and 
vomiting in comparison with the baseline values. Serum sodium, body weight, 
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breathing and heart rate at rest, arterial oxygen and carbon dioxide partial pressures 
pO2 and pCO2 at start as well as arterial blood pressure at the start and end of the 
dialysis remained unaffected in comparison with the baseline values. A slight 
increase of the average serum sodium concentration (0.2 �1.5 mmol/l, p<0.002) was 
obtained pre and post a step profile, which might be in accordance with a calculated 
diffusive sodium shift into the patient of 0.64 �7.3 mmol per OCM impulse (table 
4.1.1.1.d and 4.1.1.1.1.a). 
 
 
 

4.1.1.2. Integral Dialysis References 
 
 
Since the problem of Kt/V dose quantification is not solved just by correctly 
measuring momentary ionic dialysance values throughout the treatment the results 
that include a complete dialysis session are reported here. The correct integration 
about a complete treatment must be approved. This is done by comparison 
according to the single pool model and the Daugirdas second generation formula. 
 
 
 

4.1.1.2.1. Single pool kinetic model, direct 
quantification and Daugirdas equation 

 
 
To achieve the integrated results the body of the patient or an external dialysate 
sampling container works as the volume that integrates the urea concentration 
effecting clearance during dialysis. The results are calculated according to  
 
1. the single pool model  according to E 2.6.1.a 
2. the equilibrated single pool variable volume kinetic model (E.2.6.1.g) 
3. Daugirdas equation (E 2.6.3.a) 
4. direct quantification (E 2.6.2.a)  
 
The results can be found in table 4.1.1.2.1.a.  
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Determination 
Method 

Kt/V  
Single Pool  

Kt/V 
eSPVVKM 

Kt/V 
Daugirdas2ndGen 

Kt/V 
DQ 

Kt/V (KeCn12) - 2.01 % err 
    6.99 %SD 
    0.917 = r 
-19.3   % Min 
 28.2   % Max 
n=111 
Sign. diff. 
(p=0.004) 
1 Outlier  

  2.88 % err 
  4.15 % SD 

   0.983 = r 
-  8.9   % Min 
 19.9   % Max 
n=118 
Sign. diff 
(p<0.0001) 
0 Outlier  

- 16.1 % err 
    5.2   % SD 

     0.937 = r 
  -30.6   % Min 
   -3.29  % Max 
n=107 
Sign. diff.  
(p<0.0001) 
2 Outlier 

  -3.69 % err 
   8.1 % SD 
   0.898 = r 
  -26.9 % Min 
   29.7 % Max 
n=128 
Sign. diff.  
(p<0.0001) 
2 Outlier 

Kt/V 
(KeCnBolus) 

  9.51 % err 
 12.5   % SD 
   0.822 = r 
-18.5   % Min 
 54.7   % Max 
n=105 
Sign. diff. 
(p<0.0001) 
1 Outlier  

  14.55 % err 
10.66 % SD
0.930 = r 

  -11.2  % Min 
   53.4 % Max 
n=112  
Sign. diff.  
(p<0.0001) 
0 Outlier  

  -5.68 % err 
   10.61 % SD 
     0.826 = r 
    -29.9  % Min 
     30.4   % Max 
n=102 
Sign. diff.  
(p<0.0001) 
1 Outlier 

     7.19 % err 
   14.3 % SD 
     0.73 = r 
-  41.6% Min 
   62.0% Max 
n=120 
Sign. diff  
(p=0.0003) 
0 Outlier 

 
Table 4.1.1.2.1.a: Ionic Kt/V determination based on KeCn12 and KeCnBolus  in comparison to urea based Kt/V from single pool, 
equilibrated single pool urea kinetic model, Daugirdas second generation equation [Daugd] and direct quantification (DQ) as reference 

(=100%).  
The results according to 
single pool and eSPVV 
volume that have been 
derived from 

electrolytical 
measurement of K, 
using the high-low level 
combination of the step-
profile (KeCn12) showed 
best coincidence with 
their reference 
(error�SD): (-
2.01�6.99)% for single 
pool, (2.88 � 4.15) % for 
eSPVV kinetic model. In 
particular in comparison 
to eSPVV model the 
outstanding correlation 
to electrolytical Kt/V 
measurement of 
r=0.983  was found. The 
affiliated plot is shown in 
figure 4.1.1.2.1.a  
In spite of this high 
correlation student’s t-

test for paired data still regards them to be significantly  and not statistically different. 
This may indicate that the mean deviation in combination with the single data pair 
error is to high to accept it as an measurement principle that has no bias error. 

 
Figure 4.1.1.2.1.a: The figure shows the  Kt/V results from electrolytically measured clearance
KeCn12 and the clearance as evaluated by the eSPVV urea kinetic model. student’s t-test for
paired data was applied and analysed the data to be significantly different due to the deviation
of the mean and the paired deviations. The t-test for unpaired data regards the data to be not
significantly different. 

 
The difference of Daugirdas empirical second generation formula to  electrolytical 
measurements is evident (-16.1�5.2)% and can not be statistical.  
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With respect to a different subset of the data the comparison of electrolytical Kt/V to 
direct quantification shows similar results like the single pool methods, as it was 
expected by theory (-3.69�8.1)%.  The higher standard deviation can be attributed to 
the difficulty of urea concentration measurements in aquatic sodium solutions. It 
should be emphasised that it is not a simple task for the laboratories to measure urea 
concentration in spent dialysate with its total different properties than blood or urine 
(pH, sodium content, protein content, other metabolites). 
 
In the MI study the bolus clearance measurement as is has been performed in 1997 
from today’s view must be regarded as not very elaborated. It has already been 
described that compared to the step profile the bolus results have been 
approximately 10% higher. This is found uniformly again in the Kt/V analysis. The 
typical result of (14.55�10.7)% in comparison to the eSPVV urea kinetic model is in 
accordance with the single measurement results. In comparison to all other 
references a difference of roughly 10% is found. The reason is of technical nature 
and will be discussed in the next chapter.  
 
 
 

4.1.1.2.2. Discussion of the results 
 
 
Hemodialysis dosage in terms of urea Kt/V has been shown to have a distinct impact 
on the morbidity and mortality rate in patients on renal dialysis therapy [Go1]. 
Therefore the adequacy of each dialysis should be guaranteed. Different methods for 
quantification of Kt/V have been suggested. Some authors expected for non-scientific 
purposes a single pool model to be sufficient for calculating dialysis dosage, while 
others suggested the two pool model, which takes the urea rebound into account. 
However, the practicability of the two-pool-model is limited because the final 
measurement of serum urea has to be done with a 30min delay to equilibrate the 
second pool, further a lot of different input data have to be evaluated. Therefore, 
Daugirdas suggested an empirical formula to estimate equilibrated Kt/V without 
waiting for the rebound, which is still discussed controversially. Direct quantification 
by a urea monitor is claimed to be the “gold standard” [Ba] but it necessitates a 
special device and is up to now limited to special - e.g. scientific - studies. Hence, 
disadvantages like the inconvenience for the patient and the indispensable sampling 
of blood and dialysate prevent the regular assessment of Kt/V at each dialysis.  
 
Conductivity cells are ideal sensors for the continuous measurement of the 
conductivity of the dialysate. The insertion of these cells into the dialyser’s in- and 
outlet line allows a simple and safe continuous measurement of the actual electrolytic 
clearance. Since sodium and urea diffusion coefficients are almost equal, electrolytic 
clearance monitoring should give exact figures for the effective total urea clearance. 
Furthermore, conductivity-based clearance measurements could be performed 
several times monitoring repeatedly the efficiency of each hemodialysis with 
consideration of real blood and dialysate flow, dialysis time, recirculation and 
ultrafiltration without additional burden to the patient and the dialysis staff. 
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This study was designed to evaluate the accuracy and patient safety of conductivity-
based dialysate side online clearance in comparison to established reference 
methods for clearance and Kt/V. Sodium imbalance was assessed by clinical 
parameters as change in body weight, in heart and breathing rate or in arterial blood 
gas analysis as well as by the balance of ionic shift of the OCM step profile.  
In order to improve the quality of the urea reference values, the data set in a first step 
was limited to an error in mass balance of less than 5%. This restriction cut down the 
data set to less than half (approximately 240/545 measurements). The corresponding 
OCM single measurement values within this data set has been proven to be of high 
accuracy compared to urea clearance corrected for recirculation ( KeCn12 to KeUB: -
0.46�4.75%; KeCn12 to KeUD: -0.17�5.5% error�SD, both not significantly different, 
n=237). This is in good coincidence to other studies of similar design [DF1, DF2, 
DF3, DF4, Loc, Manz, Pe1, Pe2, Pe3, Pol, St]. In spite of MBE < 5% screen the 
references (KeUB/KeUD) were correlated by r=0.91 and not by r=1.0 as you would 
expect from a perfect reference. The remaining “error” of conductivity-based 
clearance measurement is assumed to be strongly related to the residual error of the 
reference and not only to the conductivity measurement itself. The correlation 
between blood or dialysate clearance of urea and conductivity dialysance confirmed 
the results obtained with a single conductivity probe operating alternately at the 
dialysate inlet and outlet line [DF4, Manz, Pe3, Mer]. Dead space, sample mixture 
effects and the need of temperature compensation, however, rise problems at 
switching from high to low and from low to high conductivity within one probe. The 
apprehension of an important drift between the two conductivity probes generated by 
the presence of urea and other waste products [Mer] seems obviously to be spurious. 
The use of two probes instead of one permits to obtain a reliable approach to really 
simultaneous information of dialysate inlet and outlet conductivity without the need of 
switching from the inlet to the outlet line. 
The conductivity-based Kt/V showed good correlation (r=0.92/0.98/0.94/0.90) as well 
as a reliable coincidence of -1% (weighted mean �SD, except Daugirdas equation) 
with the single pool modelling / eSPVV UKM / Daugirdas second generation / direct 
quantification. The urea generation rate of about 2.5 g/4h dialysis time was not 
considered by the single pool model, eSPVV UKM and direct quantification. Hence, 
urea concentration at the end and 30 minutes after hemodialysis treatment appeared 
higher with than without urea generation and therefore urea clearances calculated by 
these formulas have been underestimated. The determination of a electrolytic 
dialysance is independent of urea generation. Therefore, it could be speculated that 
the remaining error and SD of the conductivity-based Kt/V was partially related to this 
source of error and not to the principle of the conductivity measurement itself. 
 
 
Implications for the MII study: 
 
As shown in figure 4.1.1.1.d a slight but non-negligible distribution volume 
dependence of KeCnIJ was significant. For KeCn01 nearly 5% of accuracy difference 
was found from small to weighty patients. Further a ranking in magnitude of KeCn01 < 
KeCn12 < KeCn02 was found in more than 85% of the measurements. Only 3 of 529 
measurements showed reverse order which might be due to statistical inaccuracy. 
Further the KeCn02 results showed the highest SD. All this can be sodium transfer 
related. Because the KeCn02 clearance calculation uses conductivity measurements 
with a longer time span between them, the possible period for sodium variations is 
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the longest. Even if the step profile is assumed to be symmetric in its positive and 
negative half wave the time averaged value of the plasma sodium during the profile is 
always higher than the plasma sodium prior to the step profile if the first half wave 
was positive as in this study. Accordingly the patient will not be in the same 
constitution as without the step profile when the profile ends. This takes more time. If 
we consider that the rebound time is typically 30 min and therefore much longer than 
the duration of the step profile (14 min) as well as it is patient individual it can be 
assumed that the effect of the step profile has not completely decayed at termination 
of the negative half wave. This means the step profile will not be able to re-extract all 
sodium that has been shifted into the patient during the positive half wave. A 
remaining rest, strongly dependent on the individual patient and his ECF-ICF 
clearance, will always play a stronger relative role at time t2 when the second 
conductivity is measured. This can be the reason of the unexplained, increased SD in 
comparison to the 0-1 and 1-2 permutations that do not have such a long time span 
between their related conductivity measurements.  
 
All these considerations are a clear indication of an additional parameter taking affect 
that has not been reflected during the preparation phase. Primary these results were 
not understood. A ionic dialysance measurement that is not independent of urea 
distribution volume or of the time of measurement can not be accepted as an 
accurate, theoretically integer method. Any side effect must be excluded or 
integrated. After careful analysis it became clear that it can only be understood in the 
context of sodium transfer which is generated by the step profiles. Finally this 
consideration led to the theory of the electrolytical sodium distribution volume 
measurement as described in chapter 2.5.3 and therefore had a good impact on the 
theoretical understanding of the results. The conclusion that can be drawn from this 
theory is the necessity to avoid sodium transfer. This means the conductivity 
variation should be as low as reasonable possible. This implies a preference for the 
bolus principle with its much smaller variation but lack of stability. 
 
From this point of view it would be desirable to find a technical approach that 
produces similar accuracy and SD with the boli as with step profiles. Unfortunately 
the situation is completely different with the boli results as they were applied in this 
study. The single measurement deviations compared to KeUB and KeUD are in the 
range of 8.4% - 11.2% with unrestricted MBE. Accordingly the derived integrated 
results show similar deviations: 9.51% / 14.55% / 7.19% (single pool / eSPVV UKM / 
DQ).  The SD was always higher than 10% for all evaluations and therefore not 
acceptable. This is an indicator that theoretical as well as technical errors in the 
shape of the bolus and in the software evaluation occurred. Detailed analysis of the 
shapes of the boli and the evaluation algorithm showed that the baseline was too 
noisy relative to the height of the boli. The integration process that is involved by 
performing the Laplace transform was not able to find the points where to start and 
where to end the bolus analysis correctly.  On the other hand the results are not so 
general different from the step profile results so that they seem to be encouraging to 
improve the technical solution that was chosen. After careful analysis of the 
mathematical demands for a better bolus function it was decided to launch a second 
study MII with emphasis to an improved bolus measurement. Based on this results 
the MII study was designed to find and approve a technical solution to measure the 
clearance with boli exactly as demonstrated with step profiles in the MI study. 
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Discussion of the clinical outcome 
 
 
In this study the mean sodium baseline of the dialysate (14.2 mS/cm) was 
asymmetric with regard to implemented safety limits of conductivity variation (safety 
limits: 12.8 mS/cm – 15.7 mS/cm). The resulting diminutive “cut off” of the negative 
phase of the impulse could account for a small influx of sodium into the patient. 
Although not taking into account the concentration of other electrolytes the ratio of 
1:10 for conductivity (mS/cm) over concentration of sodium (mmol/l) in general is a 
rough estimate. Based on this simplification a net sodium transfer of 0.64 mmol per 
measurement was calculated to occur, which could be blamed for the slight increase 
in serum sodium (table 4.1.1.1.1.a). Therefore the ultrafiltration had to be intensified 
theoretically by (4.6 �53)ml per step profile (with S-Na 138 mmol/l) to eliminate the 
presumed additional sodium. Nevertheless, no significant signs of sodium and fluid 
overload were observed during the study period of 10 OCM hemodialysis sessions 
without adjusting ultrafiltration. Presumably an increased sodium efflux by diffusion 
and convective transmembrane transport had counterbalanced completely the small 
net sodium influx caused by the sodium impulses of the OCM application.  
 
Conclusion 
 
In conclusion, the OCM based on KeCn12 step profile measurements provides a safe 
and accurate tool to monitor the mean urea clearance of each hemodialysis session 
with weak but acceptable dependence of urea distribution volume.  
 
 

4.1.1.2.3. Two
pool kinetic model 

 
 
Figure 4.1.1.2.3.a: The MI study data in comparison to the 2 pool analysis. The
Kt/V values are based on the same t and V but on different clearance values.
The urea clearance reference as derived from the 2PUKM (abscissa) fits the
actual laboratory data best. KeCn12  (ordinate) is the value as it has been found
by electrolytical measurement using the step-profile (high-low state). KeCn12 is
corrected for operational parameters according to [E 2.4.4.h] 

 
Neither for the MI nor for the MII 
study initially it was planned to 
analyse the data using the two 
pool model. The reason was the 
treatment schedule which was 
not to be altered by the study 
protocol. It could not be 
supposed that a particular patient 
would participate the study for an 
uninterrupted sequence of 10 
dialysis sessions. The patients 
and the nursing staff were free in 
their decision for which shift the 
patient would be scheduled next 
dialysis. Not always a physician 
that was member of the study 
group was attending. For two 
pool analysis it would be 
necessary to have complete data 
for at least two subsequent 
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dialysis sessions. The evaluation software was programmed to assume a patient has 
interrupted the sequence if the delay of a study dialysis session exceeds 4 days.  
This decreased the 206 sessions of the MI study to 40 sessions accessible to 
evaluation.  
The ionic clearance as measured with the high-low states of conductivity step profiles 
and corrected using E 2.4.4.h was able to match the  mean urea clearance from the 
2PUKM with a mean error�SD of (–2.68�15.5)%. Students t-test for paired data did 
not find the data to be significantly different at a significance level of 0.95 although 
the correlation was only 0.64.  
 
 
Discussion 
 
A mean error of -2.68% is within the possible resolution of the analysis. The relatively 
high SD can be explained by the manifold of different variables that are needed to 
apply the model (see table 2.6.9.a). The high SD further is the explanation that 
student’s t-test for paired data did not find the data to be significantly different. If an 
analysis shows this SD the deviation in the mean value is not sufficient to assume 
that a different statistical population has been measured. This means it can be 
expected that at an average the ionic dialysance measurement using step profiles 
measures the urea clearance as evaluated by two pool kinetic model. 
 
Weighting both the mean error and the SD it can be concluded that at an average the 
ionic clearance measurement matches the best available reference principle, the two 
pool urea kinetic model, but there is only little reliability of the single result. The 
question is if the SD is caused by the reference or by the measurement. This can be 
decided looking at figure 4.1.1.2.1.a, where it is to be seen that the same ionic 
dialysance measurement shows an extreme high correlation of 0.983  and similar 
error in comparison to the equilibrated single pool. This model is much simpler to 
apply and has much less input variables. This is a clear indicator that the reference 
could be involved in the reason of the high SD. The impression remains that the two 
pool model as it has been applied here seems to be very complicated. The 
experience during the development of the analysis algorithms shows that it would 
need further blood samples during dialysis, in particular during the rebound phase, to 
have a more precise image of what really happens in the compartments of the 
patient. More blood samples however are contrary to the important interest not to add 
any burden or risk to the patient that is only due to the study and therefore the care 
for the patient forbid to do so. 
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4.2. The MII Study 
 
 
The evaluation of the MII study data consists of three subdivisions. These are 
 
�� Comparison of ionic dialysance to urea clearance including momentary 

measurements and integrated procedures for Kt/V calculation. 
�� in-vitro and in-vivo analysis of the measurability of sodium distribution volume 
�� Plasma sodium measurement by electrolytical methods in comparison to the 

laboratory reference. 
 
The results and the discussion of these issues are summarised in the following 
chapters. 
 
 

4.2.1. Comparison of ionic Dialysance to Reference 

4.2.1.1. Step-function momentary dialysance 
measurements 

 
 

 

 
Figure 4.2.1.1.a: Comparison of the machine side measured total effective ionic
dialysance using conductivity step-profiles to the related total effective urea reference
clearance as calculated from blood sample laboratory urea analysis. Plotted vs. error.
The t-test for paired data was applied. A drift of the error is attributed to a deviation of
blood flow measurement 

In the tables 4.2.1.1.a,b the 
relations of KeCnI,J to its 
references KeUB and KeUD 
are depicted. The reference 
again is regarded to be 
100%. The mean error, SD, 
minimum deviation and 
maximum deviation is given. 
The mass balance error was 
not restricted in table 
4.1.1.1.a  and restricted to 
5% in table 4.1.1.1.b. 
 
Overall 265 step profiles 
have been performed in the 
MII study, but not all of them 
could be related to their 
respective reference 
counterpart due to the lack of 
information, eg. laboratory 
values missing or non 
plausible, technical 
inconsistency or no sufficient 
achievement of stability of  
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unrestricted 
Mass balance 
error 

KeCn01 
Range: 
88.5 – 168.0 
ml /min 

KeCn12 
 
90.3 – 170.4
ml /min 

KeCn02 
 
91.7 – 208.9 
ml /min 

KeUB Reference
92.8 – 182.9
ml /min 

KeUB Reference 

Range: 
92.8 – 182.9 
ml /min 

- 9.07 % err 
  4.81 % SD 

-23.4   % Min 
    2.7   % Max 
n=250 
Sign. diff. (p<0.0001) 
1 Outlier 

- 5.62 % err 
  4.36 % SD 

-19.2   % Min 
   9.1   % Max 
n=250 
Sign. diff. (p<0.0001)
1 Outlier  

 

   6.82 % err 
   7.65 % SD 

- 18.1   % Min 
  34.2   % Max 
n=250 
Sign. diff. (p<0.0001) 
1 Outlier 

 

- 

KeUD Reference 

73.4 – 214.2 
ml /min 

- 2.37 % err 
11.79 % SD 

-32.2   % Min 
 41.6   % Max 
n=248 
Sign. diff. (p<0.0001) 
2 Outlier 

   1.34 % err 
 11.97 % SD 

- 28.0   % Min 
  51.9   % Max 
n=248 
n.s.   (p=0.937) 
2 Outlier 

 

 14.45 % err 
 14.02 % SD 

- 18.1   % Min 
  75.6   % Max 
n=247 
Sign. diff. (p<0.0001) 
3 Outlier 

 

   6.71% err 
 14.30% SD 

-36.8   % Min 
 56.9   % Max 
n=258 
Sign. diff. (p<0.0001)
2 Outlier 

 
Table 4.2.1.1.a: The different methods to determine the electrolytical dialysance KeCn are compared to the referring reference blood- and 
dialysate samples, including all technically available reference data of the MII study independent of their accuracy. The reference (100%) is 
in the left column. The mean error (%) compared to each reference, the standard deviation (%), the minimum and maximum error (%), the 
number n of measurements, the significance of the difference from students t-test for paired data and the number of outliers (>4.5SD) that 
have been erased from the dataset are depicted in the remaining columns. 
 
 
 

Mass balance 
error < 5% 

KeCn01 
Range: 
88.5 – 168.0 
ml /min 

KeCn12 
 
90.3 – 170.4
ml /min 

KeCn02 
 
91.7 – 208.9 
ml /min 

KeUB Reference
92.8 – 182.9
ml /min 

KeUB Reference 

Range: 
92.8 – 182.9 
ml /min 

- 7.73 % err 
  3.74 % SD 

-21.9   % Min 
   0.1   % Max 
n=115 
Sign. diff. (p<0.0001) 
0 Outlier  

 

- 4.37 % err 
  3.19 % SD 

-17.2   % Min 
   2.5   % Max 
n=115 
Sign. diff. (p<0.0001) 
0 Outlier  

 

    7.98 % err 
    7.16 % SD 

-  18.1   % Min 
    23.9   % Max 
n=115 
Sign. diff. (p<0.0001) 
0 Outlier 

 

 

KeUD Reference 

73.4 – 214.2 
ml /min 

- 7.44 % err 
  4.37 % SD 

-22.3   % Min 
   1.5   % Max 
n=115 
Sign. diff. (p<0.0001) 
0 Outlier  

 

- 4.07 % err 
  3.77 % SD 

-17.6   % Min 
   4.3   % Max 
n=115  
Sign. diff. (p<0.0001) 
0 Outlier  

 

    8.29 % err 
    7.22 % SD 

-  18.1   % Min 
   28.8   % Max 
n=115 
Sign. diff. (p<0.0001) 
0 Outlier 

 

 0.25 % err 
 2.79 % SD 

- 4.8   % Min 
  5.1   % Max 
n=118 
n.s. (p=0.322) 
0 Outlier 

Table 4.2.1.1.b:The different methods to determine the electrolytical dialysance KeCn are compared to the referring reference blood- and 
dialysate samples. Here only the more accurate reference data with MBE  less than 5% were included. The reference (100%) is in the left 
column. The mean error (%) compared to each reference, the standard deviation (%), the minimum and maximum error (%), the number n 
of measurements, the significance of the difference and the number of outliers (>4.5SD) that have been erased from the dataset are 
depicted in the remaining columns.  
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the outlet conductivity. Only those were included which did not obviously seem to 
lack in some of these issues.  
 
Figure 4.2.1.1.a is a plot of the KeCn12-KeUB analysis of table 4.2.1.1.a to visualise 
the distribution. Although only generated by a few points the cloud seems to show an 
error drift. It was not possible to correct it retrograde. Careful analysis showed the 
drift was due to the miscalibration of the blood flow measurement. Although the blood 
flow measurement unit of the dialysis machine was frequently controlled using a 
Transsonic HD01 this drift was not discovered. The error can be understood if we 
look at how the Transsonic device works: it measures flow velocities and multiplies it 
with the tube diameter. Changes of the diameter due to pressure changes do not 
affect the result, even if it should. Flow dependent diameter changes may occur. If 
the flow decreases, the diameter grows in the arterial inlet tube and shrinks 
downstream the arterial blood pump. Nevertheless the data can be used in a mean 
because an absolute flow calibration at 200ml/min that additionally has been 
performed using a measured volume of water assures the correctness of the mean 
blood flow. 

 
It has been found even with 
unrestricted mass balance 
error that the high-low 
permutation of the step 
profile dialysance, KeCn12 
again matches best the 
laboratory reference of both 
the urea clearance KeUB 
/KeUD (error � SD): -
5.6�4.4% / 1.3�12.0%, but 
still being significantly 
different. A relative high SD 
comparing KeCn12 to KeUD  
seems to be due to an 
increased laboratory error 
because it is no longer found 
when the mass balance error 
is limited to 5% (table 
4.2.1.1.b). The KeUB-KeUD 
difference of 6.7% in the 
unlimited MBE screen is a 
clear indicator of a laboratory 
error. The error seems to be 
related to KeUD because 
after limiting the MBE to 5% 
the difference of the KeUB-
KeUD references vanishes 
(0.25%) and all results 
inclusive the KeUD reference 
are similar to the KeUB 
results. Now this subgroup of 
data indicates the same 

Figure 4.2.1.1.b:The histograms show the error distribution of M2 study 
measurements of KeCn12 (top), KeCn12 (middle) and KeCn02 (bottom) in 2% 
classes. The 100% reference was KeUB from the corresponding blood sample. As an 
overlay a gaussian fit has been made to each data set. Exactly the data of table 
[4.2.1.1.a] have been included.  The maximum and SD for the gaussian fit – not for the 
data itself – is shown.  At the maximum of the KeCn02 gaussian fit the KeCn01 fit has 
already decayed to less than 0.01% of its own maximum.  
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trend as the unlimited MBE subgroup: KeCn12 differs (-4.4�3.2)% from the KeUB 
result. Another important observation is that the SD of the KeCn02 values is the 
highest, independent of the MBE limitation. This is in accordance with the MI study. 
The correlations are not reported here in detail by the same reasons as mentioned: 
The clearance value distribution is of comparable magnitude than the SD and does 
not sufficiently cover the measurement range. They are all in the range of 0.75-0.9. 
No patient was dialysed with lower or higher clearance for study purposes than 
prescribed.  
 

The error distribution of the 3 different types of step profiles is depicted in figure 
4.2.1.1.b.  Again it can clearly be seen that the result classes are shifted relative to 
each other in dependence of the selected evaluation permutation of the step profile 
(high-low, baseline high, baseline-low). Further it can be observed that the KeCn02 
values have the broadest distribution. At 264 of 265 measurements all three 
permutations KeCn01, KeCn12, KeCn02 were available. 253 of the 264 measurements 
(95.8%) showed KeCn01 < KeCn12 < KeCn02, the other 11 measurements (14.4%) 
either showed only KeCn01 < KeCn12  or only KeCn12 < KeCn02. 

 

Volume dependence 

The analysis of volume dependence of the dialysance results has been made (figure 
4.2.1.1.c). It has been found a similar result as before in the MI study:  
Although the data points seem very diffusive the linear fits show that the different 
permutations 01, 12 and 02 have the same order as found previously. It was found to 
be impossible to simply scale the error of KeCnI,J to the reference because the error 

is dependent on the 
patients urea distribution 
volume which a priori is not 
known, although this 
dependency for KeCn12 
and KeCn02 is possibly 
acceptable with respect to 
the resolution applied. The 
strongest distribution 
volume dependency was 
found for the positive step-
function KeCn01, which 
covered an error from -
12.5% for small patients 
(Vdist = 20l) to –5% for 
large patients (Vdist = 45l). 
This is vice versa for the 
KeCn02 measurements 
that have positive 
deviations for small 
volumes (9% / 20l, 7% / 
45l), but the dependence is 

 
Figure 4.2.1.1.c: - The error of KeCnij and KeCnBolus compared to KeUB as a reference is
plotted versus the patients distribution volume (“dry volume”) as calculated from direct
quantification method, corrected for the amount of ultrafiltration that has elapsed at time
of measurement. Although the data seem diffuse the trend is emphasised by linear fit
curves. MBE limited to 5%. 
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weaker. Also KeCn12 shows a weak dependence of the urea distribution volume. 
The bolus ionic dialysance measurement principle appeared to be nearly 
independent of the distribution volume (1.5% at Vdist=20l; 1.0% at Vdist=45l). In 
summary the errors diminish with increasing distribution volumes for all principles. 
To be able to discuss the relation of the sodium imbalance generated by the step 
profiles for the clearance measurement in comparison to the total sodium transfer 
(diffusive and convective) throughout the whole treatment the mean sodium transfer 
of all treatments of the MII study has been calculated, see table 4.2.1.1.c. 

 

Mean Sodium 
transfer quantities 
(n=264) 

Diffusive sodium shift 
per step profile 

Sum of diffusive and 
convective sodium 
shift per step profile 

Total (diffusive and convective) 
sodium shift throughout 
complete treatment 

 

 
Absolute amount: 
Standard dev.: 

 

 
   3.04 mmol 
   6.3   mmol 

 

 
    -33.7 mmol 
     11.1 mmol 

 

 
    -237.1 mmol 
       84.9 mmol 

 

 
Table 4.2.1.1.c: The table shows the absolute amount of sodium in the MII study that has been shifted from (negative) or to (positive) the 
patient. For the step profile measurement it is separately shown the fraction of sodium shift due to only diffusive transfer and the total 
transfer including also the convective contribution by the ultrafiltration. To have an impression what amounts are shifted throughout a 
complete dialysis session the total transfer is depicted in the column at the right margin.  
 
The diffusive sodium shift per step profile was not zero but positive. This means at 
the studies average the step profile has not been symmetric to the baseline that was 
prescribed by the physician. At an average the phase of high conductivity was more 
elevated relative to the baseline than the phase of low conductivity was decreased. A 
small diffusive sodium transfer has occurred during the step profiles that has weak 
potential to increase plasma sodium. Because the step profiles were always 
superimposed by ultrafiltration it never has been observed a net sodium flux to the 
patient during the step profile. 
 

4.2.1.2. Bolus momentary dialysance measurements 
 
 
The reshaped bolus for the MII study as depicted in figure 3.3.a did not show the 
disadvantage of poor analysability with the larger area under the curve and the low 
noise baseline. It was no problem for the mathematical algorithms to find all relevant 
points to do the Laplace transform. The technical improvement directly condensed to 
better results: The mean error versus KeUB reference was found to be only 
0.06�4.8% (error�SD) in the unrestricted MBE data group and 1.3�3.3% with the 
MBE limited to 5% (table 4.2.1.2.a). Both are regarded to be not significantly different 
by student’s t-test for paired data. The data distribution is shown in figure 4.2.1.2.a. 
The error drift that is to be seen in this figure is due to the same reasons as 
explained for the step function in  the last chapter. The SD that has been more than 
10% in the MI study now has shrunk to 3-5% depending on the reference. This is of 
comparable magnitude as could be achieved using step profiles.  
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Discussion 
 
The comparison of the momentary 
measurements completely confirms 
the assumption that using 
electrolytical methods it is possible 
to measure the urea clearance with 
an accuracy significantly below 5%. 
The large number of single 
measurements - overall 808 step 
profile measurements and 510 
bolus measurements in both 
studies – allows to confess that the 
difference of urea clearance and 
ionic dialysance is less than the 
resolution of the evaluation, which 
is at about 3% of clearance in a 
statistical average. The contribution 
of the laboratory reference errors is 
significant and the difference that 
still remains can not clearly be 
attributed to the method of 

measurement or to 
the reference.   

Ionic dialysance and its 
reference 

KeCnBolus 
 

KeUB Referen
 

KeUB Reference 
 

   0.06 % err 
   4.76 % SD 

n=162* 
n.s. (p=0.87) 
1.28 % err 
3.33 % SD 

n=79 

 

KeUD Reference 
 

   6.72 % err 
 10.90 % SD 

n=163* 
 (p<0.0001) 
2.18 % err 
4.13 % SD 

n=79 

   6.71% err 
 14.30% SD 
n=258 
 (p<0.0001) 
0.25 % err 
2.79 % SD 

n=118 
Table 4.2.1.2.a: Error�SD of ionic bolus dialysance determination in 
comparison to urea clearance from blood (KeUB) and dialysate (KeUD) 
as reference (=100%). The mean error (%) compared to each 
reference, the standard deviation (%), the minimum and maximum error 
(%), the number n of measurements, the significance of the difference 
and the number of outliers (>4.5SD) that have been erased from the 
dataset are depicted.Typed in italics: MBE <5%;Typed normal: 
unrestricted MBE. * Within 4h session no time remained for a third 
bolus  according to fig.2.4.1.a.  
 

 
The sodium transfer 
that is applied by 
asymmetric step 
profiles can be 
found in a  weak 
deviation of the 
patients plasma 
sodium (MI result) 
and therefore must 
exist. The transfer is 
sufficient to clearly 
establish a ranking 
KeCn01<KeCn12<Ke
Cn02 in accordance 
with theory. Further 
the step profile is 
dependent of the 
urea distribution 
volume of the 
patient. It must be 
concluded that the 
sodium transfer is 
responsible for 
measurement 
inaccuracy and 

Figure 4.2.1.2.a: Bland-Altman plot : Comparison of the machine side measured total effective ionic
dialysance using conductivity boli to the related total effective urea reference clearance as
calculated from blood sample laboratory urea analysis. It is plotted vs. the error. The t-test for paired
data was applied. The number of bolus measurements is only 2/3 of the step profile number due to
time restrictions: Within a 4h session no time remained for the application of the last bolus. A drift of
the error is attributed to  blood flow measurement deviations (see chapter 4.2.1.1 ) 
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should be minimised not only by medical but also by technical reasons. This insight 
resulting from  the MI study has been correctly converted to a new technical solution 
to measure the ionic dialysance, the bolus principle. This principle is purely dynamic 
and is not dependent on any static conductivity state that continuously transfers 
sodium. The lower limit of necessary sodium transfer is predominated by technical 
considerations and the resolution of the conductivity measurement system. If this is 
implemented correctly it has been found that the bolus principle can achieve 
comparable or even better results than a step profile as it is introduced in the 
literature since years. The improvement of the bolus consists in its better 
independence of the urea distribution volume. The urea distribution volume of the 
patient a priori is not known and can not be an input variable for a clearance 
measurement. It can be stated that one of the major goals of the MII study has been 
reached. 
 
 

4.2.1.3. Integral Dialysis References 
 
 
In this chapter no more single results of particular blood samples are compared to 
their individual reference. In the sense of a dialysis dosage calculation in terms of 
Kt/V it is necessary to derive the accumulative value for K and V from the data 
according to the different models. This is done exactly according to the theory 
described in the related theory chapters.  In the first part the equilibrated single pool 
variable volume model is applied to the data (chapter 4.2.1.3.1). The second part 
describes the application of the two pool kinetic model. In the third part a brief 
comparison of the two pool model to the Daugirdas second generation formula 
[Daugd] is made. 
 
 

4.2.1.3.1. Single pool urea kinetic model 
 
 
Due to the study protocol the single pool analysis has only been done on single 
dialysis sessions. It was not enhanced to a period of more than one treatment like the 
two pool analysis. Data that were not available within a single session have not been 
included to the analysis. The schedule of dialysis treatments did not regularly permit 
to have continuous data access from subsequent sessions because the patients 
frequently were dialysed on another shift. Subsequent sessions were recorded only 
occasionally.  
 
Each single ionic dialysance KeCn12 and KeCnBolus and their related urea references 
have been integrated over treatment time to achieve Kt/V. Urea generation has been 
neglected. This will artificially increase the V and therefore decrease the reference. A 
rough estimate for this deviation can be achieved if it is considered that the patient 
being on a 4h dialysis/48h schedule will generate 8-12% of his urea within the 
dialysis session. If this leads to a too high V  - as it stands in the denominator - Kt/V 
will be too low. The comparison of the results are shown in table 4.2.1.3.1a with the 
reference set to 100%. The mean errors�SD varied from –21.1�6.0% (KeCn12 versus 
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Daugirdas second generation equation) to 5.32�3.9% (KeCnBolus versus equilibrated 
single pool variable volume Kt/V). For all principles, correlations above 0.89 could be 
found, and an outstanding correlation of r=0.98 and lowest SD of 3.9% was found 
comparing KeCnBolus versus eSPVVKM based Kt/V (figure 4.2.1.3.1.a) . 
 
 

Determination 
Method 

Kt/V  
Single Pool  

Kt/V 
eSPVVKM 

Kt/V 
Daugirdas2ndGen 

Kt/V 
DQ 

Kt/V (KeCn12) - 7.54 % err 
    7.6   %SD 
    0.895 = r 
-25.2   % Min 
 12.1   % Max 
n=45 
Sign. diff. 
(p<0.0001) 
0 Outlier  

  5.0   % SD 
   0.956 = r 
-12.2   % Min 
 19.2   % Max 
n=45 
n.s. 
(p=0.993) 
0 Outlier  

    -21.1 % err 
    6.0   % SD 

     0.91 = r 
  -36.8   % Min 
   -6.4   % Max 
n=45 
Sign. diff.  
(p<0.0001) 
0 Outlier 

  -1.97 % err 
   6.4 % SD 
   0.948 = r 
  -12.6 % Min 
    20.4 % Max 
n=68 
Sign. diff.  
(p=0.036) 
2 Outlier 

Kt/V 
(KeCnBolus) 

- 2.75 % err 
6.6 % SD 

   0.934 = r 
-18.7   % Min 
 11.2   % Max 
n=44 
Sign. diff. 
(p=0.008) 
0 Outlier  

  5.32 % err 
3.9% SD 
0.979 = r 

  -4.6   % Min 
 15.5   % Max 
n=44  
Sign. diff.  
(p<0.0001) 
0 Outlier  

  -17.2 % err 
5.2 % SD 

       0.94 = r 
    -31.3   % Min 
      -6.7   % Max 
n=43 
Sign. diff.  
(p<0.0001) 
1 Outlier 

   3.15 % err 
   6.3 % SD 
   0.953 = r 
-   12.4 % Min 
     19.1 % Max 
n=66 
Sign. diff  
(p<0.0001) 
0 Outlier 

  0.05 % err 

 
Table 4.2.1.3.1.a:  Ionic Kt/V determination based on KeCn12 and KeCnBolus  in comparison to urea based Kt/V from single pool, 
equilibrated single pool urea kinetic model, Daugirdas second generation equation [Daugd] and direct quantification (DQ) as reference 
(=100%).  
 

 
Figure 4.2.1.3.1.a: Kt/V as derived from electrolytical KeCnBolus by the dialysis machine is compared to Kt/V as calculated using the 
equilibrated single pool variable volume kinetic model. The rebound was included by stopping the dialysate flow 30 min prior to end of 
ultrafiltration and drawing of the final blood samples. A two-pool model was not used and the urea generation rate was neglected, therefore 
the reference is expected to be too low for some amount because the final plasma urea concentration at t30 was achieved even with urea 
generation. 
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4.2.1.3.2. Two pool kinetic model 
 
Preface 
 
To introduce the results of a two pool urea kinetic model it is helpful to initially 
present some  typical curves the model has calculated for a single dialysis session. 
To understand the curves the considerations of chapter 2.6.5 and 2.6.6 should be 
helpful. In particular it is important to know that only those sessions have participated 
in the 2PUKM that have an ancestor session that is less or equal four days ago. If the 
time span is longer the software automatically assumes that the patient underwent 
dialysis somewhere else or has not participated in the study for one or more sessions 
- even if this could be wrong in particular. Not every shift a physician that was 
member of the study group was scheduled to supervise the treatments and to draw 
all the necessary blood-samples. These ‘lost’ sessions are the missing link to a 
continuous 2PUKM of a full study period of 10 sessions every patient participated the 
study. The number of sessions that could be evaluated is shown in table 4.2.1.3.2.a. 
 

 
Sessions 
(total MR II) 

 
93 
 

Sessions  
(participating 
2PUKM) 

 
44 

Table 4.2.1.3.2.a: The total number of dialysis 
sessions that could be evaluated in MR II 
study and the number that was accessible to 
2PUKM (47.3%). 

 
The analysis has been performed in two steps:  
 
�� Step A: The variation is performed on ECF, ICF 

and on KeCNBolus. 
�� Step B: The variation is performed on ECF, ICF, 

KeCNBolus and G’. 
 
 
 

Is it sufficient to calculate according to step A in clinical practice ? 
 
Of course in clinical practice 2PUKM is not usual because it is impractical, cost 
intensive and needs additional blood samples and care. In particular if the analysis is 
based on a continuous, real time data stream that is recorded online from the dialysis 
machine like in this study. Nevertheless using a medium class PC as it is available in 
many facilities in place it is not impossible to perform such a modelling for a single 
dialysis session. Having a suitable software installed on both the PC and the 
machine could permit to immediately get a two pool result to make a decision if the 
patient has been dialysed sufficiently according to 2PUKM. If he was not dialysed 
enough the session could be prolonged. Not all patients would agree to the 
prolongation but from a quality aspect this should be desirable. It may be speculated 
if the dialysis facilities would agree because the prolongation interferes with the 
schedule of the dialysis shifts and commits staff. The considerations if step A is 
sufficient are made on the background that it is a useful idea to implement the 
2PUKM as a compact solution in a dialysis machine, working on the base of an non-
invasive electrolytical measurement principle without samples or additional 
attendance of nursing staff.  
 
During the data analysis and the program development the Step B variation has 
found to be of high computational costs and not practical for calculation on a PC. A 
more sophisticated linear optimisation using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm or 
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Broyden update matrices and their improvements [Lev, Brow, Broy1, Broy 2] in the 
algorithm to fit the data could accelerate it to not more than square convergence. 
This would not be sufficient and less reliable to find the result within a few minutes. 
Reduction of the degrees of freedom brings much more calculation saving than 
accelerating the algorithm and so it was of interest if it is sufficient to perform only 
step A in a clinical environment without loss of information. The two steps are not 
equivalent and omitting the variation of G’ could be a simplification that makes the 
results less worthy. Because a dialysis machine has restricted calculation resources 
it would be desirable nevertheless. A comparison of step A and B is anticipated 
before the results are represented. 
 
A typical 48h urea concentration time curve originating from the 2PUKM is depicted 
in figure 4.2.1.3.2.a. The calculation starts at the end of the rebound phase of the 
previous dialysis and terminates after passing of the rebound of the present dialysis 
session. 
 

 
Figure 4.2.1.3.2.a: Outline of the urea concentration  curves of a 48h interval from dialysis end to follow up dialysis end plus rebound time 
as calculated by the 2PUKM. The dialysance applied by dialysis is depicted as KeCn Bolus. A magnification of the range with KeCn Bolus 
<>0 (dialysis session) is shown in the next figure. The “X” indicates the systemic plasma urea reference concentration  which has been 
used to minimise the difference of  the calculated curve and the reference. The generation rate G’ was not fitted (Step A). 
 
 
The generation G’ in step A was not fitted but calculated according to E.2.6.5.e  
inserting  for (Vi + Ve ) the mean of VDQ  (direct quantification) and VeSPVV =V0 (initial 
volume from single pool model with variable volume, E 2.6.1.e’):  
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It is apparent that due to the generation of urea into the extracellular pool the model 
clearly reflects the ECF urea concentration being slightly higher than the ICF 
concentration during the interdialytic phase. This process endures until the onset of 
clearance that is provided by dialysis. From the very start of dialysis ECF immediately 
decreases much faster on an exponential curve which obeys purely to the single pool 
model in the very first minutes. The details of the right encircled part enclosing 
dialysis are better visible in their magnification of figure 4.2.1.3.2.b. Here it becomes 
apparent that the urea concentration of ICF does hardly react in the very first time of 
dialysis.  As soon as the ICF-ECF urea concentration gradient rises by dialysis taking 
effect the inter-compartment clearance Ki,D + Ki,c shifts an substantial amount of urea 
from ICF to ECF and therefore delays the decrease of ECF urea concentration.  
 

 
Figure 4.2.1.3.2.b: Magnification from Fig. 4.2.1.3.2.a.:Typical outline of the urea concentration  curves during  dialysis as calculated by 
the 2PUKM. The dialysance applied by the dialysis machine has not been constant due to alarms, blood samples and flow variations. In 
particular the flow reductions performed to measure the recirculation, during bypass of the dialysis machine and for some of the blood 
samples appear as a deep dip.  The “X” indicate the position of the laboratory reference values which have been used to minimise the 
difference between  the calculated curve and the reference. The embraced X indicates that this point was not always available because in 
some sessions the prescribed session time was not sufficient to draw the third sample. The generation rate G’ was not fitted (Step A). 
 
 
This effect can be seen clearly in particular at those times the clearance is paused or 
decayed. The interruption of urea unload from ECF instantaneously increases urea 
concentration in ECF, which is fed from ICF urea resources. From the view of the ICF 
pool there is a large buffer between ICF and the dialysis filter which smoothes any 
sharp urea variations in the ICF pool so that it will decrease more continuously than 
ECF in case of dialysis interruptions. Further it has a delay until it reaches the same 
urea concentration like the ECF. This concentration gradient  is maintained 
throughout the whole dialysis –sometimes with severe discomfort for the patient -  but 
in absolute values usually is slightly decreasing towards the end of dialysis. As soon 
as dialysis terminates the rebound sets on and establishes urea concentration 
equilibrium of ICF and ECF again.  At the end of the rebound the ECF urea 
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concentration curve returns to be determined by urea generation, it overcomes the 
ICF concentration and the interdialytic phase is beginning.  
 
Both figures, 4.2.1.3.2. a and b stem from a Step A calculation. The corresponding 
calculation of the same session using the Step B calculation including the variation of 
G is depicted in figure 4.2.1.3.2.c,d by overlaying the concentration curves of both 
methods for the initial (c) and rebound (d) phase. The difference of Step A and B for 
the extracellular pool is negligible because the laboratory references are the fixed 
points. This is not the case for the intracellular pool. By the lack of accessibility the 
ICF pool can not be compared to a reference.  
 

 
Figure 4.2.1.3.2.c: Magnification from Fig. 4.2.1.3.2.b.Outline of the urea concentration  curves during  initial phase of dialysis as 
calculated by the 2PUKM. The “X” indicates the position of the laboratory reference value which has been used to minimise the difference 
between  the calculated curve and the reference. The generation rate G’ was not fitted (Step A, thick continuous line) and fitted by the 
model (Step B, thin dotted line). The difference is clearly apparent only  in the ICF, not in the ECF. The generation rate in Step A has been 
slightly higher, which corresponds with the ECF urea concentration curve of Step A being slightly above that of step B. It is apparent that 
the difference of the step A-step B calculation is rising only within dialysis, it is not existing before dialysis. 
 
Therefore it can not be controlled directly if the model has fitted ICF correctly. The 
only absolute knowledge is that the expression E 2.6.8.a is better minimised in step 
B, thus all variables Vi, Ve, KeCnBolus and G’ are better selected to fit the ECF urea 
concentration data. To understand the difference of step A - step B it is necessary to 
know the absolute data shown in tab. 4.2.1.3.2.b of this typical data set. It is apparent 
that the model (B) has fitted less total volume  and less G’ with having G’ free for 
variation. The reason is that in step A  G’ has been fixed using a volume that 
originates from a mean of direct quantification and equilibrated single pool model 
results. 
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Figure 4.2.1.3.2.d: Magnification from fig. 4.2.1.3.2.b.Outline of the urea concentration  curves during  rebound phase as calculated by the 
2PUKM. The “X” indicate the position of the laboratory reference values which have been used to minimise the difference between  the 
calculated curve and the reference. The generation rate G’ was not fitted (Step A, thick continuous line) and fitted by the model (Step B, 
thin dotted line). The difference is clearly apparent only  in the ICF, not in the ECF. The generation rate in Step A has been slightly higher, 
which corresponds with the ECF urea concentration curve of Step A being slightly above that of step B.  
 
Both have been calculated with neglect the urea generation, therefore the value of G’ 
has been selected erroneously with the same relative error than V. Only their ratio G’ 
/ V is more or less constant.  Because it is known that VDQ and VeSPVV are too high 
the step B calculation has corrected this once G’ is free for selection by the model. It 
must be concluded that their erroneous measurement by single pool methods (if G is 
not measured) introduces the same error into the two pool model as if prior to the 
calculation V was not corrected for urea generation. The difference can be in the 
range of –8 to –12%. In table 4.2.1.3.2.b V from the single pool calculation is 
corrected. The correction is shown in brackets and it is clear that the single pool 
considerations without taking urea generation into account are not sufficient for a 
precise modelling. It is the same for the calculation according to step A.  
 

From table 4.2.1.3.2.b can 
also be seen that the 
dialysance KeCnBolus of 
step B has been found to 
be substantially lower than 
in step A calculation. This is 
a consequence from the 
lower urea distribution 
volume that has been 
modelled now and in 
consistency the previous 
considerations. The same 
decrease of urea in a 
smaller volume can be 

 Step A 
 

Step B eSPVV /Direct 
Quantification 

G’ (mg/min) 17,29 15,79  
Vi,t0  (ml) 23428 21228  
Ve,t0 (ml) 19314 15614  
Total V (ml) 42742 36842 43175* (38494)
Mean urea 
clearance 
(ml/min) 

167,95 146,91 149,31 

 
Table 4.2.1.3.2.b: Comparison of the values of those variables that have been varied in 
step A and B to the single pool model and VDQ (*) of direct quantification. VDQ can be 
regarded as too high because the urea generation has not been considered. Assuming 
the G’ value of step A is correct, VDQ would have the value in brackets. All values are 
selected to be typical for the data set. 
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achieved with a smaller clearance. The coincidence with the urea clearance 
reference value from the single pool model is significantly better. This is a second 
important reason to decide to use step B. 
 
In summary it must be concluded that all parameters including the generation rate G’ 
are necessary to establish a valid 2PUKM. All data shown here therefore are derived 
from a step B calculation. 
 
 

4.2.1.3.2.1. 2PUKM Kt/V versus electrolytic Kt/V 
 
 
Due to the lack of a follow up session the  two pool analysis was only possible in 44 
of 93 dialysis sessions (tab.  4.2.1.3.2.a). 7 of the 44 dialysis sessions were not 
accessible to  analysis  because according to E 2.6.8.a no unique minimum or no 
minimum at all was found within the range of plausible values. These sessions have 
been excluded from the evaluation. On the data base of the remaining 37 dialysis 
sessions Kt/V was compared, see figure 4.2.1.3.2.1a. 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 4.2.1.3.2.1.a:Comparison of the Kt/V as calculated purely on conductivity based K to the K from two pool kinetic model. V in both 
cases originates from two pool kinetic model and equals the sum  Vi+Ve .7 of 44 measurements could not be evaluated because the fit 
algorithm did not find a minimum or the minimum was ambiguous 
Ordinate: Kt/V with K= KeCnBolus  as measured from conductivity by the 4008 dialysis 
machine and calculated according to E 2.4.4.h;V is fitted as Vi+Ve from 2PUKM step 
B.  
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Abscissa: Kt/V with K= KeUB as found from two pool modelling, step B, as to 
minimise E 2.6.8.a on basis of 6 known ECF urea concentrations (ct30 previous 
dialysis, ct0, 2-3 concentrations during dialysis by blood samples, corrected for 
recirculation, ctend and ct30 of present dialysis). V is fitted as Vi+Ve from 2PUKM step B 
and therefore is identical to V of the ordinate. 
 
This means figure 4.2.1.3.2.1.a  essentially is only a K-comparison according to the 
two pool model, but t and V are maintained to present comprehensible values. 
 
The integral bolus clearance throughout a complete session at an average matches 
the urea clearance from the two pool urea kinetic model with (error�SD) –
3.04�14.3% of difference. The difference was found to be not significantly different by 
student’s t-test (p=0.13) although the SD again is in the same order as with the MI 
study. 
 
 
 

4.2.2. In vitro volume measurements 
 

 
Some introducing remarks 
about this analysis are 
necessary: On one hand 
there is doubt that urea and 
sodium distribution volume 
are equal under dialysis 
conditions because the 
distribution volume for 
sodium is not total body 
water as it is for urea. 
Contrary to urea the 
majority of sodium is 
confined to the ECF 
volume. On the other hand 
water can shift freely from 
ICF to ECF and vice versa. 
If a sodium bolus is applied 
to the vascular system via 
the dialysis filter the osmotic 
force is still effective at the 

ECF-ICF boundary. While sodium is confined to ECF by the sodium pump an 
equivalent of water may pass the membrane from ICF to ECF without restriction. This 
could be an argument that the virtual osmotic space that is visible to external dilutive 
analysis could be the same as for urea. This can not be decided on the poor data 
base of only this study, therefore it will not be subject of this investigation if urea and 
virtual sodium distribution volume are equal. These considerations should not 
prevent the analysis at all but it clearly focuses to its limitations.  Nevertheless it 
would be a great improvement to dialysis quantification technique to also measure V 

   V

cdo, Qd +Qf

cdi, Qd cbo

cbi

„Bloodpump“

 
Figure 4.2.2.a: The setup to analyse the deviation of the clearance values using
different time index permutations. All data have been automatically recorded to a
computer for analysis with the evaluation software. It is a standard dialysis configuration
except that the blood has been replaced by dialysate and the artificial distribution
volume  was connected at opposite sides and stirred with a electric mixer. V was
variated from 5L to 70 L. The dialyser was a HF 80 polysulfone type (Fresenius Medical
Care). No ultrafiltration has been performed. 
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 KeCn01 

 
KeCn02 
 

KeCn12 used as 
reference (100%) 

Qb=350ml/min 
Qd=800ml/min 

Range: 
261.8 – 335.2
ml /min 

  - 6.84 % ME 
    5.95 % SD 

  -21.9   % Min 
     2.1   % Max 
n=38 
Sign. diff. (p<0.0001) 
0 Outlier  
207.6 – 337.6 ml/min 

 

   16.93 % ME 
   14.45 % SD 

     -4.7   % Min 
    53.7   % Max 
n=37 
Sign. diff. (p<0.0001) 
0 Outlier 
291.1 – 472.0 ml/min 

 

Table 4.2.2.a: The electrolytical dialysances KeCn01 and KeCn02 are compared to the 
related KeCn12 from the same step profile which has been used as the reference 
(=100%) because no reference from the “blood“-side of the filter is available. The mean 
error (ME), SD, the minimum and maximum error, the number n of measurements, the 
significance of the difference (students paired t-test), the range over which 
measurement values occurred are depicted in the right columns.  

Figure 4.2.2.b: The histograms show the error distribution of the in-vitro KeCn01 (top) 
and and KeCn02 (bottom) measurements in 2% classes with operation parameters of 
Qb=350ml/min, Qd=800ml/min. The 100% reference was the KeCn12 from the same 
step profile. As an overlay a gaussian fit has been made to each data set. Exactly the 
data of table [4.2.2.a] have been included. At the maximum of the KeCn02 gaussian fit 
the KeCn01 fit has already decayed to less than 1% of its own maximum.  
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 with simple means 
like conductivity cells. 
Doing only some first 
steps even if at the 
end there is not a 
functioning principle 
would also be a 
challenge. 

 
 
Figure 4.2.2.c: The error (%) of KeCn02 vs. KeCn12 (=100%) from the in-vitro measurements is 
plotted versus the volume of the container. The data points are connected by a spline function. 

 
The in-vitro setup is 
depicted in figure 
4.2.2.a.  A standard 
dialysis configuration 
was used which was 
connected to a 
container with known 
volume of dialysate 
and a mixer to stir the 
container. The 
temperature of the 
fluid was maintained at 
37oC.  

 
The step profiles and the data recording has been performed exactly as in-vivo. The 
measurements have been automatically released by software using identical timing. 

The data analysis 
software was identical 
and the same 
algorithms as used for 
the in-vivo clearance 
calculations have 
calculated the ionic 

dialysance 
permutations KeCn01, 
KeCn12, KeCn02 in-vitro. 

 
Figure 4.2.2.d:The measured V according to E 2.5.3.j  of all in-vitro dialysis sessions (n=11)
with QD=800ml/min, “Qb”=350ml/min is compared to the distribution volume in the container
(see figure 4.2.2.a ) and therefore the reference does not essentially contribute to the error.
Each measured value is a mean of four single measurements. The mean error ME of all
errors of the measured V in comparison to its related reference, the standard deviation SD of
the error and the correlation coefficient r of the two data sets is given in the graph. Student’s
t-test for paired data found p=0.916, the confidence interval for mean measured V was [76.3;
121.5]% of the mean reference.  
 

 
A total of 44 step profile 

dialysance 
measurements has 
been made. The 
volume of the container 
has been changed in 
11 steps. It was 
subsequently filled with 
5l, 7.5l, 10l, 12.5l, 15l, 
20l – 70l in steps of 10l. 
To improve the 
resolution the absolute 
sodium transfer was 
increased in 
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comparison to normal dialysis by adjusting the operating parameters to 350ml/min 
‘blood flow’, the dialysate flow at 800ml/min.  The conductivity baseline of the step 
profiles were adjusted to the conductivity of the dialysate in the container (14.2 
mS/cm).  By lack of a reference it was decided to use KeCn12, the high-low 
permutation ionic dialysance as the 100% reference, because it matches the urea 
clearance best in the in-vivo measurements. The difference to the related KeCn01 
and KeCn02 are shown in table 4.2.2.a. The KeCn01 dialysance values differ –6.8�6% 
(error�SD) from the related KeCn12 values, the KeCn02 results differ 16.9�14.5%. 
Again a higher SD for the KeCn02 values is found. The highest error is found for small 
container volumes and the error is decreasing for higher values (figure 4.2.2.c). The 
high KeCn02 error for small values is the explanation for the high SD. In particular the 
1/x character of E 2.5.3 k is shown by the experiment here clearly if we look at the 
spline fit that has been overlaid. 
 
 
At 40 of 44 measurements all three permutations KeCn01, KeCn12, KeCn02 were 
available. 38 of the 40 measurements (95%) showed KeCn01<KeCn12<KeCn02, the 
other 2 measurements (5%) showed only KeCn01 < KeCn12. The distribution of the 
measurements relative to KeCn12 is shown in figure 4.2.2.b. The KeCn02 distribution 
again is broader like it has been found in the in-vivo measurements.  
 
The clearance differences have been used to calculate the volume of the container 
according to E 2.5.3.j . The result is shown in figure 4.2.2.d. The mean error�SD of 
the ionic dialysance volume measurement was found to be 19.9�34%, the correlation 
was 0.92 and the data are not significantly different by student’s t-test for paired data 
(p=0.916), thus with a 91% probability the hypothesis that the principle does not 
measure the volume of the container is wrong according to this test. 
 
 
 

4.2.3. Urea Distribution Volume 
 
 
The urea distribution volume that is an important part of the quantification parameter 
Kt/V has been analysed from the different aspects that have been described in 
chapter 2.5 and 2.6. The analysis should help to clarify the relation of the results from 
the different methods. 
There are on one side the analytic methods to measure V:  The comparison of the V 
values from direct quantification, equilibrated single pool model and two pool model 
can be understood as an  analysis that is based on urea dilutive measurements, has 
commonly accepted theoretical basements and therefore is free of doubt about the 
functionality of the evaluation itself. The deviations of the results are due to 
measurement errors and systematic errors related to the simplifications that 
characterise the models.  
This is different with the anthropometric methods and the conductivity based V 
measurement. The previous are purely empirical and therefore individual deviations 
may occur showing a statistical distribution due to a different population. The result of 
anthropometric formulas therefore can only be an indicator for the true urea 
distribution volume, not a measurement. The latter is a new, unpublished method that 
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has been found within this work. So on the one hand of course it can not yet be 
accepted by the nephrologist’s community and must be subject of further 
investigation and improvement, on the other hand –even with its simplifications – it is 
based on a consistent theory and therefore has potential to become an accurate 
method for individual sodium distribution volume measurement without any empirical 
component. The results from all the methods will be compared here. 
 
 
 

4.2.3.1. V from direct quantification, eSPVV and 2PUKM 
 
 
First the analytical methods are compared. They all are accumulative methods, thus 
they all can be characterised by the analysis of the urea concentration of a fluid pool 
measured at  least at two different times. The pool is compared to a known amount of 
urea that has been transferred. In this sense it is a dilutive method. This allows to 
conclude what volume must be accessible to dilution. In an overview the number of 
patients and measurements that have been evaluated are depicted in table 4.2.3.1a: 
 
 VDQ VeSPVV V2PUKM 
# of patients 10 10 9 
# of measurements 88 57 44 
Mean value (ml) 31519 34838 29824 
Mean single patient SD 3690 2599 4575 
Total SD on all data 7516 7373 7440 
Equation E 2.5.1.a E 2.6.1.d’ numerical fit 
 
Tab. 4.2.3.1a: The table gives an overview on number of participating patients, the number of measurements and the mean results that have been found 
using the different methods of urea distribution volume determination. The SD first has been calculated for every patient separately and averaged 
afterwards assuming that their urea distribution volume should be fairly constant during the study period. The total SD of the complete data of all patients 
is shown in the next line.  
 
As pointed out in chapters 2.5 and 2.6 both VDQ and VeSPVV tend to be too high in this 
analysis for reasons of urea generation neglect.  The urea generation inclusion would 
reduce the mean urea distribution volume. Only in the two pool model the urea 
generation is correctly integrated.  
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Figures 4.2.3.1.a-c: The figures show the frequency
distribution of the measured volume in classes of �V=1l as
calculated from 2PUKM (a), equilibrated single pool
variable volume kinetic model (b) and direct quantification
from the whole data set available. The vertical bars indicate
the mean result from all measurements of a single patient. 

 
The frequency distribution of the results from the different methods are plotted in 
figures 4.2.3.1.a-c. In determining the absolute volume the congruence of 2PUKM 
and DQ visually appears to be good. Also student’s t-test does not regard them to be 
significantly different (p=0.32). After calculation of the correlations (see table 
4.2.3.1.b) DQ and eSPVV UKM however show better congruence, but the correlation 
tests only proportionality, not absolute values. It is apparent that the intra-patient SD 
is too high to resolve all individual patients from the entire data set because the 
patients do not differ sufficiently in their urea distribution volume and the standard 
deviations overlap. This is not only due to the measurement principle itself but also to 
the variation of the initial weight of patients when they start dialysis. The ideal 
condition to analyse the SD of a method would be to perform the measurement 
multiple times on the same subject under identical conditions. This can not be 
realised because the measurement takes the whole dialysis session and therefore 
can not be performed twice under the same conditions. Nevertheless it is possible to 
compare the three methods directly because they are based on the same dialysis 
sessions. This is shown in table 4.2.3.1.b which lists the direct comparison of the 10 
patients using the three methods. 
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Pat Mean 
of all 
(ml) 

V2PUKM � SD;  Error to 
                      mean 
   (ml)     (ml)          % 

VeSPVV� SD     Error to 
                       mean 
      (ml)   (ml)         % 

VDQ� SD           Error to 
                         mean 
      (ml)     (ml)          % 

1  24867 22716 2264 -8,6 27916 5433 12,3 23967 2676 -3,6

2 24062 23325 2987 -3,1 27053 1417 12,4 21810 3478 -9,4

3 42213 42118 940 -0,2 45212 1670 7,1 39309 4609 -6,9

4 41196 38456 6800 -6,6 43493 1708 5,6 41638 2823 1,1

5 29515 24529 3724 -16,9 33256 3377 12,7 30760 3734 4,2

6 29679 30235 2347 1,9 29202 2172 -1,6 29602 3141 -0,3

7 38261 35010 8242 -8,5 44731 3358 16,9 35041 6317 -8,4

8 28391 28652 3555 0,9 29169 1980 2,7 27352 2027 -3,7

9 36654 31200 (10313) -14,9 40154 1619 9,6 38606 4174 5,3

10 32874            
- 

           
- 

33958 3253 3,3 31790 3920 -3,3

corr.  0,87 with 
 

VeSPVV 0,92 with VDQ 0,87 with V2PUKM

Mean   (4575) 
3857 

Mean err:
 -6,2

2599 Mean err: 
8,1

 3690 Mean err:
-2,5

 
Table 4.2.3.1.b: The table shows some details of the volume measurements using the 2PUKM, eSPVV and direct quantification. The data are listed for 
every individual patient who participated in the study. A three-method mean urea distribution volume has been calculated and the error of each method 
has been related to the mean urea distribution volume due to the lack of an absolute urea distribution volume reference. The outstanding SD value in 
brackets (column 4) seems to originate from an erroneous measurement and the related mean SD value including 10313ml  has also been set in 
brackets.The correlation has been calculated from the mean volumes of the patients as shown in the columns 3,6,9 and not from the single data points as 
shown in figures 4.2.3.1.d-f. 
 
To give a further impression of the relation of the three methods a data pair 
comparison has been made. Every two methods have been compared directly, value 
by value to show the correlation. 
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Fig 4.2.3.1.d-f 
The figures show the comparison of the urea distribution
volume data pairs as calculated by two pool urea kinetic
model vs. direct quantification (d), 2PUKM vs  equilibrated
single pool variable volume urea kinetic model (e) and
eSPVV vs DQ (f). The number of data points in (e) is
reduced because only data pairs are plotted, thus both of
the methods had to show a result for a particular dialysis
session.  

 
 
 
Discussion 
 
The absolute differences of the methods are due to the principles itself: The single 
pool method, even though urea rebound is included, shows the highest values for the 
urea distribution volume because urea generation is neglected and the body itself is 
used as integration volume. This of course will hide some amount of urea from the 
observer because rebound effects from different internal compartments like fat in 
extremities, low vascularised tissue areas of diabetic patients and similar 
circumstances  could delay the urea transfer for more than 30 min. 30 min is defined 
within this study as the time of observation for all ‘after rebound’ measurements. 
Without doubt rebound is not a well defined period that could be regarded to have 
terminated after a specific period in a particular patient. This may influence the result 
without knowledge of the observer and in dependence of the time the after-rebound 
sample has been drawn V is influenced to higher or lower values and virtually a 
function of time. 
 
Using DQ the integrating volume is not the patient’s body but an external container. 
This excludes the hidden presence of urea in compartments not accessible but still 
involves the body because the initial and final urea plasma water concentrations for 
the calculation according to E 2.5.1.a are based on blood samples. Therefore the 
same arguments as for the single pool model apply. Nevertheless this principle 
commonly is accepted as ‘gold standard’. From a theoretical point of view the 
2PUKM should be the most general attempt to measure V. The inclusion of G 
decreases the mean result compared to the previous methods. 
 
Obviously the precision of the two pool urea kinetic model is slightly lower as found in 
the single pool  or direct quantification method. The two pool method – although 
more elaborated in principle - is based on more different uncertain values in this 
analysis because the reference data for the urea concentration during dialysis have 
been measured with the blood-pump running and therefore have been corrected for 
recirculation (see chapter 2.6.8,  E 2.2.1.b). In common with the general higher 
complexity of the model overall this may lead to a higher standard deviation 
compared to DQ or single pool models. Further the additional inclusion of urea 
generation is subject to errors and potentially can increase the standard deviation, on 
the other hand the inclusion of G is an indicator for higher mean absolute accuracy.  
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The fundamental problem of the in-vivo volume quantification is the lack of an 
absolute reference. To circumvent this problem the mean of all three methods has 
been adopted as reference, assuming that the measurement of a quantity with 
different methods should bring a more precise result than using only one. Using this 
‘reference’ the method of direct quantification seems to reflect the mean value best, 
but without respect to urea generation. Concerning the lack of G inclusion the value 
from 2PUKM seems to better reflect the distribution volume. The volume from the 
single pool method appears to bee too high. In spite of the absolute deviations the 
SD qualifies the single pool method to be the most precise of them, at an average 
being only two thirds of that of the DQ or 2PUKM method. This further indicates that 
an essential part of the standard deviation of the DQ and 2PUKM method will be due 
to result variation of the method itself and not due to the patients weight variation, 
because other principles like the single pool method are able to decrease the SD to 
significantly lower values. 
 
Also in the single data point comparison (figures 4.2.3.1.d-f) it appears that due to the 
higher number of involved variables and the complexity of the algorithm the 2PUKM 
shows the highest SD although it is not significantly higher (17.7% compared to 
16.6%) than with a eSPVV / DQ comparison. This is also reflected by the t-test 
analysis that does not indicate a significant difference for the DQ and 2PUKM 
method. For none of the principles compared to each other the correlations in 
general are extreme high, even if the best data pair correlation of 0.85 is between 
eSPVV and DQ. This shows in general that the complete path to the result could be 
too complicated and that the model is subject to many input variations. In the case of 
2PUKM further the numerical fit analysis that is sensitive to small statistical variations 
with finding a minimum increases the SD. The single pool model with urea generation 
neglect again tends to show a too high distribution volume. 
 
A detailed analysis would need much more information not only on the initial and dry 
weight but also on the bodily condition of the patients like grade of obesity and fat-
muscle relation. Further the principles 2PUKM and DQ are not very handy in the 
clinical situation. It depends on the intention what principle should be preferred. In 
terms of accuracy on base of this data a decision which principle is the best finally 
can not be made. DQ and 2PUKM seem to show a slightly better congruence in the 
absolute values but not in the correlation, but the difference to eSPVV does not really 
seem to be systematic. The problem remains: All the references appear to scatter in 
their results and a reliable Vurea measurement is still not found. Only a small 
advantage of the eSPVV model can be stated due to its simplicity. 
 
 

4.2.3.2. V from anthropometric methods 
 
In clinical practice anthropometric methods like described in chapter 2.5.2  are 
commonly used because they give an instant but empirical result on base of  
available data and a simple calculation. This could be advantageous to determine an 
individual Kt/V. Therefore a comparison of the dilutive and empirical anthropometric 
methods could be of interest to help the clinician with finding an subjective feeling 
how accurate the methods may work in clinical practice. 
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If anthropometric formulas are used at all predominantly the Watson formula E 
2.5.2.a is used. Figures 4.2.3.2 a and b demonstrate the relation of the Watson 
formula results to the two pool modelling and direct quantification results. 
 
 

 
Fig 4.2.3.2.a,b:The figures show the urea distribution volume calculated using the Watson formula E 2.5.2.a compared to the volume from 
2PUKM (a) and direct quantification (b). 

 
Fig 4.2.3.2.c,d:The figures show the urea distribution volume calculated using the Hume formula E 2.5.2.b compared to the volume from 
2PUKM (c) and direct quantification (d). 

 
Fig 4.2.3.2.e,f :The figures show the urea distribution volume calculated using the %body weight formula E 2.5.2.c compared to the 
volume from 2PUKM (e) and direct quantification (f). 
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The same comparison is depicted in figures 4.2.3.2.c,d for the Hume formula and in 
figures 4.2.3.2.e,f for the % body weight formula. 
 
The highest difference of all dilutive measurements shown in the figures above is 
25,3% (V%BW vs VDQ). 10% but not more than 15% of this difference may be due to 
the neglect of urea generation.  
 
The remaining error can only be attributed to  
�� the empirical character of the anthropometric formulas and patient individual 

deviations of the study collective from a typical population from which the 
formulas have been derived. It is noticeable that the empirical methods among 
themselves show a difference of approximately 8%. 

�� a wrong assumption on the urea generation rate. The 2PUKM assumes the urea 
generation rate constant during dialysis and equal to the inter-dialytic phase. This 
can be erroneous up to the factor 1,5 because urea generation may be increased 
to this rate during dialysis [Sar2]. This in consequence must lead to an significant 
error of the two pool model and the DQ. 

 
As mentioned the dilutive methods in general show a high standard deviation. This 
seems to be their general property: Even if their mean result should be reliable due to 
the stringent method of quantifying mass it is not possible to derive a reliable result 
with less than 3-5% error from only a single measurement. Beside of their handling 
effort this makes both methods, direct urea quantification and 2PUKM not very useful 
in clinical practice. It seems these methods are more suitable for the scientific 
domain with interest in detailed questions. 
 
Another indication that the DQ and 2PUKM methods themselves have an increased 
SD is that it is not found in a VeSPVV comparison to the anthropometric methods. The 
knowledge of urea generation neglect is rising doubts in the absolute value of the 
VeSPVV result, but an outstanding correlation of 0.94 in a paired data analysis is found, 
see figures 4.2.3.2.g,h. 
 

 
 
Fig 4.2.3.2.g,h: The figures show the urea distribution volume calculated using the Watson formula (g) and the %body weight formula E 
2.5.2.c (h)  compared to the volume from equilibrated variable volume urea kinetic model. Urea generation has been neglected. 
 
In conclusion it seems appropriate to use the VeSPVV value for analysis if urea 
generation is included. This is not possible in those cases when no data of a longer 
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period than only one dialysis session are available. If in the clinical situation it is 
desired to achieve a value for V without the need of blood samples it is 
recommended to use the Watson formula, but correcting it for some amount of 
approximately -12% to -14% due to urea generation neglect. 
 
 
 

4.2.3.3. Conductivity based V measurements 
 
 
With an identical setup and method as in-vitro chapter 4.2.2 the patient’s urea 
distribution volume has been analysed. The data of all 10 patients of the MII study 
have been taken into account. An average of 8.5 dialysis sessions per patient have 
been analysed and averaged to find the mean result of the study period. The data 
shown for one patient is based on 85 single measurements (figure 4.2.3.3.a).  
 

 

Fig. 4.2.3.3.a: The in-vivo measured V using KeCn01 and KeCn12
according to E 2.5.3.j is compared to the distribution volume for
urea as evaluated by the direct quantification method. Each
measured value is a mean of all sessions per patient (mean 8.5).
Both methods contribute significantly to the error. The mean error
ME of all measurements, its standard deviation SD and the
correlation coefficient r is given. Student’s t-test for paired data did
not find the data to be significantly different. The mean dialysate
flow was 526ml/min, the mean blood flow was 213ml/min, the
mean ultrafiltrate flow was 530ml/h. 

 
The mean error of the volume found by the electrolytical volume measurement was –
7.4% with a SD of 23.2% compared to direct quantification. The correlation was 0.71 
and the data were not significantly different. It is to remind here that the reference 
volume as measured using the direct quantification has been calculated under 
neglect of the urea generation rate. It should be some percent lower if the urea 
generation was included. This further decreases the mean difference. 
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4.2.4. Plasma 
Sodium 

For analysis of plasma 
sodium measurements E 
2.7.a,b has been used. The 
result is  presented in figure 
4.2.4.a. From every single 
bolus dialysance 
measurement a plasma 
sodium value has been 
derived. The plasma sodium 
values have been averaged 
patient by patient they 
originate from. The mean 
result and its SD is depicted 
in fig. 4.2.4.a, abscissa.  
Every cross represents one 
patient. The number near the 
cross centre indicates the 
number of the contributing 
single values to the mean. It 
is to be seen that some of 
the patients could clearly be 
distinguished from one 
another.  Every single 

measurement has been related to its laboratory plasma sodium reference and the 
error (%) has been calculated. In the same patient related groups the errors have 
been averaged and their SD has been calculated. It is plotted along the ordinate of 
figure 4.2.4.a. This is the reason why the length of the cross bars of a single cross 
are not proportional: The x-bar indicates the intra patient deviation of the pure 
electrolytical principle as it can be performed on the dialysis machine alone without 
laboratory facilities. It is a measure for the repetitive accuracy and resolution, 
because it can be assumed that the patients tend to be stable in their plasma sodium 
concentration because their thirst mechanism still works. The y-bar indicates the 
variation of the error relative to laboratory result and therefore also includes the 
laboratories inaccuracy which is approximately 6%. This means the laboratory itself 
contributes substantially to the error and its SD.  The mean of the mean errors is 
found to be (4.3�1.2SD)%. 

Figure 4.2.4.a: The ionic dialysance KeCnBolus has been used to calculate the plasma
sodium according to [] E 2.7.a,b. The abscissa shows the absolute values as
measured by the dialysis machine and their absolute SD. The centre of the crosses
mark the average of n (number near centre) single measurements. The ordinate
shows the relative error and SD (%) of the mean value vs. the laboratory reference.
Each cross represents one patient. The mean of mean deviation of all measurements
is 4.3%.  

 
It is encouraging to see it supported by these data that it is possible to measure the 
plasma sodium correctly with only 1.2% SD. In absolute numbers this is still 
1.7mmol/l and therefore not totally satisfactory. The algorithm further has to be 
empirically corrected for the error of 4.3% to match the laboratories mean value. The 
formula E 2.7.a,b  itself is empirical, so it is acceptable to apply the correction and 
adapt the algorithm to the technical environment is has been used in. Further the 
validity of the results should be confined to the dialysate composition as depicted in 
table 2.7.a.  
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Discussion 
 
The manifold of different dialysis situations that may occur in the clinical practice can 
not be covered by these relative small number of plasma sodium measurements. In 
using a plasma sodium value that has been determined by conductivity 
measurements it is recommended to bear in mind that the measurement is not a 
measurement in the analytical sense. There is an empirical component involved that 
can be erroneous in the particular situation. 
 
Before the principle can be accepted as a proven measurement many further 
investigations under different conditions are necessary. This should be clarified to a 
potential user. Other laboratories further may have other bias than the one involved 
in this study. All this may be responsible for a larger error and SD. But the result may 
encourage the clinician to use this principle and find a subjective relation of his own 
to the electrolytic result, the conventional laboratory result and the subjective feeling 
of the patients.  
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5. General discussion of the results 
 
 
Ionic dialysance and urea clearance 
 
It could be proven for the bolus principle that the differences between ionic 
dialysance and urea clearance are less than 3% and a further resolution with the 
methods of this study is not possible. The analysis of the data has proven the high 
correlation of urea and electrolytical dialysance similar to that already demonstrated 
by other authors. Most of these studies were dated in the second half of the 90’s. 
Although the total number of published ionic clearance measurements meanwhile is 
far above 1000, these studies always lacked in comparability. Some authors did not 
clearly report about the mathematical expressions or the methods they have used. 
Others did, but the expressions were not identical to those of comparable studies. 
Further a two pool modelling on numerous data with substantial  statistical relevance 
has not been reported. To the knowledge of the author until autumn 2001 no other 
survey that overviews more than 1300 electrolytical measurements (step profile and 
bolus) that all have been recorded under identical conditions, with identical 
methodology and strict timing has been published.  
 
The major goal of the MI study was the approval of the step profile. This approval 
was not completely possible due to urea distribution volume dependence of the step 
profiles and because the three possible permutations of baseline-high, baseline-low 
and high-low state did not give identical results. Although it was possible to find 
excellent results using the step profiles in MI study – the mean error of KeCn12 
compared to KeUB was found to be only –0.46� 4.65% and the integral mean error 
of ionic dialysance versus eSPVV UKM was 2.88�4.15% - the inconsistency is not 
satisfactory. Further in the second study the result of the step function was –
4.4�3.19% and therefore not totally congruent. The difference seems to be more than 
purely statistical and can be due to small differences in the balance the profiles of MI 
and MII had. This was possible because the machines were not the identical ones, 
only the software for step function control was identical. As it can be seen from tables 
4.1.1.1.d and 4.2.1.1.c the net diffusive sodium transfer was not identical in the 
studies. It was higher in MII study. Some improvements to stabilise the baseline can 
have a weak influence on the balance. This emphasises the impression that the step 
profiles are sensitive to sodium transfer and the machines must be very carefully 
calibrated to achieve accurate results. In this sense it must be accepted that the 
central goal of the first study has not completely been reached. This is the reason the 
second study has been launched. On the other hand it intensified understanding and 
finally resulted in a better principle: 
 
 
The bolus principle 
 
The sodium load effect intensified the search for a dynamic principle which would 
work with a smaller amount of sodium transfer. This led the eye to the tools 
engineers use for system analysis and opened the door to a more theoretical 
approach using transient spikes. A natural caution will always prevent the medical 
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physicist from transferring technical solutions that work in machines or electronic 
circuitry directly to humans. 
 
Therefore it is very encouraging that it could be demonstrated that after application of 
an arbitrary dynamic signal like a composite sinuous or bolus shape, a mathematical 
algorithm (e.g. Laplace’s transform) that determines the transfer function g(t) of a 
system can supply all necessary information for calculating the ionic dialysance 
without requiring stability. This allows to confine measurement related sodium 
transfer to the usually high technical resolution of a sensor system and not to the 
recommendations of stability. The information of dialysance is provided long before 
the system becomes stable at a new dialysate concentration and additional duration 
of the profile does nothing more than vary the patient’s plasma sodium and therefore 
falsifies the result. Moreover the use of g(t) may allow to measure the dialysance 
truly continuous since transfer functions can be calculated permanently and online 
during arbitrary conductivity variations, although this is a high burden for a dialysis 
machine’s central processing unit. 
 
The direct comparison of momentary ionic dialysance measurements using short, 
non-stable boli with subsequent calculation of the transfer function shows lower 
absolute errors in comparison to step profiles with stable states, once the boli are 
performed technically correct. Furthermore, the accuracy of stable step profiles 
shows stronger dependence of the unknown urea distribution volume than boli type 
profiles: The smaller the patient the less accurate the result when using step profiles. 
Only a symmetric combination of full positive and negative step profiles with 
averaging of the result may cancel the error partially due to inverse loading. 
Conductivity boli hardly showed this dependence. The direct comparison of 
momentary measurements in the second study when the boli have been performed 
in a technically correct way showed a nearly vanishing difference of 0.06�4.76% 
without limitation of MBE.  Expressed in terms of Kt/V after integration on the whole 
treatment the boli measurements seem to have a mean difference of +5.3% (table 
4.2.1.3.1.a) compared to the urea reference from  eSPVVUKM, which includes 
rebound. The reason is the neglect of the urea generation rate which plays no role in 
single measurement comparisons but in integrated comparisons: it reduces the 
reference Kt/V and it was expected that the remaining inconsistency of boli 
measurements compared to integrated references will diminish on taking intra 
dialysis urea generation into account. This expectation has been confirmed by both 
study data sets using the 2PUKM, where the urea generation rate is comprised.  The 
integrated bolus based Kt/V in a mean differed  –2.68% from the 2PUKM, in MII the 
difference was -3.04%. Both results are within or at the limit of the resolution of the 
analysis. The remaining difference can not regarded to be systematic.  
 
 
Two pool urea kinetic modelling 
 
Nevertheless the usually high standard deviations the two pool urea kinetic modelling 
shows in this study reflects its complexity. The complexity is both due to the model 
structure and due to the effort in handling. In general it can be assumed that two pool 
modelling describes the real situation more precise, because it is sure that there are 
at least two main pools present in the patient. Further not all tissue areas are equally 
supplied with blood and a local disequilibrium may be formed that acts as a further 
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urea pool. This in particular could be the case in patients with severe vascular 
dysfunction. Diabetes patients with decreased blood flow rates in the distal legs are 
an example, where the additional pool may not be negligible. These considerations 
can make it appear appropriate to add further small pools to the model. The 
complexity would further be increased and the model would loose practicability 
completely. This is only one side of the coin. The other side is the handling. Even if 
the model includes only two pools it is a high effort to establish the urea reference 
concentration for the ECF and ICF. To image the time course of the ECF 
concentration during the period from the previous to the end of the present dialysis it 
takes at least 6 blood samples and more would even be better. The rebound phase 
would further take 2-3 additional blood samples because the shape of the rebound is 
most important to model the inter-compartment clearance and therefore find a value 
for ICF urea concentration, which is not accessible from outside directly. To correctly 
integrate the residual clearance also all of the patients urine from the interdialytic 
phase must be sampled. 
 
This overall would burden the patient to an unacceptable extend. It is clear that two 
pool urea kinetic modelling – in particular in combination with permanent data 
recording during dialysis like in this study -  is only of interest for single investigation 
purposes of scientific character.   
 
 
Sodium shift and electrolytic volume measurement 
 
The primary goal of these studies was not to find a principle to measure V, and even 
if this is an important result it remains a side result. The difference of 2-5% for 
momentary measurements that is reported in several studies in the past has mainly 
been attributed to differences in the diffusion coefficients of urea and sodium, to 
different membrane effects or to inadequate correction of ultrafiltration. Also CPR has 
been made responsible (see chapter 2.2.1 and 2.4.1). The effect of sodium load or 
unload to the whole body water when performing the conductivity variations has 
erroneously been neglected. It could be demonstrated that sodium transfer via the 
membrane is the predominant reason for the inaccuracy of the electrolytical 
dialysance measurement and even a dilutive distribution volume measurement is 
considerable.  
 
Further it was demonstrated that different types of conductivity variations - each with 
specific sodium loads – differ in their results under the same conditions. A major 
criterion achieving accurate results is to keep the transferred amount of sodium 
comparably small in relation to the sodium present in the total sodium distribution 
volume of the patient. The sodium load to measure the ionic dialysance should not 
exceed approximately 0.05mmol/10l of urea distribution volume. If this is sufficiently 
fulfilled, the contribution of all other effects that could be responsible for inaccuracy 
are of remarkably smaller magnitude. Some authors may have partially violated this 
condition in applying step-shaped variation of inlet conductivity lasting until the 
patient-machine system has become stable. As the data clearly show in-vitro and 
also indicate in-vivo the sodium transfer during this period seems to be diluted in at 
least large fractions of body water: The transfer is sufficient to allow a distribution 
volume measurement (r=0.92) in-vitro and even a good estimation in-vivo. A 
correlation of r= 0.71 to the patients urea distribution volume was found at an 
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average of 8.5 dialysis sessions. Although the correlation only tests for linearity, the 
absolute difference of  –7.1% is striking. This had not been expected following the 
simplified linear mathematical model which does not take into account the inequality 
of sodium and urea distribution spaces and the exponential behaviour of the system. 
Moreover recirculation was not introduced as well as urea generation and the 
physiological sodium transfer properties of living cells. Using E 2.5.3.j based on a 
linear model does not seem to be sufficient to measure V with low SD precisely but 
seems to describe correctly the quality and roughly the quantity of the underlying 
sodium transfer effect. A more sophisticated model including the correct differential 
equation with respect to recirculation should be more appropriate but is still under 
development and was not applied within this work. On this background the in-vivo 
correlation as well as the absolute error is remarkable low and indicates that 
cardiopulmonary recirculation can not be responsible for the dialysance 
measurement error alone, because CPR is not proportional to urea distribution 
volume. The result shows that the whole fluid fraction of the patient seems to be 
involved in sodium transfer and in that sense it could be understood as a kind of 
‘whole body recirculation’. Intracellular water also seems to partially participate in 
spite of the majority of the sodium ions being confined to ECF, because the 
concentration variations generated by the measurement can not be explained by 
ECF alone. This could be an argument for a sodium load/unload equivalent osmotic 
transmembrane water shift, so that the virtual, dilutively visible sodium distribution 
volume would match urea distribution volume or at least be proportional. If this is 
true, larger molecules should also be removed from the cells by osmotic convection 
initiated by an oscillating sodium load/unload sequence and a convenient push-pull 
combination of sodium and ultrafiltration profiles. Further this would allow a true 
measurement of the urea distribution volume, thus not only K but actually Kt/V could 
be measured electrolytically. 
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6. Conclusions 
 
 
Within the three percent resolution of this investigation conductivity based 
measurements of dialysance and Kt/V equal the related urea based values if the 
measurement is performed in a technically correct way. Within this limits it can be 
assumed that urea clearance and ionic dialysance are equivalent under typical 
dialysis conditions and can be regarded as a substitute for each other. If no absolute 
urea mass transfer information is desired, there is no need to involve a laboratory to 
measure Kt/V. 
 
According to this study the information on V can be acquired with sufficient accuracy 
using Watson’s formula but decreasing the result for 12-14% because the urea 
generation rate seems not to be included correctly in Watson’s formula.  This should 
be done with great care because a V reduction increases Kt/V and bears the risk of 
under-dialysis if it is used for dose prescription. The careful clinician will frequently 
control the prescription using laboratory values. Only after a longer period of own 
experience it can be recommended to use conductivity based results for prescription 
purposes, but never exclusively. 
 
The same recommendation is made for plasma sodium measurements. In this case 
the measurement also comprises an empirical component, the translation from 
measured conductivities to sodium concentrations. This does not mean that the 
values should not be included in own considerations but it means they should be 
used very critical. A patient that is strongly deviating from his usual plasma sodium 
condition when starting dialysis will clearly be detected. Plasma sodium variations of 
only 1.5 mmol/l will not clearly be identified, the method will show valid results only at 
derivations above 2 mmol/l . 
 
The predominating reason for inaccuracy of clearance measurements is sodium 
transfer into large fractions of body water during the measurement. This conclusion is 
based on these findings: 
 
�� a relation KeCn01 < KeCn12 < KeCn02 in accordance with theory exists. 
�� the theory based on the assumption that sodium is transferred is able to measure 

quite accurate in-vitro the volume of a container whose volume is absolutely 
known. This also shows the simplifications are acceptable and the theory is not 
over-stressed.  

�� in-vivo with a real patient whom we hesitate to simply regard as a container we 
have also found a noteworthy correlation of 0.71 with measuring the urea 
distribution volume by means of sodium step profiles (figure 4.2.3.3.a). This is 
found versus a reference which itself is not perfect (direct quantification). 

�� the error of sodium step profiles is volume dependent. Higher sodium transfer 
relative to VDQ reduces accuracy . 

 
 
The conclusion is to confine the sodium transfer necessary to measure the 
dialysance to the technical limits of the system resolution and to avoid prolonged 
periods of sodium transfer like those generated by steady state profiles. This can be 
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achieved especially using small conductivity variations such as boli or continuous 
composite sinuous shapes instead of sustaining stepwise variations. If it is necessary 
to use stepwise variations, a mean dialysance result of symmetric up and down step-
profiles should be used to better cancel their inverse errors. A violation of the 
principle of sodium transfer reduction may result in urea distribution volume related 
errors of the dialysance measurement. 
 
Electrolytic sodium distribution volume analysis clearly proves the influence of 
sodium transfer during step-profiles by showing plausible results according to the 
theory of dilution. It encourages further development of the principle of dilutive 
volume measurements to a valid method to determine sodium distribution volume. It 
is beyond the scope of this work to discuss if the virtual sodium distribution volume 
nearly equals urea distribution volume or at least is proportional, as the data might 
indicate. The question if and why we see urea distribution volume diluting with 
sodium must be addressed in the future and can not be decided by only the few data 
of a single study. A true conductivity based Kt/V(Urea) measurement including V  
must be the technical goal. 
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7. Prospect 
 
The findings of this study have been processed to develop an algorithm that is 
working within the software of Fresenius Medical Care 4008 and 4008B dialysis 
machines. This algorithm is suited to measure KeCnBolus, t and plasma sodium 
according to the principles that are explained in the theoretical part of this work and 
to the same methods as used in the practical part. Also other companies have made 
strong efforts to implement a similar solution comprising the use of conductivity step 
functions (KeCn12) into their dialysis machines in the last decade. This may 
demonstrate that there is a strong demand for automated, reliable dialysis 
quantification. Too many patients have suffered from poor dialysis outcome. A 
striking argument for better dialysis is found in the USRDS annual data report 1999 
that still has reported for 1997 US ESRD patients a remaining life time expectancy of 
only 5-7 years if they are in the age of 50-54 years compared to 23-31 years 
averaged for the US population of the same age. Even if the situation is different in 
Europe this is a number that can not be accepted and overcoming this situation is a 
challenge to all who are involved in dialysis care.  
 
The discussion about the value of urea based Kt/V is still controversy. In spite of all 
controversies and different schedules of dialysis there is no doubt that Kt/V in an 
intermittent 3x4h dialysis should not fall below approximately 1.2 - 1.3 [Go1, Hak, 
Low2, Par, DOQI] per session. If it does the consequences for the patients morbidity 
and their quality of life are evident. 
 
In the past it was not possible to control the ‘dose’ of dialysis continuously. The 
burden to the patients and the additional costs for laboratory and staff prevents to 
draw blood samples for urea or creatinine analysis every dialysis treatment. Only in 
intensive care and hospitalised environment it is usual to control the efficiency of 
dialysis day by day or week by week. In all other dialysis facilities the regular control 
usually is performed in longer periods. But every single dialysis that has not 
completely been successful is accumulated and must be avoided to guarantee an 
optimum of care and quality of life to the patients. The conductivity based ‘dose’ 
control now gives a tool to the hand of the physician that does not take any additional 
effort or cost and therefore allows to continuously supervise the efficiency of dialysis. 
If this tool is consequently used the failure rate of dialysis due to often reused, wrong 
type or occluded filters, to increased recirculation, wrong access positioning or 
operation parameters like blood flow are past now. The ability of the system to 
measure the plasma sodium of the patients is a support for the clinician to determine 
if a patient is in a different fluid or osmotic balance and needs additional care or 
different prescription. These improvements indeed can be regarded as a step to 
better dialysis. 
 
 
These humanitarian considerations are one aspect. Another aspect is that dialysis 
nowadays not at least is a growing matter of commerce since approximately 0.5o/oo of 
humans in the industrialised nations are ESRD patients. This means the monetary 
and social costs of dialysis must be kept under control in times the health insurance 
systems are charged to their limits. A cost neutral, permanent quality control of 
dialysis -which is possible with the technique described in this work- is a small but not 
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negligible contribution to a general good clinical outcome of numerous patients. Used 
correctly it can help to reduce ESRD related hospitalisation and follow up costs.  
 
The results of this work meanwhile are implemented into commonly available dialysis 
machines and the experience of the first time shows that the principle works accurate 
and is well accepted by the clinicians, even if there is still enough space for further 
developments in this field. 
 
In this sense the author wishes that many clinicians consider the advantages of the 
electrolytical dialysance measurement and are open to integrate it into their therapy if 
they are convinced it is useful for their patients. 
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8. Equations and Abbreviations 

 

Dialysance and direct quantification: 
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�D Donnan-Factor: concentration ratio of ions at equilibrium at both sides of the filter membrane 

cbi, cbo Blood inlet (i) concentration, Blood outlet (o) concentration 

cb, cd General : concentration in blood, concentration in dialysate. Occasionally also conductivity in blood, dialysate. 

CdiI Conductivity of inlet dialysate (with index: at time I). Sometimes also more general used not for conductivity but for 
concentration of any agent. 

CdoJ Conductivity of outlet dialysate (with index: at time J) Sometimes also more general used not for conductivity but for 
concentration of any agent. 

D Diffusive dialysance (without ultrafiltration) 

DQ Refers to direct quantification of urea by dialysate sampling 

eSPVV 
eSPVVUKM 

Refers to equilibrated Single Pool Variable Volume urea kinetic model 

FP Fraction of protein 

g, g(t) (time dependent) conductivity transfer-function of patient / machine system 

G, G(t), G’(t) Generation rate, Generation rate as a function of time, (virtual) generation rate reduced for residual clearance 

K Clearance / dialysance in general 

KeUBti Bloodside effective urea clearance at time i 

KeCNI,J Ionic dialysance using cdiI, cdiJ, cdoI,cdoJ 

KeCnBolus Ionic dialysance using the bolus principle 

JB, JD Bloodside and Dialysate side mass flux at the filter 

MBE Mass balance error 

ME Mean error 

MUrea Total mass of urea in drain dialysate 

OCM Online clearance measurement 

PWF Plasma water fraction, set to 0.8 in this study 

Qd Dialysate flow rate 

Qb,Qe Total, effective bloodflow rate 

Qf Ultrafiltration rate 

R Recirculation ratio 

S Skewness of a distribution or population 

SD Standard deviation 

SP Refers to Single Pool urea kinetic model 

systemic Used as an index that indicates that a variable (concentration, flow...) refers to systemic blood 

t0 Time at start of dialysis 

t30 Time 30 min after termination of dialysis 

t, tDial, tBypass Time in general, time of dialysis duration, time of alarms or filter in bypass 

tEnd Time at the end of dialysis 

tf Mean flow time of dialysate from inlet to outlet conductivity cell 

ti Refers to a particular time i 

TP Total protein 

UDO,ti Urea concentration of filter outlet dialysate 

UPWA,ti Plasma water urea concentration at arterial inlet of dialyser at time i 

UPW,t0, 
UPW,tEnd, 
UPW,t30 

Urea concentration of plasma water at the beginning / at the end / 30 min after termination of dialysis. 

UPWV,ti Plasma water urea concentration at venous outlet of dialyser at time i 

V 
VDQ 
VeSPVV 
V2PUKM 

Urea distribution volume in general or 
according to Direct Quantification 
according to equilibrated single pool variable volume urea kinetic model 
according to Two pool urea kinetic model 
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10. Appendix 
 

10.1. The source code of the two pool calculation loop. 
 
 
void CFileDoc::TwoPoolCalcer(double t, double *SetOfParams, double *Y_at_t, double *dY_dParams, int NrOfParams) 
{ 
  
 
 //First we do the calculation during the session: from index InbetwStepnumber to SumOfSteps-1 to get V:  
//See theory 99 Aug. 17, sheet 4 in UWü directory    
 
// The analysis theory: GStr, the generation rate, in a first aproach is calculated from direct quantification volume. 
// With this fixed rate we calculate a volume with respect only to the start and t30 urea concentration using the clearance 
// from array KeCn_of_t. That means we get a volume including generation rate and rebound. This is better than that of 
// direct quantification. This new volume again now is used to calculate the generation rate again. And so on.  
// The end is found if both values become stable within a particular variation epsG and epsV which can be specified. 
// V is meant as the sum of intra- and extracellular volume. The inner distribution of both values is found by first fitting  
// the extracellular concentration to the measurements we have from the 2 or 3 clearance references and further to the 
// tend concentration. So the variation of the concentration of the outer pool over time is well known. (Always done with a 
// least square fit.  
 
// Starting values for the sums: 
  TotalUF_of_T = 0;   
  IBTotalUF_of_T = 0;   
  Total_Generation = 0; 
  IBTotal_Generation = 0; 
  Heavi_Ce_Ci = 0; 
  Heavi_Ci_Ce = 0; 
   
 
  S1[0]._1 = 0;S1[0]._2 = 0;S1[0]._3 = 0;S1[0]._4 = 0; 
  S2[0]._1 = 0;S2[0]._2 = 0;S2[0]._3 = 0;S2[0]._4 = 0; 
  S3[0]._1 = 0;S3[0]._2 = 0;S3[0]._3 = 0;S3[0]._4 = 0; 
  S4[0]._1 = 0;S4[0]._2 = 0;S4[0]._3 = 0;S4[0]._4 = 0; 
  S5[0]._1 = 0;S5[0]._2 = 0;S5[0]._3 = 0;S5[0]._4 = 0; 
  
 
  VI[0]._1 =    SetOfParams[0]; 
  VE[0]._1 =    SetOfParams[1]; 
  GStr     =    SetOfParams[2]; 
  ClearanceCorrFct = SetOfParams[3];  
 
 
 
// The inbetween fit: 
 
for (int runner = 0; runner <= InbetwStepnumber ; runner++) 
{ 
  //first assignments of the last turn: 
  if (runner > 0) 
  { 
    // preparing the Sx: 
    S1[runner]._1 = S1[runner-1]._1 + kr*(CE[runner-1]-CI[runner-1].First)*InbetwStepwidth/60*100; // in ml 
    S2[runner]._1 = S2[runner-1]._1 + K1D/100*(CI[runner-1].First-CE[runner-1])*InbetwStepwidth/60; // in 
            //mg 

S3[runner]._1 = S3[runner-1]._1 + kr*(CE[runner-1]-CI[runner-1].First)*CE[runner-
1]*Heavi_Ci_Ce*InbetwStepwidth/60;// in mg 
S4[runner]._1 = S4[runner-1]._1 + kr*(CE[runner-1]-CI[runner-1].First)*CI[runner-
1].First*Heavi_Ce_Ci*InbetwStepwidth/60;//mg 

    S5[runner]._1 = S5[runner-1]._1 + ResClr/100*CE[runner-1]*InbetwStepwidth/60; 
 
    IBTotalUF_of_T  -= TotalUF/InbetwStepnumber; 
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    IBTotal_Generation += SetOfParams[2] * InbetwStepwidth/60; 
     
    //assume the next Ci,Ce:        
            
    CI[runner].First  = CiBinoms[runner-1].Root1; 
    CI[runner].Second = CiBinoms[runner-1].Root2; 
    CE[runner]  = CeBinoms[runner-1].Root1; 
    //CE[runner]._2  = CeBinoms[runner-1].Root2; 
 
    //and calc the next volumes: 
    // if kr == 0 we automatically distribute the fluid transfer 2/3 to ICF and 1/3 to ECF 
    // (its the standard approach if you dont know about internal fluid shifts 
 
    if (kr ==0) 
     { 
        VI[runner]._1  = SetOfParams[0] - 2*IBTotalUF_of_T/3; 
     VE[runner]._1  = SetOfParams[1] - IBTotalUF_of_T/3; 
     } 
    else 
     { 
     VI[runner]._1  = SetOfParams[0] -S1[runner]._1; 
     VE[runner]._1  = SetOfParams[1] +S1[runner]._1- 
                      IBTotalUF_of_T; 
     } 
  } 
 
  // First CI: 
  Heavi_Ce_Ci = (((CE[runner]-CI[runner].First)>0)?1:0); 
  Heavi_Ci_Ce = (((CI[runner].First-CE[runner])>0)?1:0); 
  

CiBinoms[runner].m =(kr-kr*Heavi_Ce_Ci)*InbetwStepwidth/60;    //kr in dl/(mg/dl*min) ; .m unit is 
//dl/(mg/dl) 

  CiBinoms[runner].n =SetOfParams[0]/100 -     0.01 * S1[runner]._1   + 
                      (K1D/100-kr*CE[runner]- 
kr*CE[runner]*Heavi_Ci_Ce+kr*CE[runner]*Heavi_Ce_Ci)*InbetwStepwidth/60; 

            
        //.n unit is dl 
  CiBinoms[runner].q =S2[runner]._1 + S3[runner]._1 - SetOfParams[0]/100 * CI[0].First + S4[runner]._1 
                      +(kr*CE[runner]*CE[runner]*Heavi_Ci_Ce - K1D/100*CE[runner])*InbetwStepwidth/60;  
            
        //.q unit is mg 
  CiBinoms[runner] = SolveSqrEqn(CiBinoms[runner]); 
 
  // and than CE: 
  CeBinoms[runner].m =(kr-kr*Heavi_Ci_Ce)*InbetwStepwidth/60; 
  CeBinoms[runner].n =SetOfParams[1]/100  -   IBTotalUF_of_T/100 
                      + 0.01 * S1[runner]._1   + 
                      (K1D/100-kr*CI[runner].First+kr*CI[runner].First*Heavi_Ci_Ce-kr*CI[runner].First*Heavi_Ce_Ci)  //to run  

//also the first 
  *InbetwStepwidth/60; 

  CeBinoms[runner].q =S5[runner]._1- SetOfParams[1]/100 * CE[0] - S2[runner]._1 
        -S3[runner]._1 -  S4[runner]._1 - IBTotal_Generation   
        +(kr*CI[runner].First*CI[runner].First*Heavi_Ce_Ci – 

K1D/100*CI[runner].First)*InbetwStepwidth/60; 
 
  CeBinoms[runner] = SolveSqrEqn(CeBinoms[runner]); 
     
}//for (int runner = 0; runner <= InbetwStepnumber ; runner++) 
 
runner--; 
 
// The session fit: 
for (runner; runner < SumOfSteps ; runner++) 
{ 
  //first assignments of the last turn: 
  if (runner > InbetwStepnumber) 
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  { 
    // preparing the Sx: 
    S1[runner]._1 = S1[runner-1]._1 + kr*(CE[runner-1]-CI[runner-1].First)*SessnStepwidth/60*100; // in ml 
    S2[runner]._1 = S2[runner-1]._1 + K1D/100*(CI[runner-1].First-CE[runner-1])*SessnStepwidth/60; // in mg 
    S3[runner]._1 = S3[runner-1]._1 + kr*(CE[runner-1]-CI[runner-1].First)*CE[runner- 

1]*Heavi_Ci_Ce*SessnStepwidth/60;// in mg 
    S4[runner]._1 = S4[runner-1]._1 + kr*(CE[runner-1]-CI[runner-1].First)*CI[runner- 

1].First*Heavi_Ce_Ci*SessnStepwidth/60;//mg 
    S5[runner]._1 = S5[runner-1]._1 + (ResClr+SetOfParams[3]*KeCN_of_t.Mean((runner- 

InbetwStepnumber-1)*SessnStepwidth, 
     (runner-InbetwStepnumber)*SessnStepwidth))/100 
     *CE[runner-1]*SessnStepwidth/60;       //mg 
    TotalUF_of_T  += D_RealUfRate.Mean((runner-InbetwStepnumber-1)*SessnStepwidth, 
        (runner-InbetwStepnumber)*SessnStepwidth) 

                                             /60*SessnStepwidth/60; 
    Total_Generation += SetOfParams[2] * SessnStepwidth/60; 
     
    //assume the next Ci,Ce:        
            
        //mg 
    CI[runner].First  = CiBinoms[runner-1].Root1; 
    CI[runner].Second = CiBinoms[runner-1].Root2; 
    CE[runner]  = CeBinoms[runner-1].Root1; 
    //CE[runner]._2  = CeBinoms[runner-1].Root2; 
 
    //and calc the next volumes: 
    // if kr == 0 we automatically distribute the fluid transfer 2/3 to ICF and 1/3 to ECF 
    // (its the standard approach if you dont know about internal fluid shifts 
 
     if (kr == 0) 
   { 
     VI[runner]._1  = VI[InbetwStepnumber]._1 -2*TotalUF_of_T/3; 
     VE[runner]._1  = VE[InbetwStepnumber]._1 -TotalUF_of_T/3; 
   } 
     else  // allns blivt bi'n ohln 
     { 
     VI[runner]._1  = VI[InbetwStepnumber]._1 -S1[runner]._1; 
     VE[runner]._1  = VE[InbetwStepnumber]._1 +S1[runner]._1- 
                      TotalUF_of_T; 
   } 
  } 
  else 
  { 
   // Starting values for the sums: 
 
    S1[runner]._1 = 0;S1[runner]._2 = 0;S1[runner]._3 = 0;S1[runner]._4 = 0; 
    S2[runner]._1 = 0;S2[runner]._2 = 0;S2[runner]._3 = 0;S2[runner]._4 = 0; 
    S3[runner]._1 = 0;S3[runner]._2 = 0;S3[runner]._3 = 0;S3[runner]._4 = 0; 
    S4[runner]._1 = 0;S4[runner]._2 = 0;S4[runner]._3 = 0;S4[runner]._4 = 0; 
    S5[runner]._1 = 0;S5[runner]._2 = 0;S5[runner]._3 = 0;S5[runner]._4 = 0; 
  
 
  } 
 
  // First CI: 
  Heavi_Ce_Ci = (((CE[runner]-CI[runner].First)>0)?1:0); 
  Heavi_Ci_Ce = (((CI[runner].First-CE[runner])>0)?1:0); 
  
  CiBinoms[runner].m =(kr-kr*Heavi_Ce_Ci)*SessnStepwidth/60;     //kr in dl/(mg/dl*min) ; .m unit is  

dl/(mg/dl) 
  CiBinoms[runner].n =VI[InbetwStepnumber]._1/100 -     0.01 * S1[runner]._1   + 
                      (K1D/100-kr*CE[runner]-kr*CE[runner]*Heavi_Ci_Ce+kr*CE[runner]*Heavi_Ce_Ci)*SessnStepwidth/60; 
            
        //.n unit is dl 
  CiBinoms[runner].q =S2[runner]._1 + S3[runner]._1 - VI[InbetwStepnumber]._1/100 * CI[InbetwStepnumber].First +  

S4[runner]._1 
                +(kr*CE[runner]*CE[runner]*Heavi_Ci_Ce - K1D/100*CE[runner])*SessnStepwidth/60;  
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        //.q unit is mg 
  CiBinoms[runner] = SolveSqrEqn(CiBinoms[runner]); 
 
  // and than CE: 
  CeBinoms[runner].m =(kr-kr*Heavi_Ci_Ce)*SessnStepwidth/60; 
  CeBinoms[runner].n =VE[InbetwStepnumber]._1/100  -   TotalUF_of_T/100 
                      + 0.01 * S1[runner]._1   + 
                      (K1D/100-kr*CI[runner].First+kr*CI[runner].First*Heavi_Ci_Ce-kr*CI[runner].First*Heavi_Ce_Ci+  
                         SetOfParams[3]*KeCN_of_t.Mean(((runner-InbetwStepnumber-1 < 0)? 0 :runner-InbetwStepnumber- 

1)*SessnStepwidth, 
       ((runner-InbetwStepnumber<=0)?1:runner-InbetwStepnumber)*SessnStepwidth)/100)  //to run  

//also the first 
  *SessnStepwidth/60; 

  CeBinoms[runner].q =S5[runner]._1- VE[InbetwStepnumber]._1/100 * CE[InbetwStepnumber] - S2[runner]._1 
        -S3[runner]._1 -  S4[runner]._1 - Total_Generation   
        +(kr*CI[runner].First*CI[runner].First*Heavi_Ce_Ci – 

K1D/100*CI[runner].First)*SessnStepwidth/60; 
 
  CeBinoms[runner] = SolveSqrEqn(CeBinoms[runner]); 
     
}//for (int runner = InbetwStepnumber; runner <= SumOfSteps ; runner++) 
      
 
// Filling in the return values in dependence of t: 
 
 
// t = 3: The returnvalue is Ce_t30 of the current treatment, ... 
//if (t > CE.GetSize()-1)  
if (t > 3) 
{ 
 Y_at_t[0] = 0; 
 //Y_at_t[1] = -1;   //error flag 
} 
else  
{ 
  
 switch  ((int) t) 
 { 
  case 1: 
  { 
  Y_at_t[0] = CE[(long double)Xindex1]; // return CE at t 
     //Y_at_t[1] = 0;   //error flag 
  break; 
  } 
  case 2: 
  { 
  Y_at_t[0] = CE[(long double)Xindex2]; // return CE at t 
     //Y_at_t[1] = 0;   //error flag 
  break; 
  } 
  case 3: 
  { 
  Y_at_t[0] = CE[(long double)Xindex3]; // return CE at t 
     //Y_at_t[1] = 0;   //error flag 
  break; 
  } 
  default: 
  { 
  Y_at_t[0] = 0; 
  break; 
  } 
 } 
 
 if (dY_dParams == NULL)    // see if we have to perform derivatives: 
 
 {// we dont have to ! 
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  //Y_at_t[2] = -1;  // error flag in first derivative 
 } 
 else 
 {// we have to derive the derivatives 
   double SetOfParamsDerv[4];                   // 4 fit parameters 2pKM : Vi, Ve, GStr and KeCN(Bolus) 
   double CE_ThisTurnDerv[4]; 
    
 
   // dY_at_t[0]/dSetOfParams[0] at t: 
   
SetOfParamsDerv[0]=SetOfParams[0]+1;SetOfParamsDerv[1]=SetOfParams[1];SetOfParamsDerv[2]=SetOfParams[2]; 
   TwoPoolCalcer(t,SetOfParamsDerv,CE_ThisTurnDerv,NULL, Nr_OfParams); 
         dY_dParams[0] = CE_ThisTurnDerv[0]-Y_at_t[0]; 
   //Y_at_t[2] = CE_ThisTurnDerv[1]; 
 
   // dY_at_t[0]/dSetOfParams[1] at t: 
   
SetOfParamsDerv[0]=SetOfParams[0];SetOfParamsDerv[1]=SetOfParams[1]+1;SetOfParamsDerv[2]=SetOfParams[2]; 
   TwoPoolCalcer(t,SetOfParamsDerv,CE_ThisTurnDerv,NULL, Nr_OfParams); 
         dY_dParams[1] = CE_ThisTurnDerv[0]-Y_at_t[0]; 
   //Y_at_t[2] += CE_ThisTurnDerv[1]; 
    
   // dY_at_t[0]/dSetOfParams[2] at t: 
   
SetOfParamsDerv[0]=SetOfParams[0];SetOfParamsDerv[1]=SetOfParams[1];SetOfParamsDerv[2]=SetOfParams[2]+1; 
   TwoPoolCalcer(t,SetOfParamsDerv,CE_ThisTurnDerv,NULL, Nr_OfParams); 
         dY_dParams[2] = CE_ThisTurnDerv[0]-Y_at_t[0]; 
   //Y_at_t[2] += CE_ThisTurnDerv[1]; 
 
 
 
   //if (Y_at_t[2] < 0) Y_at_t[2] = -1;  // error flag in first derivative 
 
 
 } 
} 
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10.2. MI Study: The patient and treatment parameter details 
 
Patient related parameters 
 
 
Parameter 

Patient 
Age  

Years 
  

Gender Height 
cm

‘Dry’ 
weight

kg

Mean 
weight at 

dialysis 
start

kg

Heart rate 
1/min 

init. blood 
pressure 

syst
mm Hg

init. blood 
pressure 

diast
mm Hg

residual 
creatinine 
clearance

ml/min

mean
Hemato-

crit
%

mean 
recircu-

lation 
% 

1 22    male 181 73,0 73,0 76 143 74 1,8 35 5,0
2 63    female 160 76,0 76,7 74 171 85 3,3 31 5,3
3 82    male 168 63,0 63,2 72 152 77 0,0 35 5,0
4 58    male 182 85,0 87,4 77 174 83 7,0 35 4,0
5 26    male 188 78,0 80,4 76 156 89 10,7 35 4,7
6 47    male 184 79,6 79,0 74 129 76 0,0 34 4,6
7 77    male 172 80,0 81,7 76 155 81 0,0 28 5,1
8 73    female 168 45,0 45,3 69 173 89 0,5 30 6,1
9 65    male 170 70,0 72,3 74 145 81 6,3 32 14,2

10 74    female 165 73,0 73,6 76 165 81 4,8 30 6,8
11 72    female 168 62,0 67,4 77 164 78 0,0 30 6,2
12 58    female 168 61,7 60,8 75 153 89 4,0 30 7,0
13 70    male 170 78,0 78,9 76 179 88 0,0 32 5,4
14 51    male 184 84,0 83,8 75 161 90 10,7 32 4,3
15 67    male 175 86,5 86,3 76 135 73 7,5 27 4,7
16 42    male 182 93,0 89,0 78 192 102 4,5 34 4,5
17 47    male 173 82,0 82,6 80 166 89 0,0 31 5,5
18 52    female 168 73,5 73,6 72 141 81 7,2 30 5,1
19 60    male 174 65,7 66,0 73 145 82 3,3 30 5,1
20 68    male 183 68,4 69,2 78 147 73 7,8 29 4,3

     

Mean 58,7    30%f;70%m 174,15 73,9 74,5 75 157 83 4,0 32 5,6
SD 16,1    7,8 11,0 10,6 2,5 15,9 7,1 3,7 2,5 2,2

 
Table 10.2.a: The table shows anthropometric and  patient related parameters of the collective participating the MI study. 
 



 
 
Treatment  related parameter 
 
 

Parameter
Patient

Dialysate 
conductivity 

mS/cm 

Blood 
flow

ml/min

Dialysate 
flow

ml/min

Ultrafiltrate 
flow

ml/min

Treatment 
duration 

min 

Filtertype

1 14,08   189 539 8,1 277 Fresenius F8
2 14,09   183 548 8,0 206 Fresenius F8
3 14,16   186 547 9,1 206 Fresenius F8
4 14,29   191 541 9,0 201 Fresenius F8
5 14,24   190 540 8,7 224 Fresenius F8
6 14,20   187 547 9,5 214 Fresenius F8
7 14,17   202 544 7,3 212 Fresenius F8
8 14,27   197 552 11,7 215 Fresenius F8
9 14,15   205 538 6,1 219 Fresenius F8

10 14,19   208 540 9,2 201 Fresenius F8
11 14,15   202 542 6,0 203 Fresenius F8
12 14,09   204 554 6,2 209 Fresenius F8
13 14,15   207 535 7,7 205 Fresenius F8
14 14,12   214 576 9,3 202 Fresenius F8
15 14,07   213 580 10,3 217 Fresenius F8
16 14,21   201 547 11,3 203 Fresenius F8
17 14,20   208 549 11,8 215 Fresenius F8
18 14,07   209 586 7,7 225 Fresenius F8
19 14,16   211 566 8,0 204 Fresenius F8
20 14,13   207 587 7,7 226 Fresenius F8

   

Mean 14,16  201 553 8,6 214

 
Table 10.2.b: The table shows treatment  related parameters of the collective participating the MI study. The blood flow values are the prescribed whole blood flow values that have been adjusted at the blood pump. Due to the correction 
of arterial inlet pressure the actual blood flows are lower. 
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10.3. MII Study: The patient and treatment parameter details 
 
Patient related parameters 
 
 
Parameter 

Patient 
Age  

Years 
  

Gender Height
cm

‘Dry’ 
weight

kg

Mean 
weight at 

dialysis 
start

kg

Heart rate 
1/min 

init. blood 
pressure 

syst
mm Hg

init. blood 
pressure 

diast
mm Hg

residual 
creatinine 
clearance

ml/min

mean
Hemato-

crit
%

mean 
recircu-

lation 
% 

1 67    female 160 51,2 51,9 74 143 81 7,4 30 5,0
2 58    female 164 51,9 52,3 75 149 79 5,6 31 6,4
3 70    male 178 80,0 83,4 77 132 74 0,0 32 5,0
4 49    male 173 82,0 84,9 74 132 75 5,4 29 4,9
5 98    female 162 65,0 65,6 81 165 97 5,6 28 4,9
6 63    female 158 62,5 66,6 74 139 66 0,0 30 5,2
7 51    male 176 87,9 90,3 76 156 84 6,3 34 4,7
8 78    male 64,0 64,7 77 127 68 0,0 32 5,7
9 72    male 80,6 80,6 75 135 75 9,1 32 5,0

10 76    male 159 70,0 72,0 84 111 70 5,3 32 5,4
     

Mean 65 40%f, 60%m 166 70,1 71,2 77  139 77 4,5 31 5,2
SD 14,4  8,1 12,8 13,4 3,3  15,2 8,9 3,3 1,8 0,5

 
Table 10.3.a: The table shows anthropometric and  patient related parameters of the collective participating the MII study. 
 
 





 
Treatment  related parameter 
 
 

Parameter
Patient

Dialysate 
conductivity 

mS/cm 

Blood 
flow

ml/min

Dialysate 
flow

ml/min

Ultrafiltrate 
flow

ml/min

Treatment 
duration 

min 

Filtertype

1 14,12   212 520 7,7 210,12 Fresenius F8
2 14,12   217 516 7,0 224,55 Fresenius F8
3 14,12   212 517 10,2 235,35 Fresenius F8
4 14,08   213 512 10,1 223,40 Fresenius F8
5 14,07   212 520 9,4 222,88 Fresenius F8
6 14,09   213 567 11,1 221,71 Fresenius F8
7 14,07   212 515 10,8 223,86 Fresenius F8
8 14,13   215 521 7,1 207,91 Fresenius F8
9 14,13   211 549 7,9 220,36 Fresenius F8

10 14,09   213 577 8,0 213,59 Fresenius F8
  

Mean 14,10   213 531 8,9 220,37

 
Table 10.3.b: The table shows treatment  related parameters of the collective participating the MII study. The blood flow values are the prescribed whole blood flow values that have been adjusted at the blood pump. Due to the correction 
of arterial inlet pressure the actual blood flows are lower. 
 
 



10.4. Declaration of Helsinki 
 
Recommendations guiding physicians in biomedical research involving human 
subjects.  
 
 
Adopted by the 18th World Medical Assembly, Helsinki, Finland, June 1964, 
amended by the 29th World Medical Assembly, Tokio, Japan, October 1975, the 35th 
World Medical Assembly, Venice, Italy, October 1983 and the 41st World Medical 
Assembly, Hong Kong, September 1989.  
 
 
 INTRODUCTION  
 
 
 It is the mission of the physician to safeguard the health of the people. His or her 
knowledge and conscience are dedicated to the fulfilment of this mission.  
 
 The Declaration of Geneva of the World Medical Association binds the physician 
with the words: "The health of my patient will be my first consideration", and the 
International Code of Medical Ethics declares that: "A physician shall act only in the 
patient's interest when providing medical care which might have the effect of  
weakening the physical and mental condition of the patient".  
 
 The purpose of biomedical research involving human subjects must be to 
improve diagnostic, therapeutic and prophylactic procedures and the understanding 
of the aetiology and pathogenesis of disease.  
 
 In current medical practice most diagnostic, therapeutic or prophylactic 
procedures involve hazards. This applies especially to biomedical research.  
 
 Medical progress is based on research which ultimately must rest in part on 
experimentation involving human subjects.  
 
 In the field of biomedical research a fundamental distinction must be recognised 
between medical research in which the aim is essentially diagnostic or therapeutic for 
a patient, and medical research, the essential object of which is purely scientific and 
without direct diagnostic or therapeutic value to the person subjected to the research.  
 
 Special caution must be exercised in the conduct of research which may affect 
the environment, and the welfare of animals used for research must be respected. 
Because it is essential that the results of laboratory experiments be applied to human 
beings to further scientific knowledge and to help suffering humanity, the World 
Medical Association has prepared the following recommendations as a guide to 
every physician in biomedical research involving human subjects. They should be 
kept under review in the future. It must be stressed that the standards as drafted are 
only a guide to physicians all over the world. Physicians are not relieved from 
criminal, civil and ethical responsibilities under the laws of their own countries.  
 



I.  Basic principles  
1. Biomedical research involving human subjects must conform to generally 

accepted scientific principles and should be based on adequately performed 
laboratory -and animal experimentation and on a thorough knowledge of the 
scientific literature.  

2. The design and performance of each experimental procedure involving human 
subjects should be dearly formulated in an experimental protocol which should be 
transmitted to a specially appointed committee independent for consideration, 
comment and guidance.  

3. Biomedical research involving human subjects should be conducted only by 
scientifically qualified persons and under the supervision of a clinically competent 
medical person. The responsibility for the human subject must always rest with a 
medically qualified person and never rest on the subject of the research, even 
though the subject has given his or her consent.  

4. Biomedical research involving human subjects cannot legitimately be carried out 
unless the importance of the objective is in proportion to the inherent risk to the 
subject.  

5. Every biomedical research project involving human subjects should be preceded 
by careful assessment of predictable risks in comparison with foreseeable benefits 
to the subjects or to others. Concern for the interests of the subject must always 
prevail over the interests of science and society.  

6. The right of the research subject to safeguard his or her integrity must always be 
respected. Every precaution should be taken to respect the privacy of the subject 
and to minimise the impact of the study on the subject's physical and mental 
integrity and on the personality of the subject.  

7. Physicians should abstain from engaging in research projects involving human 
subjects unless they are satisfied that the hazards involved are believed to be 
predictable. Physicians should cease any investigation if the hazards are found to 
outweigh the potential benefits.  

8. In publication of the results of his or her research, the physician is obliged to 
preserve the accuracy of the results. Reports of experimentation not in accordance 
with the principles laid down in this Declaration should not be accepted for 
publication.  

9. In any research on human beings, each potential subject must be adequately 
informed of the aims, methods, anticipated benefits and potential hazards of the 
study and the discomfort it may entail-. He or she should be informed that he or 
she is at liberty to abstain from participation in the study and that he or she is free 
to withdraw his or her consent to participation at any time. The physician should 
then obtain the subject's freely-given informed consent, preferably in writing.  

10.When obtaining informed consent for the research project the physician should be 
particularly cautious if the subject is in a dependent relationship to him or her or 
may consent under duress. In that case the informed consent should be obtained 
by a physician who is not engaged in the investigation and who is completely 
independent of this official relationship.  

11.In case of legal incompetence, informed consent should be obtained from the 
legal guardian in accordance with national legislation. Where physical or mental 
incapacity makes it impossible to obtain informed consent, or when the subject is a 
minor, permission from the responsible relative replaces that of the subject in 
accordance with national legislation. Whenever the minor child is in fact able to 
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give a consent, the minor's consent must be obtained in addition to the consent of 
the minor's legal guardian.  

12.The research protocol should always contain a statement of the ethical 
considerations involved and should indicate that the principles enunciated in the 
present Declaration are complied with.  

 
II. Medical research combined with professional care (clinical research)  
1. In the treatment of the sick person, the physician must be free to use a new 

diagnostic and therapeutic measure, if in his or her judgement it offers hope of 
saving life, re-establishing health or alleviating suffering.  

2. The potential benefits, hazards and discomfort of a new method should be 
weighed against the advantages of the best current diagnostic and therapeutic 
methods.  

3. In any medical study, every patient - including those of a control group, if any - 
should be assured of the best proven diagnostic and therapeutic method.  

4. The refusal of the patient to participate in the study must never interfere with the 
physician-patient relationship.  

5. If the physician considers it essential not to obtain informed consent, the specific 
reasons for this proposal should be stated in the experimental protocol for 
transmission to the independent committee (I.2).  

6. The physician can combine medical research with professional care, the objective 
being the acquisition of new medical knowledge, only to the extent that medical 
research is justified by its potential diagnostic or therapeutic value for the patient. 

  
III. Non-therapeutic biomedical research involving human subjects (non-clinical  
 biomedical research)  
1. In the purely scientific application of medical research carried out on a human 

being, it is the duty of the physician to remain the protector of the life and health of 
that person on whom biomedical research is being carried out.  

2. The subjects should be volunteers - either healthy persons or patients for whom 
the experimental design is not related to the patient's illness.  

3. The investigator or the investigating team should discontinue the research if in 
his/her or their judgement it may, if continued, be harmful to the individual.  

4. In research on man, the interest of science and society should never take 
precedence over considerations related to the well-being of the subject. 
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10.5. Statistics 
 
The statistical methods that have been used in this work are concise and clear but 
will be added here to complete the description. 
 
Mean values, SD: 
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Correlation: 
 
In all cases the data were presented such that the dependence can expected to be 
linear. This usually allows to calculate the linear correlation coefficient r: 
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In some cases – in particular in momentary clearance comparisons – the value cloud 
is so dense and located to only a small region so that the SD is comparable to the 
mean error. In this cases even an excellent measurement principle gives poor 
correlations. It makes no sense to calculate r in this cases. 
 
Significance evaluation: 
 
Significance statements are based on a significance level of  �=0.95. In general 
student’s t-test for paired data has been used because the t-distribution can be 
applied also for small numbers of samples if they are normal distributed. It 
approaches the Gaussian normal distribution for large sample numbers. The test has 
been used for paired data because the comparison was always made for a data pair 
that was won by measuring the identical physical state with two different principles. 
This means the data have an inherent context. So it was not only to test if the 
distribution and the average of the two principles are equal but also if two related 
measurements from both principles match each other sufficiently. Only if this is the 

case the t-test for paired data regards the data to be 
not significantly different. Therefore it is more critical 
than the standard t-test. 
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E 10.5.a 

Although student’s t-test for paired data is not very 
sensitive to deviations from the normal distribution 
all populations have been visually inspected for 
normal distribution. In doubt the skewness S has 
been calculated using E 10.5.a [Fi, Pet]. 
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n is the number of samples, x the value of a single 
sample, x the  average of all xi. 
 
According to table 4 in [Pet] the test variable S/SD3 has 
been compared to the g-value of this table. If S/SD3 �  g, 
the population has been regarded to be normal 
distributed. There was no population involved in this study 
that was found to be not normal distributed in this sense. 
The values for g are given in table 10.5 a.  This 
comparison is the justification to use student’ t-test.  

# samples g 
50 0.55 
75 0.454 
100 0.395 
125 0.354 
150 0.324 
175 0.301 
200 0.282 
250 0.253 
300 0.231 
350 0.214 
400 0.201 
450 0.189 
500 0.180 
Table 10.5.a: g values for skewness 
analysis [Pet]. �=0.95. 

 
The t(x) probability density is tabled but can also be 
calculated using the expression [Bron] 
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whereas n is the number of degrees of freedom and � is the Gamma function, which 
can only be calculated by a computer and is defined for all x>0 as [Bron]: 
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with m being a positive integer approaching infinity. 
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12. English abstract  
 
 
During the last two decades an ongoing discussion about the necessary dose of 
dialysis brought the result that the urea based Kt/V value is significantly correlated to 
morbidity of the end stage renal disease (ESRD) patients. Even if it is not completely 
accepted, it seems to be more and more agreement of the nephrological community 
that for good dialysis practice Kt/V should be kept above 1.2 to 1.3 in the usual 3X4 
hours per week dialysis schedule for patients without own residual clearance to 
assure long term quality of life, low morbidity and mortality. K is the clearance of urea 
the dialysis system can apply, t is the treatment time and V is the urea distribution 
volume of the patient, which is nearly equal to total body water. Kt/V has the unit of a 
drug dose (ml of drug per ml of patient volume) and therefore sometimes is called 
dialysis ‘dose’, even if this is subject of discussion because it implies that the dose 
can be described with only one urea related number.  
 
This work does not participate in this discussion. The premise of this work is more 
technical: Whatever the final result of the above discussion will be, a patient-friendly, 
precise cost-neutral and handy technical solution should be given to the hand of the 
interested nephrologist to continuously supervise the urea based Kt/V that is applied 
to the patient. Of course this is combined with the hope that the long term mortality 
can be decreased if a  covering online dialysis success control is facilitated. 
 
The technical solution that has been chosen is based on the equivalence of the 
diffusion coefficients of sodium chloride and urea. It is central subject of the 
investigation if the diffusive behaviour of sodium is equal to that of urea crossing the 
dialysis filter membrane. The advantage that makes the principle so handy is that 
sodium can be measured very precise by standard conductivity cells as they are 
implemented in dialysis machines in large numbers. The only necessary hardware 
modification is a second conductivity cell downstream the dialyser to be able to 
measure the mass balance over the filter. This is more complicated with urea that 
can only be measured undergoing an enzymatic conversion to ammonium ions. The 
ammonium ions induce a membrane potential, which is measured with very sensitive 
amplifiers. A cooling chain for the enzyme must be maintained. 
 
To find and approve the conductivity based technical solution two in-vivo studies 
have been conducted. In the first study a conductivity step profile, varying the 
conductivity in static levels in a baseline - 7 min high - 7min low- baseline shape, was 
applied that can be utilised to measure the urea clearance very accurate. This 
principle has been described in 1982 in a patent application [Pol2]. In a sequence of  
206 computer recorded dialysis sessions with 22 patients it was found that urea 
clearance could be electrolytically measured with a mean error�standard deviation of  
-1.46�4.75% , n=494. The measurement of Kt/V according to a single pool model 
was of similar accuracy: 2.88�4.15% . Although in accordance with other studies 
these findings at an average confirmed the high correlation of ionic and urea based 
clearance measurements, an effect was found that was not consistent with the theory 
that was existent so far. It was found in the first study that the accuracy of the step 
profile measurements were dependent of the size of the patient, in particular of the 
urea distribution volume.  Moreover it was of relevance which part of the step profile 
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was used: the high-low states, the baseline- low or the baseline-high states. This was 
a theoretical lack. 
 
Careful analysis led to the result that sodium transfer from and into the patient was 
the reason for the dependence. This led to the enhancement of the theory that 
seems to correctly describe the nature of the effect. A new demand now was to 
minimise the sodium transfer. This was limited using static step profiles because in 
the time it needs to become stable sodium is shifted. In consequence non-stable, 
dynamic short conductivity boli were developed that allowed to minimise the amount 
of sodium to be shifted to the limits of the technical resolution of the measurement 
systems [RG3]. Also the associated mathematical tools to evaluate the boli had to be 
suited to the problem. After termination of this process a second study was 
conducted to approve the new method found. 
 
In this study with 10 patients and 93 sessions, 264 step profile measurements and 
173 bolus ionic dialysance measurements it was found that the bolus measurements 
matched their related blood side urea clearance references with the outstanding 
accuracy of (error�SD) 0.06�4.76%. The result was not significantly different 
(p=0.87) from the reference by student’s t-test for paired data. The Kt/V reference 
according to the single pool variable volume urea kinetic model (sPVVUKM) was 
found to be matched by the bolus principle with 5.32�3.9% accuracy and a 
correlation of 0.98. The remaining difference of 5.32% can be attributed to the 
neglect of the urea generation rate. Also the step profile was found to be very precise 
here. The error versus sPVVUKM was 0.05%�5%, r=0.96. However it did not image 
the neglect of urea generation correctly. 
Also a two pool modelling that comprises an internal compartimentation of the fluid 
pools of the patient was applied to the continuously recorded data. This two pool 
urea kinetic model (2PUKM) is regarded to be a more precise theoretical approach 
and now includes the urea generation. It found the bolus principle to deviate -3.04 � 
14.3%, n.s., p=0.13. The high standard deviation is due to the complexity of the 
model. 
Further from the developed theory a simplified method to roughly measure the 
sodium distribution volume could be derived. This method was tested in-vitro versus 
a container with dialysate of known volume and in-vivo versus the urea distribution 
volume. The in-vitro results were -19.9�34%, r=0.92, n.s, p=0.916. In-vivo they were 
found to be -7.4�23.2%, r=0.71, n.s., p=0.39. Due to dilution theory the sodium and 
urea distribution volumes virtually appear to be very similar using this method, 
although they absolutely differ significantly. Facing the strong simplifications that 
were made before applying this theory these results seem to be very encouraging 
that it could be possible to develop a principle to measure not only K but also V 
electrolytically. This would allow a true Kt/V measurement. 
 
The empirical urea distribution volume measurement using anthropometrical 
formulas has been compared to analytical methods. It has been found that the use 
Watson’s formula with a –13% correction gives good results. The correction should 
be applied with great care because it increases Kt/V just on a arithmetical base to the 
disadvantage of the patient. 
 
Also electrolytical plasma sodium measurement was evaluated and can be measured 
using a mixed analytic-empirical formula with an accuracy of 4.3�1.2%. 
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In summary, conductivity based methods seem to be a convenient method to 
measure several dialysis parameters of some clinical interest without effort. The 
results of this work meanwhile are implemented with substantial numbers into 
commonly available dialysis machines and the experience of the first time shows that 
the principle is well accepted by the clinicians. 
 
 
 

13. Deutsche Zusammenfassung 
 
 
Eine die letzten beiden Jahrzehnte anhaltende Diskussion über die erforderliche 
Dosis Dialyse, die ein Patient benötigt, ergab, daß der Harnstoff-basierte Kt/V-Wert 
signifikant mit der Morbidität von ‚end stage renal deasease‘ (ESRD)- Patienten 
korreliert. Wenn auch nicht vollständig akzeptiert, so scheint es doch zunehmende 
Übereinkunft zwischen Nephrologen, daß eine angemessene Dialysebehandlung von 
Patienten ohne Restdiurese im Rahmen eines 3x4 Stunden pro Woche- Schemas  
mindestens einen Kt/V-Wert von 1.2 bis 1.3  ergeben sollte, um auf lange Sicht die 
Lebensqualität zu sichern und die Morbidität und Mortalität niedrig zu halten. K ist die 
vom Dialysesystem erbrachte Clearance, t die Behandlungszeit und V das Harnstoff-
Verteilungsvolumen, welches dem Gesamt-Körperwasser nahezu gleicht. Kt/V wird 
in der Dosiseinheit (ml Medikament pro ml Körperwasser) ausgedrückt und daher 
auch häufig als Dialyse-‚Dosis‘ bezeichnet, auch wenn darüber wegen der 
Zusammenfassung in nur einer Harnstoff-korrelierten Zahl konträr diskutiert wird. 
 
Diese Arbeit besitzt eine eher technische Prämisse und möchte sich nicht an dieser 
Diskussion beteiligen. Sie möchte dem interessierten Nephrologen lediglich eine 
patientenfreundliche, präzise, kostenneutrale und leicht zu handhabende technische 
Lösung an die Hand geben, um kontinuierlich die in Kt/V ausgedrückte Dialysedosis 
zu überwachen. Natürlich ist damit auch die Hoffnung verbunden, daß die Langzeit-
Sterblichkeit verringert werden kann, wenn eine flächendeckende, zeitnahe 
Erfolgskontrolle der Dialyse ermöglicht wird.  
 
Die gewählte technische Lösung basiert auf der Äquivalenz der 
Diffusionskoeffizienten von  gelöstem Harnstoff und Natriumchlorid. Es ist das 
zentrale Anliegen dieser Studie, festzustellen, ob das Diffusionsverhalten von NaCl 
und Harnstoff beim Durchtritt durch die Membran des Dialysefilters gleich ist. Der 
entscheidende Vorteil, der das Verfahren so leicht handhabbar macht, besteht darin, 
daß NaCl-Konzentrationen sehr genau durch die ohnehin in großer Zahl in 
Dialysegeräten verwendeten Leitfähigkeitsmeßzellen bestimmt werden können. Um 
die NaCl-Massenbilanz über den Dialysefilter zu bestimmen, benötigt man lediglich 
eine weitere Meßzelle, die stromab des Filters zu installieren ist. Die Messung von 
Harnstoff, die indirekt über die enzymatische Zerlegung in Ammonium-Ionen und das 
anschließende Erzeugen eines hoch zu verstärkenden elektrischen Potentials an 
einer Membran geschieht, ist komplizierter. Zudem ist eine geschlossene Kühlkette 
für das Enzym sicher zu stellen. 
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Um eine leitfähigkeitsbasierte technische Lösung abzusichern, wurden zwei klinische 
Studien durchgeführt. In der ersten Studie wurde die Leitfähigkeit in Form von 
konstanten Stufenprofilen variiert. Sie wurde ausgehend von der Grundlinie für 7 min 
erhöht und anschließend für 7 min erniedrigt. Das Prinzip einer solchen Messung 
wurde erstmals 1982 in einer Patentschrift  beschrieben [Pol2]. In einer Sequenz von 
494 solchen Messungen in 206 automatisch aufgezeichneten Dialysesitzungen an 22 
Patienten wurde gefunden,  daß sich die Harnstoff- Clearance elektrolytisch mit einer 
Genauigkeit von –1.46�4.75% (Fehler�Standardabweichung) messen ließ. Die 
Messung von Kt/V gemäß dem Ein-Kompartment-Modell ergab eine ähnliche 
Genauigkeit von 2.88�4.15%.  Obgleich diese Ergebnisse in Übereinstimmung mit 
anderen Studien stehen, wurde ein Effekt bemerkt, der nicht in Einklang mit der 
zunächst bestehenden Theorie zu bringen war. Dieser Effekt besteht darin, daß die 
Genauigkeit der elektrolytischen Clearancemessung vom beim Patienten 
vorhandenen Harnstoff-Verteilungsvolumen abhängig war. Weiter war es nicht 
bedeutungslos, welchen Teil des dreiteiligen Stufenprofils man zur Auswertung 
heranzog: Den Grundlinie-Hoch- Übergang, den von der Grundlinie zum Niedrig-
Nieveau oder den Hoch-Niedrig- Übergang. Dies deutete auf einen Mangel an 
theoretischem Verständnis hin.  
 
Eine genaue weitere Untersuchung führte zu dem Ergebnis, daß unerwünschter 
NaCl-Transfer vom und zum Patienten die Ursache für die Abhängigkeit vom 
Verteilungsvolumen war. Es wurde daraufhin die Theorie dahingehend erweitert, daß 
dieser Effekt korrekt und plausibel beschrieben werden konnte. Aus dieser 
Erweiterung ergab sich die neue Forderung, den NaCl-Transfer bei der Messung 
weitestgehend zu minimieren. Die Benutzung von Stufenprofilen stellte hier jedoch 
an sich eine Limitierung dar, da in der zum Einnehmen eines stabilen Zustandes 
erforderlichen Zeit zuviel NaCl über die Membran transferiert wurde. Die Konsequenz 
war, von den Stufenprofilen auf kurze, dynamische Leitfähigkeitsboli überzugehen, 
die erlaubten, die NaCl-Gabe auf das Maß zu verringern, welches aufgrund der 
technischen Auflösung erforderlich war [RG3]. Hierzu mußten jedoch die 
notwendigen mathematischen Algorithmen neu zugeschnitten werden. Nach diesem 
Schritt wurde eine weitere klinische Studie gestartet, die den Zweck verfolgte, das 
neue Verfahren am Patienten zu verifizieren. 
 
In dieser Studie mit 10 Patienten und 93 Dialysesitzungen, 264 Stufenprofil- und 173 
Bolus-Dialysancemesssungen wurde gefunden, daß die Bolus-Messungen ihre 
zugehörigen blutseitigen Referenzmessungen  mit außergewöhnlicher Genauigkeit 
von 0.06�4.76% trafen. Student’s t-Test für gepaarte Daten ergab, daß sich die 
Datensätze nicht signifikant unterschieden (p=0.87). Die blutseitige Kt/V-Referenz 
auf der Basis des equilibrierten Einkompartment-Modells mit variablem Volumen 
wurde mit 5.32�3.9% getroffen, wobei eine Korrelation von 0.98 erzielt wurde. Die 
verbleibende Differenz von 5.32% wird der Vernachlässigung der Harnstoff-
Erzeugung während der Messung zugeschrieben. Auch das Stufenprofil zeigte trotz 
seiner Abhängigkeit vom Verteilungsvolumen gegenüber dem gleichen Modell einen 
mittleren Fehler von 0.05�5% bei einer Korrelation von 0.96. Jedoch konnte es die 
Vernachlässigung der Harnstoff-Erzeugung nicht korrekt abbilden. 
 
Die kontinuierlich aufgenommenen Daten wurden auch nach dem 2-pool Modell 
untersucht, welches auch die Harnstoff-Erzeugung enthält sowie eine innere 
Kompartimentierung des Patienten annimmt und damit die tatsächlichen Verhältnisse 
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besser beschreibt. Danach weicht das Bolus-Meßprinzip -3.04�14.3% von der 
Referenz ab (n.s.,p=0.13). Die relativ hohe Standardabweichung wird mit der 
Komplexität des Modells erklärt.  
 
Weiter ist aus der Theorie zum Na-Transfer eine vereinfachende Methode zur 
Messung des Na-Verteilungsvolumens abgeleitet worden. Diese Methode wurde in-
vitro gegen ein Behältnis mit einer bekannten Menge an Dialysat geprüft. Es wurde 
ein mittlerer Fehler von -19.9�34% gefunden. Die Korrelation war 0.92 (n.s., 
p=0.916). Die gleiche Prüfung fand in-vivo gegen das Harnstoff-Verteilungsvolumen 
statt und ergab einen mittleren Fehler von -7.4�23.2% (r=0.71, n.s., p=0.39). Es hat 
den Anschein, als würden sich gemäß der Theorie der Dilution die 
Verteilungsvolumina für Natrium und für Harnstoff scheinbar nur wenig 
unterscheiden, obwohl sie sich absolut natürlich deutlich unterscheiden. In 
Anbetracht der erheblichen Vereinfachungen, die bei der Ableitung dieses Ansatzes 
gemacht wurden, scheint es ausgesprochen ermutigend, auf diesem Weg 
möglicherweise ein Verfahren entwickeln zu können, welches auf rein 
elektrolytischem Wege nun nicht mehr nur K, sondern auch V und damit alle zur 
Quantifizierung gesuchten Größen analytisch ermitteln kann.  
 
Weiter wurde im Rahmen dieser Arbeit anhand der analytisch ermittelten Volumina 
verglichen, ob man mit Hilfe anthropometrischer Formeln zur Ermittlung des 
Harnstoff-Verteilungsvolumens  zu einer guten Abschätzung kommen kann. Es 
wurde gefunden, daß man das Ergebnis der Watson-Formel um ca. 13% vermindern 
kann und dann zu einem recht guten Wert für das tatsächliche Harnstoff-
Verteilungsvolumen gelangt. Dies ist jedoch mit Vorsicht und Erfahrung zu tun, da 
sich damit Kt/V rechnerisch zum Nachteil des Patienten verändert. 
 
Auch ein elektrolytisches Verfahren mit empirischen Komponenten zur Ermittlung 
des Plasma-Natriums des Patienten wurde erprobt und konnte mit einer Genauigkeit 
von 4.3�1.2% den Laborwert vorhersagen. 
 
Zusammenfassend kann gesagt werden, daß sich im Rahmen dieser Arbeit die 
leitfähigkeitsbasierten Methoden zur Messung von einigen wichtigen 
Dialyseparametern als sehr nützlich für die klinische Praxis erwiesen haben und 
zudem mit keinem Zusatzaufwand für die Beteiligten verbunden sind. 
 
Das Ergebnis dieser Arbeit ist mittlerweile in größeren Stückzahlen in frei erhältliche 
Dialysegeräte implementiert worden. Die Erfahrung der ersten Zeit zeigt, daß das 
verwendete Prinzip von den Klinikern gut angenommen wird. 
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